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ABSTRACT 

 

One Country, Two Teams:  

The Cultural Politics of Football in Hong Kong 

 

ZUSER Tobias 

Doctor of Philosophy 

 

Amidst China’s escalating pursuance of placing football in the centre of its soft 

power propagation, Hong Kong has remained entirely excluded from the 

accompanying policy strategies of the Mainland. Following the 1997 handover and 

with it the return to Chinese sovereignty, the former British colony has retained its 

independent memberships in global governing bodies, such as FIFA or the IOC, 

making sports the last cultural and political arena in which Hong Kong and China 

compete as two – de facto equal – national entities. While the status quo of this 

framework is not necessarily controversial, the popularity of football in both locales 

has created a new public platform for identity politics. At the same time, Hong 

Kong’s marginalization of sports development has raised questions over the value 

and expediency of sport within the local policy regime. Formerly known as the 

“Football Kingdom of the Far East”, interest and investment in domestic football 

have declined since the late 1980s, evoking a sense of crisis and nostalgia. However, 

as a cultural practice football has shown resilience throughout the years, leading to 

a reform process and on-going debates over public subsidies. Drawing upon the 

fields of cultural studies, sociology of sport, history, and cultural policy studies, this 

dissertation argues for the conceptualization of football as a cultural resource that 

is not just a mirror of socio-political constellations, but also a productive force in 

shaping leisure, consumption, and everyday life in the city. The overarching, and 

seemingly simple research question of this dissertation is therefore: how is sport – 

and in particular football – a culture in Hong Kong? And, how can a cultural 

understanding of sport contribute to the challenges of sports policies? As such, this 

project takes on a holistic approach to frame an understanding of local football 

culture through and between four different themes: history, policy, fandom, and 

national identity. Starting from early colonial times, the dissertation first aims to 

trace the cultural resonance of football in local society by using the intellectual 

discourse around cricket’s Indianness as a so called inter-Asian reference to reflect 

on the particular context that enabled the rise of another sport in Hong Kong. 

Instead of nurturing a regional identity, local football was turned into a trans-

national project of Chinese modernity. From there the research delves into a policy 

analysis to investigate the institutionalization, governance, and reformation of local 

football until now, and how it evolved as a Bourdieusian cultural field. Eventually, 

the research draws on its long-term ethnographic fieldwork to investigate the 

agency of fans and how local football has attracted subcultural practices with 

entrepreneurial traits that function as cultural resources. This culminates in the 

discussion of localist and nationalist sentiments based on the (auto-)ethnographic 

experience at the two 2015 World Cup games between Hong Kong and China in an 

attempt to contextualize the politicization of the spectacle within the cultural 

framework of local football. By proposing a cultural argument along notions of 

cultural resource, and cultural field, this dissertation argues for a culturalization of 

sport in cultural studies and policy-oriented discourses, and hence a conceptual 

move towards a cultural policy of sports.  
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PROLOGUE  

“They play football in Hong Kong?” – Over the last three years this was 

probably one of the most frequent questions I have heard during “coffee break small 

talk” at conferences in Indonesia, Australia, South Korea, Japan, Taiwan, or the 

USA. Talking about the marginal case of Hong Kong in an international setting can 

already be a demanding task; add football to this equation and it will turn into a 

proper challenge. Nevertheless, it has been an incredibly rewarding journey, though 

some might wonder how I ended up from writing about organizational structures of 

opera houses in 2008 to pursuing a cultural analysis of sport in 2017.   

I was originally trained in the field of sports, arts, and event management, but 

early in my undergraduate studies I decided to follow the more “sophisticated” track, 

resulting in exciting years as arts administrator in Berlin and Beijing. Oddly enough, 

by then, I have almost lost any interest in sporting activities, but having learned 

about the conceptual and managerial similarities, I continued being intrigued about 

the numerous parallels between these two domains. For one of my last projects in 

Beijing, I was lucky enough to work with the city’s leading kung fu ensemble and 

witnessed the incredible effort it took to combine physical discipline with mental 

creativity. However, my deep appreciation and respect for martial artists also 

induced some personal flashbacks of a widely suppressed part of my childhood. For 

almost ten years, starting from the age of five, I attended the local ballet 

conservatory; and what started as a humble idea of my parents to make sure I do 

“healthy exercises to strengthen my back muscles”, soon turned into an increasingly 

serious track of becoming a dancer. Every day after school I had to attend two hours 

of additional training, supervised by strict Russian teachers, who enthusiastically 
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believed in the merits of corporal punishment. Classes were usually divided into 

two halves, one focusing on a work-out program, including visits to the fitness 

centre, and the other on learning and rehearsing choreographies. Needless to say, I 

was not able to withstand the increasing pressure and my revolting teenage years 

offered me the best excuse to give up, but I have always kept my admiration for 

ballet dancers, while wondering if there is an actual difference between them and 

elite athletes.1 For the next few years I found another calling in competitive sabre 

fencing, but by then my aspirations of seriously pursuing any sporting track have 

already faded.  

Then there is my story as a cultural consumer, which has been an important 

part of my migrant experience in Asia. I have grown up with a fondness for drama 

and live concerts, and when I moved to Hong Kong and later to Beijing the 

exploration of the underground scenes was usually my first resort of encountering 

what I believed to be an authentic local culture. However, I often felt that these 

milieus also kept me within carefully maintained bubbles of aesthetics, values, and 

tastes. Occasionally doubting myself for my decision to leave family and friends 

behind, my unlikely epiphany came at a football game of Beijing Guoan in the 

Chinese Super League. I lived just a few hundred meters away from the club’s 

historic home ground, the Workers’ Stadium (or “Gongti” as it is known among 

locals), so one day I simply decided to blend in with the crowds of supporters that 

were filling the streets, while donning their green shirts and scarves. In fact, I still 

have a clear memory of passing through the stadium gates for the first time, noticing 

the dark clouds that foreshadowed the violent thunderstorm that would strike later 

                                                 

1 There are other proponents of this idea, including actor Jean-Claude Van Damme and Budd, Macdonald and 

Saevitzon (2010). 
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that night. But what really captured me was the seriousness and authenticity of 

emotions all around me, offering the entire bandwidth from decadent schadenfreude 

to heartbroken disappointment. Soon, visiting games of Beijing Guoan turned into 

my favourite pastime, starting to ignite a sense of belonging for what I have started 

calling my home. However, when I returned to academia in 2012 to pursue an MPhil 

degree in Cultural Studies at Lingnan University, I naturally opted to build my 

research on the rich working experience in the field of arts management and cultural 

policy. It took me two more years – and the tolerance and encouragement of my 

current supervisor at the Department of Humanities and Creative Writing – to find 

both the necessary courage and support to change my subject of study while not 

abandoning my acquired expertise.  

In my master thesis, I investigated the lack of cultural policy strategies in Hong 

Kong’s urban redevelopment when facing organically grown creative clusters, 

particularly in former industrial areas. Based on my findings, I argued that the 

dialogue between government officials, urban planners, and practitioners was based 

on incompatible conceptions of culture, space, and place-making, which have 

excluded certain art forms from the cultural and creative industry discourses in the 

city. And although I was tracing the history of cultural policy in Hong Kong, and 

exposed the government’s meagre ambition to refute the city’s byname of a 

“cultural desert”, it was not a difficult task to identify parallels to Hong Kong’s lack 

of sports development. Still, even researchers in cultural studies often show 

reservation in articulating sports and “culture proper”.   

Hence, there are two major tasks that I would like to take on with this research: 

First, I aim to re-appropriate football as a significant platform for socio-cultural 

inquiry in the context of Asia. So far, cultural research in this area tended to be 
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curiously event-focused, ready to supply the demand for publications in the wake 

of Olympic Games and World Cups, with all their economic, social, cultural, and 

political implications. Admittedly, East Asian sportscapes have attracted a fair share 

of interest in debates about soft power, geopolitics, and diplomacy in recent years, 

but they receive relatively little attention with regards to their prominent role in 

people’s everyday life and hence their potential to contribute to our knowledge and 

understanding of a locale. The second, and admittedly more wishful, task is to carve 

out a space for sports in the Inter-Asian Cultural Studies discourses that have very 

much shaped my critical thinking and academic approach over the last five years. 

As of now, it was a challenging, but rewarding endeavour to operate on the fringes, 

with the research being often too cultural for sports conferences, and seemingly too 

sports-oriented for the agenda of cultural studies. Nevertheless, I was also fortunate 

enough to encounter the small circle of sports researchers in Hong Kong, who – 

despite the lack of even a single sport sociology stream in the city – are passionate 

about developing this niche and I am confident that there will be more opportunities 

in the future for cross-institutional collaborations in critical sports research, that can 

not only contribute to the understanding and teaching of physical education 

departments, but also critical theories and policy making.    

Around four years ago, when I prepared my PhD application, I have been given 

the advice by other established scholars that a topic on football will hardly have a 

chance for funding, especially when proposed in the humanities or social sciences. 

I sincerely hope that this dissertation proves this assumption wrong and helps to 

position football – and sports at large – as a complex, inspiring, and worthwhile 

field for cultural research in the Asian context.  
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INTRODUCTION: A GAME FOR HUNGRY GHOSTS 

“Chinese opera is very abstract. Just like watching 

football, you need to know the rules in order to 

understand and enjoy the game.” 

         Yuen Siu-fai, Cantonese opera performer2 

 

 

My first Hong Kong match dates back to September 14th, 2013. It was one of 

these cloudy weekends when I tried to clear my head and escape for a few hours 

from the overload of simultaneously finishing my master thesis and drafting a PhD 

research proposal. I often thought of the gripping atmosphere when visiting league 

games in Beijing, and having occasionally stumbled upon articles of Hong Kong’s 

glorious football days, I was curious to explore what the local game would have to 

offer. I picked a random match from the schedule I found online, primarily looking 

for a venue that would be convenient to reach from where I lived. My choice fell 

on an early afternoon kick-off between Sun Hei and Citizen Athletic Association at 

Tsing Yi Sports Ground. Both teams shared the same home stadium that season and 

I started imagining the possibility of a derby crowd. Needless to say, things turned 

out a bit different than expected.  

 After arriving at the nearby subway station, I struggled for a while to find the 

right exit. My initial plan to just “go with the flow” did not seem to work, as I failed 

to spot anyone looking even remotely like a football fan, but in the end, I caught 

                                                 

2 Cited in South China Morning Post (2017) 
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sight of the tall stadium floodlights from afar. With no queue to join, I walked 

straight to the counter, where I bought a discounted student ticket and when I 

entered the venue, a friendly lady handed me a mooncake. With the game just being 

played a few days ahead of the Mid-Autumn Festival, this seemed to be an 

appropriate promotional treat.  

The stadium itself resembled a generic sports ground in Hong Kong, which 

appears in almost identical form and architecture across the territory. Flanked by a 

roofed stand on one side, the pitch was surrounded by a synthetic eight-lane 

athletics track, which was closed for use on match days. Over a staircase I 

eventually reached the elevated seating area that could accommodate around 1,500 

people. Only the middle part was fitted with plastic chairs, while the rest of the 

stand was offering rows of rustic stone treads, equipped with narrow back rests. The 

view from the terrace was almost panoramic: on the left families enjoying 

themselves in Tsing Yi Swimming Pool, in front trains rattling across Gin Drinkers 

Bay, and on the right residential blocks towering over the island’s landscape. Right 

behind the stand was a corridor with restrooms on either side, and in between a 

small kiosk selling siu mai, fish balls, soft drinks, and canned beer.  

 That particular afternoon though, the stadium was nearly empty. I sat down on 

one of the benches next to an elderly man, after we had greeted each other with a 

polite nod. I tried to look out for any fan groups to observe, but there was not much 

to be found. People apparently chose their seats not according to club loyalty, but 

rather convenience. Honestly, I do not remember much of the game itself, but 

looking back at the line-ups four years later, I would recognize most of the players, 

could recall their local careers, and discuss their skill sets, as many of them are still 
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active in the league at the time of writing, including four – then – foreigners, who 

are now members of the Hong Kong National Team. The official match report 

published later that day stated that 309 visitors attended the game, of which 259 

paid an entrance fee, bringing the total income to HK$ 6,520 (US$ 835). I 

contributed HK$ 20 (US$ 2.6) with my student ticket.  

 The reason I wanted to start this dissertation with this spectacularly 

unspectacular visit is that my interest for local football struck its roots on that very 

afternoon and this is where I started formulating my abundance of questions. It was 

long before the Umbrella Movement swirled through the city, long before the 

Chinese national anthem was booed at Mong Kok Stadium, long before the World 

Cup qualifiers against China caused a security risk, long before nine out of eleven 

players of the national team were not born in Hong Kong, and long before Chan 

Yuen-ting became the first woman in world history to lead a men’s football team to 

a national league title. All these developments over the last three years were not just 

distractions, but had significant impact on how football in Hong Kong has been 

perceived, conceived, and experienced. But it also did not diminish my initial quest 

to trace, reconstruct, and understand what we might refer to as a local football 

culture, which is less than a stone-throw away from the city’s notorious “cultural 

desert” discourse, the – arguably false – belief that Hong Kong has been deprived 

of its capability for any cultural or creative output. (Zuser 2015)   

 However, what made the case of Hong Kong’s fading football industry so 

peculiar, was not only its rich historical legacy, but also the figures. According to a 

government survey conducted between November 2009 and February 2010, 2 

million people in Hong Kong – representing roughly one third of the city’s entire 
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population aged 12 and above – watch sport events regularly; 52% of which are 

primarily interested in football, followed by 10.4% who prefer basketball. (see 

Figure 1; Census and Statistics Department 2011) Interestingly, sports such as rugby, 

which Hong Kong is often associated with due to the annual World Series, are 

absent from this survey. But also cricket and horse racing do not make the list, with 

the latter being probably omitted due to its primary focus on gambling. 

 
Figure 1 - Preferred sports to be watched in Hong Kong (2009/2010), own chart  

 

The report also indicated a clear indication of viewing habit, with 91.7% showing 

preference to consume sport events on television, while only 5% would rather watch 

them live. More than six years have passed since this report was first published, so 

one would be safe to assume that the proportion of internet streaming should be 

much higher by now – at the expense of traditional TV viewers. In addition, the 

survey also gathered data about the most popular leisure activities among Hong 

Kong residents, with football at 5.1% ranking near the bottom behind running, 

badminton, swimming, hiking, and basketball. (see Figure 3) 
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Figure 2 - Most participated sport (2009/2010), own chart3 

On the one hand, these figures suggest an overwhelming popularity for football as 

a spectator sport, and on the other hand a strong tendency for neither watching it on 

site nor participating in it, which also leads us to the mainstream discourse of what 

has been dubbed the crisis of local football: public disinterest that has turned the 

so-called “people’s game” into a commercially unviable product. Similar to the arts, 

the beauty of sports is that almost everyone has an opinion, but most of the answers 

I received for the “why questions” – while being plausible – were far from satisfying. 

In a sense, this PhD is therefore a journey that aims to break away from seeking the 

one truth, but to radically contextualize football in its various manifestations of 

history, governance, consumption, and identification, so to hopefully provide a 

better story (or stories) in the end.  

In this introductory chapter, I will first carefully carve out the problem space 

and try to explain how it has led me to the key question of this research. This will 

                                                 

3 The data of 2009/2010 is still used in sports policy papers as recent as December 2016. (LegCo Secretariat 

(Research Office) 2016) 
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be followed by a detailed discussion on the disciplinary trajectory of cultural 

research on sport, how this dissertation aims to position itself within the field of 

cultural studies and what the potential contributions might be. After that I will 

sketch out the methodological framework as well as the structure of the thesis.  

Cultivating the problem field  

 At first sight, football in Hong Kong appears to be a story of frustration and a 

story of the past. Over the last two decades, the average attendance at league games 

has dropped to below 1,000 and local clubs might disappear from one year to 

another as they struggle to pay their bills. Unsurprisingly, it is the nostalgia of an 

older generation that has been dominating the narrative, which usually laments the 

decline of quality, skills, attendance, and interest.  

During its heydays between the 1950s and 1980s, Hong Kong earned its 

nickname as the “Football Kingdom of the Far East” (C. W. Lee 2015), a term which 

is still stressed in newspaper articles and policy texts today. One of the most 

prevailing myths has been built around the victory of the Taiwanese national 

football team at the Asian Games in 1958, consisting almost entirely of ethnically 

Chinese players from the British colony. A few decades later, another historic 

milestone was reached when Hong Kong barred China from participating in the 

1986 World Cup with an improbable defeat, culminating in what has become known 

as the infamous “May 19 incident” and the first record of football hooliganism in 

the Mainland. However, since the late 1980s the interest in local football has been 

fading (for reasons to be discussed in detail later) and has never really recovered. 

In contrast to the rapid commercialization of other football leagues across Asia 
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throughout the 1990s — especially in Japan, South Korea, and China — the 

development in Hong Kong came to a standstill. Soon after, football was even 

stripped off its elite status within Hong Kong’s official sports development 

framework, which meant a drastic reduction of financial resources. But with public 

and political pressure slowly mounting, the Hong Kong Football Association 

eventually started a reform program, aiming to introduce a fully professional 

football league inspired by successful equivalents such as the Chinese Super League, 

the Japanese J-League and the Korean K-League. Coincidentally, right after 

consultations started, the national team celebrated another improbable victory, this 

time by winning the football tournament of the 2009 East Asian Games on home 

soil (see Chapter 2), leading – once again – to a widespread recollection of the 

glorious past. Following the recommendations of a commissioned report from a 

British consultant, the government eventually initiated the so called “Project 

Phoenix” in 2011. With an additional annual budget of HK$ 20 million, the HKFA 

set out to reform old organizational structures, to attract more investment, to nurture 

young talents and to rebuild a local fan base. Five years later the government 

evaluated the progress and decided to continue subsidising the association, with 

additional funds provided by the Hong Kong Jockey Club. “Aiming High - Together” 

replaced “Project Phoenix”, signalling that after the previous groundwork it was 

time to produce visible results. This narrative of nostalgic legacy, organisational 

crisis, and policy debates initially seemed to offer a fascinating but straightforward 

case study for a structural analysis. However, the more I got involved in and 

engaged with local football – in all its facets – I noticed that this story was far from 

being complete.  
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Sport – and as such football – is capable of harbouring different meanings: First 

it can refer to the game itself which is defined by a commonly agreed set of rules, 

so knowledge thereof becomes a prerequisite for watching, consuming, and 

participating. Second, it can mean all the social institutions associated with it, such 

as clubs, schools, organisations, regional and supra-national governing bodies, but 

also the sites themselves, such as sports grounds and stadiums. And third, it can 

equally refer to the socio-cultural values, practices, believes, and identities, 

allowing football to take on different cultural roles and meanings specific to the 

locale in question (Whannel 2008, 52)  

Eventually, it was my encounter with the latter that offered an alternative story 

to the nostalgic reminiscence of the older generation, posing nonetheless a 

conceptual challenge on how to combine these various aspects of sport – and in this 

case, how to integrate for instance ethnography in this historical and institutional 

analysis. The revelation started with the weekly visits of football games across all 

amateur and professional divisions as well as the maintenance of an English blog 

on which I tried to archive news stories and to share my own experience. Through 

this I discovered the emergence of younger fan communities and how they tried to 

reclaim legitimate interest and pride in the local game, which also materialised in a 

spatial divide of generations inside the stadiums. While learning to differentiate  

Hong Kong football from the global football (fan) discourses, the story was not 

anymore about the frustration over the lost past, but the routines, rituals, practices, 

and values, associated with a sense of belonging and – partly – even civic 

responsibility.  

Eventually, the supra-national governance of sport has added another 
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dimension by offering a rarely blunt illustration of Hong Kong’s specific 

conjuncture. After World War II, the HKFA joined both FIFA and the International 

Olympic Committee and remained an autonomous member association in both 

organisations, even after the return to Chinese sovereignty in 1997. This has led to 

the paradox that Hong Kong continues to participate in international competitions 

as a de facto non-nation state, with the possibility to compete directly with China, 

the nation it is part of. Naturally, the on-going discourse of local identity politics 

has found resonance in domestic football as well. When local club Kitchee played 

in the semi-final of a regional cup tournament only two days after the start of the 

Umbrella Movement, around half of the 6,000 spectators in Mong Kok Stadium 

stood up at minute 9’28’’ to commemorate September 28th, the day when the street 

protests escalated. One week later, a similar incident occurred during a friendly 

game between Hong Kong and Singapore when local fans opened their umbrellas 

during the Chinese national anthem, while turning their back to the football ground.  

Over the last ten years, the two national teams usually avoided to play against 

each other, but things changed in early 2015, when a random draw decided that 

Hong Kong and China would compete in the World Cup qualifiers. Suddenly, 

football was again at the centre of public interest and the politicization of this rare 

event could be observed across all dimensions, involving decisions from the 

governments on spectatorship limits, punishments of football governing bodies for 

improper fan behaviour, alleged insults between players of the different teams, and 

attempts of political activism during the games. Images and clips of Hong Kong 

fans booing the Chinese national anthem before the qualifying games were picked 

up by international media as evidence for the on-going dissatisfaction over the 
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framework of democratic reforms. (See Chapter 4) 

From a researcher’s perspective, it would have been tempting to single out this 

incident and analyse the emergence of fan activism in Hong Kong, drawing upon 

references from other fan-driven uprisings in Turkey or Egypt, but this thesis tried 

to transcend the event-based narrative that would resort to the “automatic privilege 

we give, intellectually and politically, to the marginalized”, an argument which I 

will later elaborate on. (Grossberg 2010, 66) With the two games against China 

happening within a period of just twelve weeks, football carried on once the 

spectacle (and the international media) were gone, though in a diversified manner 

with subcultural practices being utilized for other purposes than just political 

activism. As Toby Miller (Miller 2008, 190) described, “sport involves both 

imposition of authority from above and the joy of autonomy from below”, and in 

this sense this research aims to avoid reducing the cultural politics of local football 

to just a single political narrative. Whannel (2008, 52) shared a similar personal 

experience when it comes to sports policy discourses in academia:  

“The lack of strongly focused policy debates about 

sport was more of a freedom than a constraint. I 

interrogated my own feelings about sport, which, then 

as now, are deeply ambivalent. There were, and still 

are, some in all parts of the political spectrum who 

simply condemn sport as fostering negative 

characteristics – competitiveness, violence, cheating, 

and self-obsession. I was determined to avoid this line, 

which negates analysis in its monolithic conception 

of ‘competition’.” 

 

As mentioned briefly in the prologue, my academic trajectory is based on the 

Foucauldian approach of cultural policy studies and its – not uncontroversial – 

commitment to pragmatism within the field of cultural studies. (Bennett 1992; 
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Lewis and Miller 2003) Hence, the starting point for this research was driven by a 

similar motive of delving into a discourse analysis of institutions and policy making 

processes that have formed local sports culture – as they have done with the arts 

and creative industries. Nevertheless, there were two dimensions that could not be 

easily dismissed: first the existing duality of sports and culture as two eagerly 

distinguished domains in both theory and practice, and second the marginal position 

of sports within the field of cultural studies, which is also a result of the dominant 

“culture concept” used in institutionalizing the discipline. (Bennett 2015, 546) The 

overarching, and seemingly simple research question of this dissertation is therefore: 

how is sport – and in particular football – a culture in Hong Kong? And, how can a 

cultural understanding of sport contribute to the challenges of sports policies? It is 

based on this query that I would like to reclaim the concept of a cultural resource – 

which has been widely used in cultural policy discourses. Yúdice (2003, 9) 

explained that culture has been “increasingly wielded as a resource for both socio-

political and economic amelioration”, and to fully capture this dimension, he 

suggested a conceptual shift towards utility. First, this can refer to the 

transformation of national culture into valuable national products (Keane 2007, 

139), and second to the increasing expectation towards cultural organizations to 

prove their expediency. However, such understanding also presupposes their 

recognition as a culture. It could be argued that this attempt of re-appropriation is 

unneeded, provided that there is a general acceptance towards the definition of 

culture as “everything that humans might do or produce”. However, the sheer 

absence of sports within current cultural studies research, particularly in Asia, 

suggest that this might not be a commonly shared “truth” after all. It is not the 
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objective of this dissertation to prove the usefulness of sport to solve social, political, 

or economic problems, but instead to emphasize how sports have always operated 

as a cultural resource in Hong Kong, until today. To understand football as culture 

and therefore as resource, also means to understand football not just as a platform 

for the current political struggle – something that seems to be understood as a 

universal and global attribute – but to situate football within and being constitutive 

of the cultural history, identity, and culturalised sportscape of a place. Whannel 

(Whannel 2008, 42) emphasized the difference of such an approach:  

“A cultural approach is directly opposed to this 

apolitical one in that, far from attempting to separate 

sport from social life, it seeks to emphasise the 

relation between the two.” 

 

However, to argue for such a cultural analysis of football, it will be first 

necessary to trace and discuss the theoretical and disciplinary disjuncture that has 

maintained a strong distinction on how sports have been approached by cultural 

studies scholars.   

A Cultural Studies of Sport?  

In humanities, and to some extent the social sciences, the field of sports has 

taken up a relatively marginal role. But given the manifold angles of inquiry, from 

psychology to engineering, and from media studies to philosophy, the area of sports 

studies also increasingly dealt with an empty signifier. As such sport has been 

navigating constantly between two extremes: seriousness and triviality. (Carlsson 

and Hedenborg 2013) The origin of the word itself is based on a process of 

temporary dislocation: “disport” – to carry away – already implies a departure from 
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a certain locale to somewhere else. In early times, the church understood sporting 

activities as a manifestation of sinning, a corporeal worshipping of the non-sensical 

and the meaningless. (Connor 2011) Ironically, Marxism later argued that sport has 

taken over the function of religion as “opiate of the masses” (Woods 2007), being 

complicit to capitalist exploitation by distracting from the imminent misery. The 

critique of globalization has shifted the emphasis towards the understanding of sport 

as a mediatized spectacle that has carried it away from the authentic experience of 

sportsmanship. (Debord 1967) Nevertheless, from an epistemological standpoint, 

sport has always continued to embody the complex layers typical for cultural 

phenomena, by constituting and re-negotiating its ideological, moral, and aesthetic 

implications. (Connor 2011) 

Within the social sciences the field of sports-related research – in all its 

varieties – has emerged in the 1970s. Nevertheless, the investigation has remained 

relatively isolated within specialized sub-disciplines of sociology and history. 

Despite being an integral part of everyday life and popular culture, sport often just 

appeared as “another” social formation – and in times of political protests, social 

injustice and economic uncertainties, scholars such as Chakrabarty (2005) asked 

the rhetorical question on why we should direct our attention towards a supposedly 

meaningless game.  

“[I]t is my contention that the theoretical frameworks 

implicit in social history by their very nature 

marginalized sporting events. Marxist or Gramscian 

views of class conflict privileged the factory or the 

institutions of the state or even the home as sites of 

‘subject production’ or class and ideological struggles. 

Sports could be seen, within these frameworks, as part 

of cultural battles […]. But these arenas could never 

compete for political status with constitutional or street 
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battles for social welfare, decolonization or democracy.” 

 

Arguably, there is no easy answer to this statement, especially amidst calls 

to pursue a return to the “political popular” in Asian cultural studies (Chua 2016) 

that seem to offer the spectacles that actually matter. But as we are getting carried 

away by this political momentum – quasi disporting ourselves – sport has always 

carried on with its inherently conflicting nature, or “cultural battles” as Chakrabarty 

put it. Carlsson and Hedenborg (2014: 1226) see “the dialectics of 

importance/unimportance of sport, as well as of its external/internal values”4 as the 

most fundamental reason for the study of sport. This is also a useful anchor point 

for a cultural studies approach that argues for radical contextualization. However, 

the inclusion of sport in this intellectual project was not a given.    

One of the earliest works commonly seen as anticipating a contemporary 

cultural studies approach – albeit a posteriori – is C.L.R. James’ Beyond the 

Boundary, an auto-ethnographic memoir that pays tribute to the social impact of 

cricket in the West Indies. Although James was a contemporary of Raymond 

Williams, Richard Hoggart, and E.P. Thompson, his publication of 1963 would 

arguably still pass any scrutiny of cultural studies standards nowadays, both 

conceptually and methodologically. Meanwhile, the three British founding figures 

rejected elitist notions of culture, but also failed to acknowledge “the links between 

sport and popular consciousness” (J. Hargreaves and McDonald 2000, 49), although 

the topic occasionally appeared at the side lines (Hoggart 1957; Williams 1961; 

                                                 

4 The question of value (in contrast to a more functional “expediency”) is indeed very central to sports 

research, which is usually conducted in relation to positive (e.g. health) or negative (e.g. docile body) 

discourses. 
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Thompson 1972). Nevertheless, following the formation of the Centre for 

Contemporary Cultural Studies (CCCS), parts of the emerging intellectual field 

made valuable contributions in repositioning the research of sports by substituting 

Marxist reductionism with Gramscian hegemony. Giardina (2005, 133–36) offered 

a detailed account of these early publications. Among the topics of the CCCS paper 

series were projects on football (Critcher 1971), hooliganism (Clarke 1973), motor-

racing (R. Watson 1973), bike clubs (Willis 1972), television (Peters 1976) and 

women’s sport (Critcher 1974; Willis 1974). However, a few years later it was still 

an established truth that “sport has been a relatively minor presence in the 

development of cultural studies, for reasons that are not clear” (C. Jenkins and 

Green 1982, 1; cited in Giardina 2005, 135). Some answers to this question might 

be found in the inherent conceptionally contradiction. For Gruneau (1980) the 

paradox can be found in the dialectics of sports as an institutionalized form of play, 

giving “the impression of being at once both an independent and spontaneous 

aspect of human action or agency and a dependent and regulated aspect of it.”5 

While referring to a contextual understanding of sport, a similar sentiment was 

echoed by J.A. Hargreaves who argued that “its manipulative manifestations need 

to be counterposed to its liberate tendencies”. (Hargreaves 1982, 22-23; cited in 

Hargreaves and McDonald 2000, 52) Arguably, with sports being often framed as 

an objective competition in which “the best may win”, cultural studies perspectives 

were predestined to fighting an uphill battle and to establish their own relevance 

                                                 

5 Highlights by the original author.  
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complementary to other disciplines. This is not to say that cultural analyses of sport 

were absent thereafter, with scholars frequently adopting such approaches under the 

name of leisure studies, physical education, sport studies, psychology, and 

sociology of sport. Gramsci’s concept of hegemony became a recognized tool to 

expose struggles of power, class, and identity (Whannel 1983; Gruneau 1983; 

Clarke and Critcher 1985), but at the same time cultural studies turned more and 

more into a sub-category of critical theory that found itself in competition with 

structural functionalism and Marxism to explain the dynamics between sport and 

society. (J. Coakley 1990) Throughout the 1990s feminist theory provided a much-

needed stimulus for cultural studies research on sport, with Jennifer Hargreaves 

(1994) and Ann Hall (1996) taking issue with the previous work of Birmingham 

scholars that neglected any kind of gender dimensions, eventually laying the 

groundwork for a body-focused research agenda that recently culminated in the 

institutionalization of physical cultural studies. (Silk and Andrews 2011) 

 But there was one academic stream in particular that engaged in an on-going 

paradigm war. Figurational sociologists such as Eric Dunning and Chris Rojek 

(1992) fiercely rejected cultural studies on both epistemological and 

methodological accounts, although much of the critique is based on a generalization 

of selective readings, including accusations that cultural studies scholars would not 

engage in ethnographic fieldwork. (J. Hargreaves and McDonald 2000, 56–57) In 

return, figurational sociology was accused of an objective pretence that insisted on 

the methodological detachment of the researcher. For Rowe (1998, 242) it “suffers 

from the usual burdens of grand theory”, meaning that it commonly failed to deal 

with structural inequalities. Nevertheless, the legacy of Norbert Elias’ oeuvre, while 
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ignored in most other sociological fields, continues to occupy a central role within 

the sociology of sport (a detailed discussion of this theory can be found in Chapter 

3), particularly in football research, which is dominated by British and continental 

European scholarship. Parallel to this paradigm war, a similar disjuncture took place 

in the field of fan studies that followed different conceptual paths in sports and 

culture (see Chapter 3).   

 Nevertheless, since the early 2000s there have been new attempts in 

repositioning sports within cultural studies, partly in response to the globalization 

discourse which has focused on the neoliberal exploitation of sports and media 

industries. Much of this effort emerged – not coincidentally – from the University 

of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign in the USA, where even sports-oriented scholars 

were exposed to the intellectual work of Grossberg, Denzin, Nelson, and Treichler. 

(Giardina 2005, 142–43) It is therefore not surprising that a major push to reclaim 

sports for cultural studies has been initiated by two Illinois PhD graduates such as 

David Andrews and Martin Giardina.  

Invoking the voice of Stuart Hall, Andrews (2002, 116) tried to set a new 

agenda by arguing for the specificity of cultural research in sports, since "the very 

uniqueness of ... the conjuncture ... means there is a condition of no necessary 

correspondence, or indeed non-correspondence, between sport and particular 

forces". It is therefore necessary to investigate the contingent conditions of 

possibility and how they have given rise to a specific conjuncture, “both micro and 

macro, institutional and societal, internal and external”, suggesting a translation of 

Hall’s Marxism into “sport without guarantees”. (Andrews and Giardina 2008, 413)  

The perceived failure of cultural studies to popularize the study of sports within 
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the field eventually led to the thought-provoking publication of Marxism, Cultural 

Studies, and Sport, arguing for a return to Gramscian hegemony and non-

reductionist Marxism, as the current “’leading’ edge work on sport” had been left 

in the hands of economics professors. (Carrington and Mcdonald 2008, 5) However, 

despite this intervention, little has happened since then. The latest articles on 

football in both Cultural Studies and International Journal of Cultural Studies date 

back to 2008. (Salazar-Sutil 2008; Fozooni 2008) In the case of Inter-Asia Cultural 

Studies, football – as main research subject – appeared for the last time in a special 

issue of 2004, which was dedicated to the aftermath of the previous World Cup that 

was jointly hosted by South Korea and Japan. At the latest Inter Asia Cultural 

Studies conference, hosted by Sungkonghoe University in Seoul in July 2017, only 

five out of approximately 550 presented papers shed light on a sports topic. Two of 

them were about football: one was a media analysis of the celebrity status of two 

male players in the Philippines, and the other was my socio-cultural investigation 

of Hong Kong’s fan culture. This is not to say that the sociology of sport has a better 

standing in Asia instead. Of the 140 delegates that took part in the World Congress 

of Sociology of Sport in Taiwan in May 2017, which accommodated all fields of 

sport sociology including physical education, health, development studies, cultural 

analysis, and policy, less than half were from Asian institutions and only 32 from 

outside Taiwan. (see Table 1 for a detailed breakdown)  

Table 1 - Paper presentations at World Congress of Sociology of Sport 2017 in Taiwan 

Country of presenter 

(institution) 

Number of 

papers 

Country of presenter 

(institution) 

Number of 

papers 

Asia (Total) 64 Outside Asia (Total) 76 

Taiwan 32 Europe 45 

Japan 10 North America 15 
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South Korea 10 Oceania 11 

Hong Kong  5 South America  3 

China 4 Africa 2 

Singapore  1   

India 1   

Philippines  1   

 

Based on this it can be assumed that sports research situated within this region – 

may it be critical or sociological (or both) – has remained a marginal field, which 

seems at odds with the increasing influence of Asia in the international sportscape. 

Over the next five years four of the largest sports events will be hosted in this part 

of the world, including the Olympic Winter Games in Pyeongchang (South Korea) 

in 2018 and Beijing in 2022, the Olympic Summer Games in Tokyo in 2020, as well 

as the FIFA World Cup in Qatar in 2022. 6  These global spectacles will be 

complemented by regional competitions such as the Asian Games (Jakarta and 

Palembang in 2018; Hangzhou in 2022; Nagoya in 2026), which are expected to 

attract greater interest due to the expansion of eligible competitions such as e-sports. 

At the same time, bi-annual fringe events such as the Summer Universiade have 

shifted towards the East, with six of the nine latest editions being hosted in China, 

South Korea, Thailand, and Taiwan. There is certainly a point to make about how 

these international occasions will nurture more sports research in the years to come, 

but to transgress event-based inquiries we have yet to ground our research and 

reclaim sport as a culture. Movements such as the Inter-Asian cultural studies circle 

should make it easier to shed off the Euro-centric paradigm war and allow new 

                                                 

6 In 2018, Russia will host part of the World Cup games right on the border between Asia and Europe, in the 

city of Yekaterinburg. 
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frameworks of cultural analysis to take shape. However, first we need to pin down 

the methodological space for sports from within, which I will further discuss in the 

following part.    

Methodology 

To sketch a legitimate methodological framework, it is necessary to 

acknowledge how my ontological and epistemological approach is grounded in two 

schools of thought: First, the productive tensions between cultural studies and 

cultural policy studies, and second, the recognition of how the specific locale needs 

to be situated within an Asian understanding. Both sets of ideas come with their 

distinctive politics of knowledge production which have affected my questions, 

objectives, and corresponding methods.  

 Drawing on concepts from cultural studies and cultural policy studies, I 

am primarily driven by the dialectics of a pragmatic and critical inquiry, which aims 

to scrutinize socio-cultural theory, while staying committed to a usefulness for 

praxis. Cultural studies tend to unearth and scrutinize relationships or, in other 

words, the ever-changing articulation and disarticulation of meaning. According to 

Meaghan Morris (2013), cultural studies should not just be another discipline that 

studies culture, instead it is expected to look “at the relationship between what is 

understood as culture and practiced as culture in a particular locale … and all the 

things in that locale that are considered not cultural”, which are usually referred to 

as economic, social, political, or moral. This approach is echoed in what Lawrence 

Grossberg (2010) has stressed as radical contextualization and he particularly 
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warned from subsuming it to a political agenda.7 Re-invoking Stuart Hall’s notion 

of a “Marxism without guarantees”, Grossberg (2010, 66) eloquently concludes that 

radical contextualization is itself a risky business: 

“[C]ultural studies needs to dissociate itself from, and 

to find the moral courage to criticize, what have become 

the rigidities and common sense of political and 

intellectual life, including the ease with which we 

substitute concepts for empirical work, the cynicism 

with which we approach or reject too many ideas 

because of their sources, or the automatic privilege we 

give, intellectually and politically, to the marginalized.”  

 

Arguably, this concern has found similar expression in cultural policy studies where 

scholars have been engaging in a paradigm war over the complicity of policy-

oriented research, while facing accusations of enabling the neoliberal agenda of 

“cool capitalism”. (Flew 2012; McGuigan 2009) These polemics usually insist on 

a binary understanding, in which one either embraces the creativity discourse of 

popular culture or criticizes it, offering no room for conciliation. (OʼConnor 2012) 

It is here where Grossberg’s admonition offers an important intervention to 

critically reflect on the researcher’s own bias and ideology, which sometimes eludes 

the practitioner. O’Connor (2012, 408) responds in a similar vein to the 

preconception of critical cultural policy studies: 

“Critique certainly needs to work with the materiality 

of the ‘real’, not just set up a transcendental ideal to 

which the real must aspire. But those who would stress 

‘reality’ must also acknowledge the highly constructed 

nature of that ‘real’ to which thinking and writing 

contribute. Equally, critique must challenge the 

                                                 

7
  Arguably, C.L.R. James had a similar concept in mind, although he preferred to express it with sports 

vocabulary: “What do they know of cricket, who only cricket know.”   
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exclusive right of power to set the terms on which that 

‘real’ is engaged.”  

 

The contextualization of football culture in Hong Kong will be the overarching 

framework in this dissertation, which hopefully distinguishes it work from a purely 

sociological, historical, and functional approach.  

   At the same time, this research has been developed in a close dialogue with 

Asian epistemologies. While the current institutional framework of academic 

careers is still predominantly determined by an English speaking publishing 

industry, the proliferation of indigenous knowledge also started laying bare their 

arbitrariness when it comes to the choice and selection of adequate methods; hence, 

the recognition of such multiplicity might help us to avoid the formation of a 

misleading “methodolatry”. (Liu 2011) This is not to say that this research claims 

to reject Western theory. The contributions of Michel Foucault and Pierre Bourdieu 

can certainly enrich the understanding of the phenomena described in this 

dissertation. Nonetheless, I have attempted to mitigate the presumption that grand 

theories are merely imposed on local findings, produced in cultural, social, 

economic, and political contexts that are often drastically different than from the 

thinker’s spatiotemporal reality. First, I aimed to adopt a grounded theory approach, 

in which the data was not assimilated by a predetermined framework, but instead 

informs the continuous selection and revision of suitable concepts. This particularly 

allowed me to highlight structural and social patterns in my institutional and policy 

analysis. However, at the same time I was careful not to uncritically apply Western 

theories in the study of sports, whose generic “sense-making” would have 

suggested that football in Hong Kong followed a predestined path.   
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In the field of cultural studies there have been several empowering movements 

that set out to nurture and establish Asian epistemologies. Chen Kuan-hsing’s (2010) 

Asia as Method has been one of the most influential works in this regard, which laid 

the foundation for the so-called Inter-Asia Cultural Studies society. Responding to 

earlier writings by Takeuchi Yoshimi (1960) and Sun Ge (2001), Chen 

problematizes the shared experience of decolonization across Asia, by describing 

the political development in Taiwan in the form of a highly contextualized case 

study. In response to Chua Beng Huat’s oeuvre on East Asian popular culture that 

produced a framework of diverse Asian reference points, Chen further 

conceptualized a particular methodology for cultural research in Asia, known as 

“inter-referencing”. Instead of simply comparing one locale to the other, references 

to related contexts are useful to better reflect on one’s own situation and to 

understand the broader Asian conjuncture at play. Chen (2010, 115) even put it into 

simpler words: “The more I go to Seoul, the better I understand Taipei.” It is 

therefore of utmost importance to distinguish “inter-referencing” from an example 

or case study that facilitate parameters for direct comparisons to identify similarities 

and differences. As Chua (2015, 68) pointed out in his reading of Chen Kuan-hsin:  

“[I]nter-referencing Asia shifts the frame of 

comparison to a temporally coeval, horizontal plane 

between locations in Asia—in contrast with the 

temporally and historically unequal comparison of 

Europe and Asia.”  

 

Although Chen admits that the title of his book is slightly misleading – Asia is 

conceptualized as an analysing tool instead of a methodology– this approach opens 

the possibility to foster the growth of an Asian epistemology to counter the 
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hegemony of Western thought in academia. As an outsider who studies a cultural 

phenomenon in Hong Kong, it seems even more crucial to critically reflect on my 

understanding of Asia. While Edward Said’s (1978) concept of Orientalism is 

widely recognized as an invaluable tool to deconstruct Asia as a purely Western 

projection, the challenge is now to create an understanding (and meaning) of Asia 

from within. For this research on football culture in Hong Kong, a sociological 

angle would offer a relatively straight-forward framework to systematically 

compare the cultural practices of local fans with supporters in other regions, 

however, not without reinforcing conceptual binaries and hierarchies. Instead, this 

dissertation tries to extend the contextualization to the broader Asian experience of 

sporting culture, particularly by drawing connections with cricket in India. In this 

case, it is important not to conflate referencing with comparing, as it goes beyond 

juxtaposition and establishes a relation between the different locales. 

 It should be further clarified that the thesis does not claim to formulate a new 

Asian epistemology by itself. Instead, it attempts to incorporate a critical reflection 

on the use of Western theories by “enunciating a corrective discourse of the local 

point of view and conceptualisations of different or alternative modernities” (Chua 

2015, 68). While “inter-referencing” is a methodological idea born in the shared 

experience of postcolonial Asia, that does not necessarily mean that this 

understanding would be different from “Western approaches” or in fact “more 

Asian”, which itself would replicate the hegemonic competition that cultural studies 

inherently aims to disrupt.  

In the light these epistemological and methodological challenges, I have 

adopted a qualitative approach to holistically investigate and analyse football in all 
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its cultural and non-cultural facets. A significant part of this work was based on 

archival research of primary sources, including rare books, Chinese and English 

newspaper articles, photos, and related historical documents, with a particular focus 

on the periods of 1850 to 1942, as well as 1945 to 1997. In a similar vein, I have 

gathered and analysed policy documents as well as institutional reports related to 

Hong Kong’s sports development. Drawing from the underlying conceptual 

framework, discourse analysis and inter-referencing were helpful tools to scrutinize 

and interpret these findings. In addition, the study of fans was mainly based on 

(auto-) ethnographic fieldwork over a period of nearly two years, during which I 

engaged with different communities while negotiating my different positions within. 

Therefore, I try to follow a confessional understanding of (auto-)ethnography (Van 

Maanen 1988) that emphasizes the problematization of my role as a researcher, 

which has been both enabled and influenced by my involvement in the local football 

scene as a non-Chinese scholar, fan, journalist, and commentator. I will offer a more 

detailed critical reflection on this fieldwork in Chapter Three. In addition to 

ethnographic methods, I have also conducted a wide range of semi-structured 

interviews with officials, local and foreign players, coaches, public commentators, 

and fans to complement my findings.      

Audience and Objectives 

As laid out in the introduction above, this thesis acknowledges the multiple 

identities of the author that have also influenced the scope and perspectives 

presented in these chapters. I would therefore like to clarify the intended audience 

and potential contribution of this work in the following part.  
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Early in my research I had to decide how deep I would like to drill into local football 

culture to investigate its depth and rootedness in Hong Kong. At the same time, I 

have encountered the overarching discourse that reduced the sporting sphere to the 

macropolitics of regional competition and national identities. Hence, this research 

was an attempt to highlight the discourses of football culture that usually receive 

less attention, but nonetheless become the defining elements of its social formation 

and various meanings in everyday life. These are also the aspects that are arguably 

missing from crucial policy debates that have been deciding the fate and 

sustainability of sporting culture in Hong Kong and elsewhere. Following my 

trajectory from non-academic management positions to the field of cultural research 

in Asia, I have been trying to commit myself to a pragmatic approach that helps to 

bridge the gaps between academics and practitioners. The audience for this research 

is therefore particularly a local and regional one, including stakeholders in industry 

and government, but also a general public. In addition, it is meant as a foundational 

work for the sociology of sports in Hong Kong, which has remained a niche within 

the landscape of tertiary education. The focus on the politics of detail in local fan 

culture and regional rivalries will hopefully lay the ground for further research in 

this field. But would this particular scope and pragmatism exclude a global 

readership from engaging with this work? I am hereby laying out three arguments 

against this presumption: First, while I propose the emphasis of the micropolitics, I 

have not suggested to disregard the macropolitical context. Instead, the dissertation 

works its way through the various topics to arrive at a detailed description of the 

national question through an ethnographic fan experience. The China-Hong Kong 

rivalry in sports is further not a globally unique case, as will be explained in detail 
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in Chapter 4, and as such offers entry points for international references. Given the 

current spike of interest in China’s sports sphere from a policy and management 

perspective, peripheral locales of the Greater China region, including Hong Kong, 

Macau and Taiwan, are often omitted from the discussion due to their particularity. 

Hence, this dissertation at least tries to offer certain data and tools to engage in these 

discussions and to foster a more complete story of regional sporting culture that is 

often overlooked. Second, this research aimed to challenge the event-based 

engagement with sports, by expanding the focus of the generic, colloquial and 

vernacular in the proposed understanding of local football culture. The de-emphasis 

of the macropolitical sphere was therefore also a strategic move away from over-

emphasizing only rarely recurring occasions. Third, one of the main intentions of 

this dissertation is to frame football within the notion of “cultural” resource in order 

to articulate this unquantifiable quality with policy debates. As will be discussed 

with greater detail, this dissertation also had to address the increasing estrangement 

between cultural studies and sports. Addressing the subject through the approach of 

cultural policy studies is therefore an attempt to re-appropriate sport in this 

academic field.  

 Admittedly, the intended publication of this dissertation as a book is primarily 

targeted to Hong Kong and the wider spectrum of East Asian football. The cultural 

history and detailed ethnographic descriptions should provide new entry points for 

Asian inter-referencing to nurture the formulation of grounded theory about 

sporting culture in this part of the world. Eventually this research aims to nurture 

and achieve greater confidence among Asian scholars to engage with cultural 

research of sport and to open up spaces of culturally informed debates about sports 
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policy and development. Further it aims to put Hong Kong “on the map” of global 

sports and football research, from where it was previously absent.  

 Lastly, it is necessary to fully acknowledge the in-between status of my role as 

researcher, commentator, and fan. While the latter has certainly affected the depth 

and access of my research, I would nonetheless argue that the dissertation is more 

than just the “story of Hong Kong football by a Westerner”. Instead, I hope to 

complement the work of local writers and historians by facilitating an academic 

interaction with domestic football and actively working on a greater between 

different Asian regions. The recent publication on the cultural history of football in 

the Philippines (Villegas 2016) underlines that the exploration of this subject matter 

is a timely project and hopefully encourages more interaction within the Inter-Asia 

Cultural Studies circle.  

Chapter Outline 

The cultural argument central to this research tries to articulate the significance, 

perseverance, and rootedness of football in colonial and postcolonial Hong Kong, 

but also to highlight its concurrence as a cultural resource – and with it the parallel 

(and not just sequential) existence of a residual, emergent, and dominant culture. 

Some might question that this research lacks the narrow focus of studying a specific 

subject within the local football context, or simply put, that I should have singled 

out fans or policy studies as my research area. However, the neglect of football (and 

sport in general) within Hong Kong’s humanities and social sciences circles, made 

the chosen approach a both worthwhile and necessary exercise. It probably comes 

down to what every researcher always aspires to do: to write the book you would 
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have wanted to read before diving deeper into the matter closest to your heart.  

 Although each chapter addresses a particular theme of football, it is the quest 

for framing sport as a cultural resource that offers a common thread throughout the 

dissertation. As explained earlier, the dominant narrative of Hong Kong football is 

its fall from post-War era glory. Historical accounts therefore often take the social 

resonance of football as a colonial given without offering much insight in how the 

particular sporting culture evolved. Therefore, Chapter One delves into the origin 

and emergence of football at the beginning of the 20th century, juxtaposing the 

institutional histories with rare accounts of local contemporaries. While Hong Kong 

is commonly footnoted as the entrepôt for football in East Asia, there has been no 

comprehensive investigation on how the social, cultural, economic, and political 

life created susceptible conditions for its rise. Drawing upon the idea of inter-

referencing, this chapter uses the Indianness of cricket as an Asian juxtaposition 

that can give an indication on how to ground a suggested cultural utility for football 

in the colonial experience of Hong Kong. The discussion then moves on to the 

racially, and socially segregated organization of leisure culture as well as the rise of 

Chinese football and how it incorporated Hong Kong into the idea of a modern 

China.  

 Chapter Two will focus on the institutionalization of sports in Hong Kong after 

World War II, and how it negotiated between domestic, regional, and global forms 

of governance. As such this part is both the continuation of a cultural history as well 

as an institutional analysis that draws upon Foucauldian cultural policy studies and 

Bourdieu’s concept of a cultural field to understand the structure, doxa, and agency 

that determine sports development. To achieve this, the chapter shares insights into 
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Hong Kong’s general sports policy discourses, the role of governmental and non-

governmental institutions within (and outside of) official sports development 

strategies, the definition of elite sports and football’s eventual exclusion, the 

patronage and organisational structure of the Hong Kong Football Association, the 

struggle over professionalism, and the context of the on-going reformation process. 

By pursuing such “politics of detail” (Bennett 1998), this segment hopes to expose 

the dynamics within Hong Kong’s cultural field of football.   

 With the cultural and institutional history of nearly 140 years then completed, 

Chapter Three will shift the focus towards Hong Kong’s contemporary football fan 

culture. Problematizing my own position while conducting ethnographic fieldwork, 

the research first gives a detailed account of the conceptual disjuncture in fan 

studies, before offering a quantitative and qualitative overview of the multiplicities 

of local fandom. While critiquing the sociological framework of fan categorizations 

in European scholarship that presuppose the global hyper-commodification of 

football, this research tries to provide a counter-narrative of generational difference 

in the understanding of fan practices. Eventually, this chapter gives a detailed 

account of the emergence of a supporters’ group during the 2015 World Cup 

qualifying games between Hong Kong and China, and how they translated their 

subcultural online practices of hard plastic (trolling) into offline practices at local 

football grounds. By claiming and reframing the concept of cultural resource, the 

thesis particularly looks at how the movement’s objectives and self-consciousness 

transformed during and after the confrontation with the Chinese national team.  

 Finally, Chapter Four articulates the previous themes of cultural history, policy, 

and consumption, and aims to offer nuanced views on Hong Kong’s national 
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identity discourse. Starting with the fan experience of “being away in your own 

nation”, the research will analyse the politicization and attempted depoliticization 

of the World Cup qualifying games across various actors, including fan groups, 

football associations, and government departments. The chapter will then look at 

the aftermath and how – literally – the result of the games created an alternative 

space of politics in which the Chineseness of Hong Kong citizens was officially 

contested for the sake of intra-national competition.  

 These four main chapters will be followed by a brief summary and 

conclusion, reiterating the question on how football is a culture and how we can 

reclaim it within cultural policy discourses to offer room for maneuvers in praxis 

and theory. All chapters, except for the conclusion, will start with a quote and a 

short preamble. Throughout these years, I have been immersing myself in both 

journalistic and academic sports writing, and if I would be asked to single out their 

shared crux, I would probably settle for their feasting in anecdotes. They are not 

merely eye-catching prologues, but their narratives can function as meaningful 

references. For Meaghan Morris (1990, 15) anecdotes are “allegorical expositions 

of a model of the way the world can be said to be working”. Studying Hong Kong 

football history closely – and sometimes maybe even too closely, I found myself 

drowned in countless stories of victory and defeat, which could be very well read 

as either tragedies or comedies. As such they were often detached from the very 

discursive context in which they would find meaning and resonance, turning into 

nothing more than “pointless references” (Morris 2006, 8). But if carefully pieced 

together, anecdotes can be powerful and far-reaching.  
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  At the beginning of this chapter I included a short quote from a Cantonese opera 

performer who likened the understanding and appreciation of his art form to the act 

of watching football, requiring knowledge to really understand and appreciate the 

complexity that unravels in front of one’s eyes. As I later found out, there is also a 

term used for the kind of scarcely attended games I happened to visit: san gung fai 

(神功戏), referring to a ritual during the annual Hungry Ghost Festival, when a 

Cantonese opera is performed for the spirits, barring any audience from attending. 

Compared to my time in Beijing, when football was part of my sense of belonging, 

I was not intrigued by the intense atmosphere, but the lack thereof. Still, there was 

the old man next to me as well as three hundred more people, who cared about that 

game, which – in the absence of TV cameras – could only be watched in that 

stadium. There were the 22 players on the field, who made a living with their weekly 

performances on the pitch. And there were the match officials of the football 

association, the referees and linesmen, the ball boys, the ticket sellers, the cleaning 

staff, the vendor, and the lady handing out mooncakes – making sure that the event 

goes ahead, even if it would just be for the hungry ghosts. The cultural references 

equating football and Chinese opera go even further, as the following chapter will 

show, suggesting that both are united in their dialectics of seriousness and triviality.   
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1 – A CULTURAL HISTORY OF SPORT AND 

FOOTBALL IN HONG KONG (1845-1941) 

  

On April 9th, 2016, more than 40,000 people gathered in Hong Kong 

Stadium near Caroline Hill, where they bore witness to an overwhelming victory of 

Argentina – traditionally dressed in blue – over a Portuguese squad wearing all-red. 

The cheers from the crowd could still be heard in far distance, reaching all the way 

to the renowned shopping precinct of Causeway Bay, and the spectacular setting 

appeared as a perfect showcase for Hong Kong’s official and well-tended branding 

image: the quality of being “Asia’s World City”. Gleefully observed by 

international media, the by and large foreign audience celebrated along the tunes of 

David Hasselhoff and the Village People, occasionally interrupted by the English 

voice of the stadium announcer. Around 3,000 individual tickets were sold to the 

public, priced at HK$ 750 (US$ 96). The remaining 37,000 seats were reserved for 

partners and sponsors, which also created a lucrative second-hand market. Still, 

despite occupying the limelight, this was not the only sport event that day.  

At the very same afternoon, just six kilometres away, a crowd of roughly 

one tenth that size was following another competition that was battled out at the 

northern edge of Kowloon. The rivalling fan groups of two local clubs, South China 

and Kitchee, were facing each other on opposite stands, cheering for their own 

players and cursing the others. Tickets were sold for HK$ 100 (US$ 12.8), while 

students and seniors were offered concessionary prices at HK$ 40 (US$ 5.1). The 

crowd, which filled roughly two thirds of Mong Kok Stadium, consisted almost 
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exclusively of local Chinese, and announcements were only made in Cantonese. As 

there was no regular live coverage, a local magazine operated an online stream for 

the few hundred people who could not (or did not want to) attend in person. So 

altogether, except maybe for the colour of the uniforms, there was not too much 

these two events had in common.   

Leaving both atmosphere and media attention aside for a moment, the 

differences already started with the basics: the shape of the ball and the defining set 

of rules. Argentina and Portugal were handling an oval device at the annual Rugby 

Sevens World Series, while Kitchee and South China were chasing after the round 

leather in the final of a domestic football cup. Arguably, the two sports also differ 

in their cultural resonance. Although once a year rugby is turned into the globalized 

spectacle that fulfils all the expectations on media regimes and commercialization, 

it is mainly exercised and consumed by non-Chinese, predominantly “white” 

citizens.8 It was not before 1990/91 that local players joined rugby clubs and in 

1994 Leung Hing-kit became the first Chinese to represent Hong Kong in an 

international competition. (Collins 2015) 9  Football, on the other hand, while 

attracting a considerably smaller crowd for single events than the annual Rugby 

Sevens, remains to be the most popular sport in Hong Kong, especially among the 

ethnically Chinese population, as the figures in the introduction chapter illustrated 

– which arguably goes against the global perception of what the city has to offer for 

                                                 

8  Despite its questionable appropriateness, the classifier “white” is used by the Hong Kong Census and 

Statistics Department. As of 2016, 8% of Hong Kong’s population was regarded as non-Chinese, of which 0.8% 

are so called “white”. Another 0.9% was registered with having multiple ethnicities. (Census and Statistics 

Department 2016)   
9 Leung was called into the U24 squad. The first full international cap was achieved by F 
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a sports-interested audience. As the Tourism Board (2017) proclaims:  

“From the legendary Hong Kong Rugby Sevens and 

world-class horse racing, to dragon boats competing in 

Victoria Harbour, whatever your sporting passion, Hong 

Kong won’t let you down!” 

 

Although occasions such as the Lunar New Year Football Cup are listed as major 

sports events, football has stayed rather invisible in what has been framed as Hong 

Kong’s representative sporting culture. While I do not want to construct a 

hierarchical understanding of different sports by comparing their social, economic, 

and cultural impact on society, I nevertheless shall argue for the necessity to 

acknowledge their different cultural roles, meanings, and expressions. The parallel 

and unbalanced development of rugby and football is particularly interesting, as 

these two sports arrived in Hong Kong at a time when they themselves – sharing 

the same historical origin – were struggling for differentiation. (Collins 2015; 

Murray 1998) The cultural history that I try to pursue in this chapter should 

therefore not be seen as an inquiry about why football could be regarded as the 

“people’s game”, but how football has evoked a distinctive cultural resonance that 

has turned it into Hong Kong’s most popular sport.  

The (un)importance of Football: From trivial feelings to 

serious resource 

Within the broader domain of sports studies, research on football has been 

mainly confined to Europe, particularly the United Kingdom, where it enjoys the 

importance needed for academic sustainability. Arguably, this Eurocentric focus has 

facilitated a certain conceptual hegemony of what have been the dominant 
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challenges in this context, ranging from ethics in the face of hooliganism, racism, 

and violence, to political economy, commodification, and globalization. In recent 

years, large investments in other Asian countries made it possible to appropriate 

many of these theoretical frameworks, indicating an almost inevitable global trend 

of football culture that has found its symbolic expression in the recurring World 

Cup tournaments with the shift to a greater inclusion of non-European participants. 

However, these major narratives seem unfit to explain and discuss less developed 

sporting regions. Football in Hong Kong, for instance, is neither economically 

viable nor prone to fan violence. At the same time, the absence of aggressive 

commercialization and radical fan movements, has not rendered the sport 

meaningless, unsustainable, nor apolitical. Hence, these first three chapters will 

attempt to unearth and highlight the seemingly unspectacular aspects, which require 

the recognition of the inherent dialectics of seriousness/triviality and 

importance/unimportance in football.  

This takes us back to the juxtaposition of rugby and football at the beginning 

of this chapter. While the quality of the spectacle seems to be the most self-evident 

differentiator, there also lingers a less concrete, but collective cultural expression 

that is closely associated with the experience of sport, as something that is spatially 

and temporally bound. How it feels to win, or how it feels to lose, is often most 

concisely conveyed by sporting competitions. Similarly, sport constantly facilitates 

a concept of “us” that often overlaps with ethnic, political, generational, and socio-

economic categories. Raymond Williams’ notion of the “structure of feeling” has 

often been brought up when analysing the collective experience of popular culture. 

The vagueness and inconsistency of the concept has always been a major 
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problematic for its interpretive usefulness, but it could still assist in pointing at 

something underneath the importunacy of the spectacle that “connotes the sense 

that the feelings that belong to us, that animate us as individuals, at the same time, 

exceed us, extend far beyond the individual, diachronically and synchronically.” 

(Best 2012, 194)  

By partly re-constructing Hong Kong’s cultural history of sport, I aim to 

explain the conspicuous role of football in materializing a sporting culture that has 

turned a cultural import into a resource of Hong Kong’s colonial and postcolonial 

experiences; even more so, the struggle of football with the dialectics of 

(un)importance would warrant much greater attention than is currently bestowed 

upon. From the early 20th century until now, football has operated along and in 

direct engagement with competing political and cultural visions in this region. 

However, that is not to say that it was the only sport that transgressed the boundaries 

of the game, as the title of C.L.R. James’ (2013/1963) autobiographic tribute to 

cricket suggested.  

The analysis I hope to conduct through this cultural history approach of 

football will focus on three dimensions. First, I aim to expose the conditions of 

possibility that have turned football into Hong Kong’s prime sport and leisure 

activity by the early 20th century and thereafter. Particularly, I deem it as important 

to recognize the contingency of this relationship amid local appropriations of 

sporting cultures that have been invented in Victorian Britain, and set out to convey 

ideological, moral, and aesthetic (i.e. physical) values. However, as I will lay out, 

the ubiquity of football in our times – arguably often seen as an inevitable 

predestination – is the outcome of a conjunctural process that has led to its 
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emergence, maintenance or even rejection within the context of a particular locale. 

But what exactly would have determined the preference for a sporting culture? 

Despite being inextricably linked with the Empire’s vision to modernize and 

educate their far-flung outposts, it was not always the colonizers’ choice to make. 

The foreignness of football and its subsequent rejection in places such as Canada 

and Australia were as much affected by climatic conditions as by desires for 

distinction. (Goldblatt 2008) However, when constructing this cultural history as an 

independent process, it is important to avoid an essential understanding of the local 

football experience, a risk I hope to mitigate by the methodological approach of 

inter-referencing. Therefore, I will offer a parallel narrative as a pre-fix: cricket in 

India. As previously discussed, by using India as a reference, this research attempts 

to emphasize a shared colonial and postcolonial experience that should not be 

dismissed based on the apparent differences between football and cricket, or the 

presence and absence of religion. Meanwhile, inter-referencing must not be 

understood as a brief example to simply highlight the similarities or discrepancies. 

Instead, it works as a juxtaposition that requires an equally investigative, conceptual, 

and contextual discussion of the Indianness of cricket as the following description 

of the cultural history of football in Hong Kong. While this might happen at the 

expense of other Asian locales, this does not dismiss their potential contribution to 

a similar or different understanding of sporting culture.  

The second dimension is framed by the spatio-temporal quality of sport (“or, 
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if you prefer, contingency”).10 This becomes especially apparent when trying to 

reconstruct the cultural history in early colonial times, when the main reference for 

documentation are dates, venues, attendance figures, and results of competitive 

games. But even now, the fatefulness of a certain time and place always frame the 

ritual football experience. The later part of this dissertation will be based on 

ethnographic fieldwork with fans, who take up an important role in the experiential 

spectatorship of a highly affective environment. Arguably, it is not just a uni-

directional projection of hopes and personal failures (”even I would have scored 

that goal”), but their voices are literally part of the game. Sporting events involve 

spectators, players, officials, media, and the public in a very condensed format. But 

while the nature of spectatorship might change over time, it also exhibits a cultural 

resourcefulness of the ideological, moral, and aesthetic qualities of football. For 

instance, how the sport is supposed to be played and organized, from traditional 

amateurism to modern professionalism, and how skill and strength are not just a 

matter of talent. In his conversation with Pierre Boulez on contemporary music, 

Foucault elaborates on how rock music “presents itself as a spectacle, … that 

listening to it is an event and that it produces itself on stage”. For CLR James such 

a comparison with music would be absolutely appropriate, as for him “cricket is 

first and foremost a dramatic spectacle” that “belongs with the theatre, ballet, opera 

and the dance.” The attendance of the spectator, and his preparedness and literacy 

to see, hear and participate is arguably an inherent part of modern sports. But the 

                                                 

10 (James, 2013/1963) 
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agency given to the attendee also distinguishes sport from the spectacularization of 

many popular art forms: 

“[W]hereas in the fine arts the image of tactile values 

and movement, however effective, however magnificent, 

is permanent, fixed, in cricket the spectator sees the 

image constantly recreated, and whether he [sic!] is 

cultivated or not, has standards which he carries with 

him always.” (James, 2013/1963: p. 183) 

 

Nevertheless, as previously laid out, the spectacle of football in Hong Kong must 

be seen in a context that can hardly compare with the dominance of cricket in India 

(and the West Indies). Therefore, my cultural analysis also seeks to accommodate 

what would be deemed unspectacular and unimportant.  

Finally, I try to articulate both the spectacular and unspectacular (or event- 

and uneventful) dimensions that have enabled an imaginary nationalism in absence 

of a modern nation-state. While this development might be overdetermined, 

especially since 1997, sport has arguably played a significant role for a collective 

understanding in both colonial and postcolonial times. By looking at the cultural 

history of Hong Kong football, I aim to show that this notion has not existed as a 

coherent idea, which might be one of the reasons for its poor historical 

documentation. Instead, the concept of “Hong Kong football” – and with it the re-

interpretation of its past – is fairly new. But what makes the relationship between 

sport and nationalism so critical, is its reinforcement of the nation as a natural 

imperative. In the case of Hong Kong, someone must choose her or his principal 

loyalty, which will then decide over honour and humiliation. Nevertheless, these 

experiences also go beyond the contingent, invoking a structure of feeling that is 

not based on factual outcomes, but rather how they came to be. In other words: 
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Sometimes a loss in honour is better than a victory in disgrace.  

 

Since the 1970s there has been a shift in the historical approach towards sports. 

Subsequently scholars increasingly recognized the wider role of sports within 

social/cultural history, but related debates have still been occupying a rather 

marginal position within broader academic discourses. In order to move beyond 

these sub-disciplinary boundaries, Chakrabarty (2005) sees the need for sport 

history to seek inspiration from cultural studies. Guha (1998) echoed this view, 

calling for the use of marginalized spheres (particularly referring to gender, 

environment and sports), to “illuminate the historical centre itself.” In other words, 

it is not enough to just explain the emergence of sport within a particular set of 

conditions, but to seriously think about the interplay between the cultural 

phenomenon and the conjunctural crisis at large.  

The Indian-ness of Cricket (and Football) 

The curious case of cricket has become an integral part of intellectual 

debates in India, surrounding questions of modernity, nationalism, and cultural 

identity. Ramachandra Guha, Arjun Appadurai and Ashis Nandy all made the 

attempt to fathom the sport’s inherent Indianness, while acknowledging the 

complexity of a cultural phenomenon that seemed to be such a mundane distraction 

throughout their very own lives. Arguably, for my thesis the elaborate research on 

Indian cricket has offered much inspiration in how to approach sport as a multi-

layered problem-space on the borderline between triviality and seriousness. To 

paraphrase Chen Kuan-hsing’s Asia as Method: The more I look at Indian cricket, 
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the better I understand football in Hong Kong.11  

Like football, it is almost impossible to trace back cricket to one particular 

time and place. While there are documentations of cricket matches at the end of the 

17th century, it was up to the infamous Marylebone Cricket Club at the Lord’s 

Cricket Ground in London, simply known as MCC, to be the governing patron of 

the game. While its influence has been slowly fading throughout the last five 

decades - mainly for the benefit of the International Cricket Council, the MCC 

remains the owner of the official rulebook, known as the Laws of Cricket, first 

published in 1788. Until today any change of regulation requires the club’s approval. 

(Major 2008) However, what renders cricket so peculiar is its deep cultural and 

moral entanglement with Victorian and Christian values that was especially fostered 

through its practice in schools, sport clubs and churches, and which manifested 

itself in the game’s stoic and sophisticated protocol. Unsurprisingly, cricket was 

almost exclusively confined to the British elite of that time and as such set the ideal 

of sportsmanship and virtue. The heyday of the game has often been defined as the 

years between 1870 and 1945, when it defied any attempt of professionalization. 

This strong ideological foundation also made it into a powerful cultural export 

wherever imperial cultivation was needed. (Guha 2002; Guha 1998) 

However, the resonance of cricket in India has been much wider than it 

could have ever been anticipated by the British Raj. Given its early codification, 

cricket had a head start in early overseas territories, such as the West Indies and 

                                                 

11 Chen Kuan-hsing’s (2010, 115) original quotation is: “Since the early 1990s, I have visited Seoul very 

often, and I feel that the more I go to Seoul, the better I understand Taipei.” 
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India. At the beginning of the 19th century rugby and football had not yet defined 

their distinctive features and were basically treated as the same game with arbitrary 

and localized rules (the “home” team held the power on how the game was to be 

played). By then, cricket, on the other hand, was already the incorporation of the 

Victorian gentry, requiring the knowledge of and submission to clearly defined 

structures and behaviours. (Murray 1998; Goldblatt 2008) The nature of this “ball-

and-bat game” is relatively simple: Two opposing teams of each 11 players compete 

on an oval ground of unspecified size. In the centre is a smaller, rectangular pitch, 

with so called “wickets” placed on either end of it. The two teams then take turns: 

the batting side will try to defend their wickets while collecting runs on the pitch, 

while the opposing side will try to bowl the batsmen out of the game.1  

One of the main peculiarities of cricket is its duration, or to be more specific, 

its slowness: One game can usually last between three and five days, with an 

average of six to eight hours of cricket every day. Another important characteristic 

of the game is its fatality. As Nandy and others argue, there is hardly any other game 

that depends so much on external factors – and basically just luck. While it is of 

course true of all competitions that the better team can be defeated by their 

objectively less skilful opponents, this correlation is significantly less pronounced 

when it comes to cricket, especially due to the alternating sequence. For instance, 

the weather conditions can change drastically between two innings, leaving one of 

the teams with a much more difficult environment to fulfil the same task.  

                                                 

1
 Of course the rules are much more complex and nuanced, but this brief description should suffice as an 

overview. For more details about the “Laws of Cricket”: https://www.lords.org/mcc/laws-of-cricket/ 

https://www.lords.org/mcc/laws-of-cricket/
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The acceptance, or to be more precise the capability of acceptance, for “fate” 

and “slowness” as being part of the game has always played a very important role 

in cricket, which appeared to resonate with certain values of colonized communities.  

“To put it sharply, fate is the first identifier of cricket. 

Even before he has learnt to bat, bowl or field, the 

cricketer must learn, self-consciously or otherwise, how 

to cope with fate, how to confront or cajole it or, if 

necessary, yield to it. Not that he has to turn a fatalist. 

But he has to learn the dialectic that is natural to many 

apparently fatalistic traditions; he has to learn to 

maintain an inner balance by being simultaneously a 

firm believer in fate while all the while acting as if it did 

not exist.” (Nandy, 2001: 21) 

 

Based on these observations, Nandy (2001, 1) famously described cricket 

as a cultural accident: a game that is so much aligned with traditional Indian values 

and self-consciousness that it seemed to resonate much more with Hinduism than 

modernizing Britain, where the game was invented in the first place. In a way, 

traditional cricket has become a metaphor for an alternative modernity, in which the 

Victorian sense of sportsmanship was echoed in the Brahmanic idea of svadharma 

– your assigned duty in life – which in turn expedited to question the moral rationale 

of the colonizers by undermining their cultural superiority. As such cricket has taken 

on a form of spritituality whose multidimensional and indefinite quality Nandy 

(2001, 26) likened with Hinduism. However, Appadurai (1995, 2) questioned this 

interpretation of indigenization that sees the nature of cricket merely resonating 

with “mythic structures beneath the surface”. Instead, he distinguished between soft 

and hard cultural forms and argued that cricket tended to be the latter as its values 

and meanings would not transform from one place to another. Instead, sport in itself 

holds and exerts the transformational power:  
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“[C]ricket became indigenized through a set of 

complex and contradictory processes that parallel the 

emergence of an Indian “nation” from the British 

Empire.” (Appadurai 1995, 2) 

 

 

This might offer an alternative explanation for the Indianness of cricket, by 

recognizing and analysing the process of indigenization as “a product of collective 

and spectacular experiments with modernity” that involved dimensions of capital, 

habitus, regulation, organisation, development, patronage, and circulation. 

Nevertheless, Appadurai (1995, 21–22) avoided to explain how other sports would 

have fallen short of similar qualities by simply suggesting that cricket was capable 

of unifying Indians of all classes and castes, as well as serving expediently to the 

interests of government, consumers, and producers.  

At the beginning, the practice of sports in India, as well as the formalization of 

competitive games, was mainly dominated (and subsequently popularized) by 

British regiments. Cricket, football, and rugby were among the most common 

pastime activities for soldiers during their long-term assignments at otherwise very 

sparsely outfitted garrisons. Although sport was usually intended to be organized 

along the lines of racial segregation, the British Raj was also in need for approval 

from powerful Indian families, especially in the light of increasing political turmoil. 

Therefore, sports such as cricket were soon adopted by local upper classes, with the 

aim to instil in them the imagery of “English gentlemen”.12 (Goldblatt 2008) Lord 

Curzon, appointed Viceroy of India between 1899 and 1905, stressed how to reach 

                                                 

12 Nandy made a brief comparison to discuss why Victorian literature was not able to find the same 

resonance in India as cricket did. (still need to add more explanation here) 
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this goal:  

“Learn the English language and become sufficiently 

familiar with English customs, literature, science, modes 

of thought, standard of truth and honour, and… with 

manly sports and games.” (cited in Goldblatt 2008: xx) 

 

Aside from the abstract aspects of knowledge and morality, that would be 

supposedly easier to “modify”, the Victorian Empire also represented a corporeal 

masculinity. While it seemed to be possible to shape this ideal through sport, British 

colonialism has also been built on a long tradition of assigning both moral and 

physical aspects as fundamentally natural attributes across different ethnic groups. 

In Asia, this division was particularly centred on the degree of loyalty and strength 

of the colonial subjects. Especially Bengali men, who were very much involved in 

the uprisings of 1857, were excluded from martial duties, leading to a process of 

effeminating the image of Bengali as well-educated but frail bureaucrats that were 

not able to defend the borders. Interestingly, it is also this context that brings the 

super-narrative of cricket into question. The dominance of cricket in the Indian 

history of sport is of course closely related to its international success that became 

part of a cultural self-expression, which was arguably a starting point to unearth an 

indigenous prowess that also articulated well with subaltern studies. However, by 

reiterating the Indianness of cricket, one also points to the un-Indianness of other 

sports, such as football. Dimeo (2002) pointed out that football is situated in an 

uncomfortable space between the successfully appropriated Victorian sport of 

cricket and pre-colonial sporting activities such as wrestling and yoga. It just does 

not seem to fit into the cultural history of Indian sport.  

Of course, the task is not to argue that all sports potentially share the same 
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traits with cricket – or could gain similar recognition within the discourse of Hindu-

nationalism and independence. But what these different trajectories can offer is a 

shift of perspective for multiple conditions of possibility, which might not always 

be found in what Guha (1998) described as the “historical centre”. It is therefore 

worth to look at the peripheries.  

Indian football as alternative modernity 

Football arrived in India around the 1850s, but at that time it was mainly 

limited to the ranks of British seamen and military personnel. In the following 

decades, public schools started incorporating various sports into their curricula, 

which expanded participation to foreign civilians. Calcutta, in the East of India, was 

quasi the centre of Indian football culture and the place where the Indian Football 

Association (IFA) was founded in 1893. It was also where the first club, Calcutta 

FC, was established as early as 187213, however, it still took several more years 

before teams with non-British players could participate. Nevertheless, sport was 

among the first sectors in colonial society to interrupt racial segregation. The first 

Indian club was Mohun Bagan, which soon became a platform for Bengali to rectify 

their image of an effeminate under-class. Established in 1889, the club relied on the 

patronage from local elites and also carried a political agenda. Players of the team 

had to commit to strict rules – including the ban of drinking and smoking – and 

some of them received additional incentives through regular payments (something 

that was obviously at odds with the celebrated amateurism upheld in cricket during 

                                                 

13 At that time, it was still meant to be a rugby organization, but it eventually reduced its ambitions solely to 

football about 12 years later. 
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the same period). (Dimeo and Mills 2001a) 

The most dominant narrative for the cultural politics of football at that time, 

is often narrowed down to an event in 1911. On July 29th, Mohun Bagan was the 

first team to win the IFA shield competition against the East Yorkshire Regiment – 

creating a myth that has since then be vividly retold (Goldblatt 2008; Chatterjee 

2012). While the ground on the Maidan in Calcutta could accommodate a few 

thousand attendees, some sources estimated that up to 100,000 people gathered 

outside to catch a glimpse of the happenings behind the fence. During the game 

kites were allegedly used to communicate the score of the game and after the final 

whistle the crowd celebrated the players of Mohun Bagan on the streets of Calcutta 

like national heroes.  

In contrast to cricket, a bat-and-ball game that was based on rigor traditions 

of slowness and ethics, football – as a so called “limited contact sport” – had a much 

rougher appeal. Also, the difference of ethnically separated teams was not only 

visible in appearance or skill, but also their equipment and playing style. Indian 

teams practiced football barefoot (and used to do so until the 1960s), which gave 

them on the one hand unique finesse – such as using their toes to give their 

interactions with the ball finer nuances – but also made the players prone to injuries, 

especially when facing foreign teams with boots. (Majumdar 2006) 

Nevertheless, in this particular moment of the early 20th century, football 

offered a significant platform for the reiteration of Bengali masculinity and Indian 

nationhood that other public arenas were simply not able to provide. Rendering a 

“competitive exercise of controlled collective violence” (Chatterjee 2012, 293), it 

also provided other spatio-temporal spheres of engagement than cricket, especially 
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for spectators. At that time, football games were often decided within 60-70 minutes 

instead of three to five days, and would usually lead to clear-cut results. 

Sportsmanship was not entirely absent, but given the conciseness of the event a 

similar moral hierarchy as in cricket, which values a sporting defeat over an 

unsporting victory, was less pronounced. At least that is what the dominant narrative 

of Indian cricket argues. (Dimeo 2002) 

Nevertheless, although football was in every sense a popular game that 

attracted masses, especially in the midst of political turmoil in and around Calcutta, 

it was cricket that assumed the role as India’s “national sport”. Not only because its 

somehow pre-modern values had found a deeper cultural resonance, but if India’s 

success in cricket was a pre-cursor or a consequence of its popularity is rather hard 

to determine. Probably both. Even for cricket journalist Mihir Bose, the preference 

for cricket over football might not have been as inevitable as it seems:  

“It is possible that had India won its independence 

from Britain in different circumstances, cricket might 

not have occupied the position it does in India today. Had 

the British been thrown out of India in the violent, 

revolutionary way, proposed by Subhas Bose, rather than 

agreed to withdraw peacefully, football rather than 

cricket could have become the major game. Or had the 

Bengalis who initiated the freedom struggle, retained 

their control then football – which is very strong in 

Bengal – might have become the national game.” (Bose 

2006, 64–65) 

 

However, the epicentre of India’s independence movement was in the Western part 

of the country, particularly around Mumbai, where cricket was presumably 

prevalent. (Bose 2006) One might assume that this laid out the context for cricket’s 

historical dominance, but it does not mean that football disappeared from the 
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sporting landscape. The 1950s and 1960s are often described as the peak of Indian 

football, culminating in the win of the Asian Games in 1962. Recently, Satadru Sen 

(2002) suggested that the rise of cricket directly correlated with the decline of 

hockey and football. In recent years the latter has once again reached new heights 

with the commercialization of national league formats, based on other successful 

models in the region, leading some cricket writers to lament that their children or 

grandchildren tend to watch football.  

 

As mentioned earlier, the cricket-dominated discourse in India has resonated well 

with post-colonial and subaltern studies, as it offered the narrative for an exported 

yet still appropriated alternative modernity, which showed persistence through its 

cultural expression. Nevertheless, preference was given to the dominant, while 

leaving the residual or emergent aside. The Indian-ness of cricket, which for long 

time remained a pastime limited to the Indian upper-class, has also been deeply 

intertwined with social hierarchies of different castes and ethnicities. When it comes 

to participation, football has been much more associated with the working-class as 

well as subaltern and religious communities – including Bengali, Catholic Goans, 

Muslims, and Punjabis. (Dimeo 2002). But this parallel yet unequal development 

can also be seen as a manifestation of the dialectics of (un)importance that have 

been surrounding the study of sport, particularly the sheer possibility for a team 

such as Mohun Bagan to deconstruct colonial superiority within 60 minutes on a 

sunny afternoon.   
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Tracing Hong Kong’s Football Culture 

 Compared to the elaborate academic oeuvre and cultural analyses that exist 

around Indian cricket, Hong Kong’s sport history has received little attention over 

the years. Especially the early colonial era has been neglected, leading to a very 

sporadic and sometimes conflicting documentation that makes an accurate 

reconstruction a fairly difficult endeavour. Drawing inspiration from Chatterjee’s 

meticulous historical writing that uses direct quotations from primary sources, this 

cultural history focuses on the time between 1845 and 1942 to tell particularly the 

emergence of Hong Kong’s sporting culture. Nevertheless, the following chapter – 

although framed as a policy and institutional analysis – can be seen as a continuation 

to complete the story throughout the 20th century until now. Although there are 

several commercial books in Chinese that have touched on Hong Kong’s football 

history (S. M. Wong 1951; S. Y. Lam and Lo 1990; Mok and Wong 2008; Yeung 

2009; C. W. Lee 2015), they have mainly addressed the more recent “golden era” 

between the 1950s and 1990s, limiting the earlier time to just a few references or 

anecdotes, mainly by quoting from Wong Sik-ming’s (1951) Football Kingdom’s 

Spring and Autumn. The evidence that I have gathered in the following part is based 

on an intensive archival research of old newspaper articles as well as an on-going 

dialogue with the Hong Kong Football History Society, an informal group of people 

that regularly publishes blog posts in Chinese. Other sources include rare books – 

such as the bilingual Soccer in China (Ip 1925), whose last remaining copy can only 

be found in the Olympic World Library in Lausanne. These written observations of 

a Chinese historian will be contrasted with the travel memoirs of colonial author 
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Arnold Wright (1908), who recorded his observations of sport during his time in 

Hong Kong. Two desktop publications of a later date, which I successfully tracked 

down during an overseas attachment in Australia, tried to reconstruct the emergence 

of football, however, with varying degree of accuracy and limited fact-checking. 

(Twydell 1994; Knight 1991) Unfortunately, there were hardly any institutional 

documents available aside from the commissioned histories of the Hong Kong 

Football Club (Way 2011; Dunne 1985). Similar attempts by the South China 

Athletic Association or the Hong Kong Football Association consisted mainly of 

name lists and dates instead of descriptive accounts of the past. (SCAA 2000; HKFA 

2014) 

 

At times, this cultural history will rush through important dates and events. To 

offer a more comprehensible overview, I therefore also compiled a timeline that 

lists the landmark events between 1845, when the construction of the Happy Valley 

racecourse started, until Japanese Occupation in 1941. The entire table can be found 

at the end of this chapter.   

The emergence of a sporting culture 

While there are hardly any records of local sports development in the 19th 

century, the gradient establishment of private clubs that provided the first proper 

leisure facilities probably offers the most factual insight into this early period. The 

Victorian Recreation Club (VRC), originally known as the Victorian Regatta Club, 

was the first organization to settle down in Hong Kong, mainly focusing on water 

sports such as swimming and yachting. By 1851 the Hong Kong Cricket Club 
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followed and established an exercise ground at today’s Chater Garden in Central, 

soon becoming one of the most prestigious locations in the colony and being open 

exclusively to members of European descent. Its elitism was even observed by 

colonial romanticist Arnold Wright (1908, 253), who called it “extremely 

conservative with respect to its ground, and it is seldom indeed that other than 

members of the Club have an opportunity of using it.” Racial and social segregation 

were also common practice across sports venues, such as the racecourse in Happy 

Valley. For long time Chinese were banned from entering the spectator stands, 

which does not mean that they could be entirely excluded from consumption. The 

so called “black rock” in close proximity of the track offered an exceptionally good 

view for the most crucial section of the race and consequently became a gathering 

spot for everyone not eligible to watch close-by.  

By the end of the 19th century public sports facilities – with few exceptions 

– were almost non-existent, but the growing demand led to a succession of new club 

openings, such as the Ladies Recreation Club (1884), the Hong Kong Football Club 

(1886), the Royal Hong Kong Gold Club (1889), the Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club 

(1894) and the Craigengower Cricket Club (1894). While there was still no place 

for the local population to actively participate, the following years saw 

establishment of recreation areas for employees in public service including 

policemen, soldiers, and civil servants. In addition, other ethnic communities 

established their own clubs, such as Parsees and Portuguese.14 Arguably, by then 

                                                 

14 Clubs for Indians and Filipinos were not established before the 1920s. 
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sport had become an integral part of the colony’s non-Chinese society that was 

associated with privilege and education. Obviously referring to the pre-dominantly 

European population in the colony, Wright (1908, 250) noticed a great affinity for 

sports that also started to structure the division of work and leisure: 

“The average youth in Hongkong has more time for 

active participation in sport than he has at home, and the 

recreative centres lie within easy reach. As a general rule 

no games commence before five o'clock on week-days, 

and most employers allow their assistants an opportunity 

of getting away from business at that hour and have not 

yet had cause to regret their leniency.” 

 

The establishment of the Hong Kong Football Club (HKFC) in 1886 

basically marked the arrival of football in the colony. In contrast to cricket, football 

underwent a prolonged contestation in England before a universal set of rules was 

finally recognized that eventually led to a clear differentiation between rugby and 

so-called association football.15 This split was formally effectuated in 1863, when 

the English Football Association agreed on formal regulations, however, it took 

several more decades before the sport finally spread across the social spectra and 

was properly institutionalized. Nevertheless, from early days football apparently 

had a stronger appeal for the working class, while elites often preferred rugby, with 

its name and origin being officially tied to one of England’s oldest and most 

prestigious schools. (Goldblatt 2008) 

Like India, sports in Hong Kong were important leisure activities for army 

and navy personnel who regularly organized competitions between different 

                                                 

15 The most significant differences included the use of hands and the degree of body contact between players. 
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garrisons, regiments, and anchored ships. Therefore, the HKFC was the first 

organization that made football available to a small sector of the civil population. 

However, football did not appear to be the most popular sport within colonial 

society. Wright’s (1908) observation suggested a hierarchy of different sports, 

illustrated by the extent of his accounts: While cricket, rifle-shooting, yachting, 

horse-racing and lawn bowling received elaborate coverage, football, hockey, 

tennis, racquets, alley bowling and hunting (wild birds) are just briefly mentioned. 

Rugby even just appeared as an unremarkable side note:    

“Rugby and Association are played in the Colony, but 

the followers of Association far outnumber the "rugger" 

men. Every Saturday afternoon and on many week-days 

during the season Association is played at Happy Valley, 

whereas a Rugby game does not take place more than 

once a fortnight, if so often.”  

 

For the first 15 years the HKFC remained the only civil football club in the region 

and was also widely promoted by missionaries, including schools and institutions 

such as the YMCA. Meanwhile physical education became an integral part of 

school curricula to boost both fitness, discipline, and morale. As Wright (Wright 

1908, 127) witnessed during a visit of St. Joseph’s College:  

“The physical training of the pupils receives due 

attention. A regular course of physical drill is given by a 

sergeant specially appointed by the Government for that 

purpose. On certain occasions during the year the boys 

are called upon to perform some of these exercises on 

the stage, and the skill and exactitude with which they 

go through them elicits the hearty applause of the 

onlookers. A keen interest is taken in out-door games, 

and in the shield competition every year the school holds 

a high place. A football and cricket club has been 

established in the college with a view to encouraging 

these games, the teachers recognising that "all work and 

no play maketh a dull boy." 
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At that time, some of the elite schools in Hong Kong also accommodated an 

increasing number of Chinese students, mainly from upper-class or mixed families. 

However, they were often discouraged by their parents to involve in sports, as it 

appeared not gentlemanly enough:  

 “[W]hat pleasure or benefit could arise from 

tiresome recreation they were asked, and no explanation 

could be given which could alter one iota the 

conservative opinions held by Chinese in every walk of 

life.” (Ip 1925, 4)  

 

But for lower classes the restraints were also of material nature: While private clubs 

had exclusive access to suitable grounds and necessary equipment, the first public 

park, known as “Happy Retreat” did not open before 1903, leaving public sports 

utilities in high demand:  

“So keen are many of the youth of Hongkong that 

they endeavour to follow several branches of sport 

during the same season, but it cannot be said that their 

efforts are crowned with success, from September, when 

the heat of summer is waning, until the birth of the 

following summer in April, all out-door sports are in full 

swing, and it is quite common to see several football and 

two or three cricket pitches in progress at the same time. 

King Sport then holds sway over a densely populated 

area, for Hongkong has few level spaces which can be 

utilised for those sports which require freedom of action 

and plenty of elbow room, and, as a natural consequence, 

the existing areas are in constant demand.” (Wright 1908, 

250) 

 

Still, occasional access to public parks offered new opportunities for Chinese to 

participate and especially the proximity of two government boys’ schools to Happy 

Valley facilitated continuous exposure. Instead of walking straight back home from 
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school, “a small number of the more viril” Chinese students from Wan Chai and 

Wong Nai Chung spent their afternoon watching games at the sports grounds and 

learning the rudiments of the game by observation. (Ip 1925, 5) As they were not 

able to afford regular footballs, they substituted them with tennis balls and imitated 

the game among themselves, using their jackets to mark the goal posts and side 

lines. Soon, football was used as a proxy to channel the existing rivalries of these 

two schools, although these first informal inter-school competitions had to be 

played in secrecy, without teachers or headmasters being informed about their 

existence. Allegedly the emerging interest in football was limited to the schools 

around Happy Valley and given the detailed descriptions of the informal play it 

could be assumed that the author himself was partly involved. Among these boys 

were some who became better known players, including Fung Tai and Ip Kwai 

Sham, who was later identified as one of the founders of the South China Athletic 

Association. Coincidentally, most of these enthusiastic students eventually attended 

Queen’s College, which was one of the largest educational institutions in Hong 

Kong at that time, and founded a team composed of Chinese, local born Indians and 

other nationals, although they had to bear the costs for equipment and uniforms 

themselves. In 1903 they arranged the first friendly game against civilians of the 

Naval Yard, which Ip (Ip 1925, 9) identified as a historic moment:  

“This Queen’s College team was the first from any 

school in Hongkong to play a football match against 

Europeans and it was the first properly conducted 

football match in which Chinese took part.”16 

 

                                                 

16 Unfortunately, the result of the game remains unknown.  
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Stories of the first local school team started to spread, and soon St. Joseph’s and 

Diocesan Boys followed suit, which further increased the number of Chinese 

students playing football, although the total number might have not exceeded 100, 

of which 80% were probably only beginners.17 In 1904/05 the three institutions and 

other government schools organized the first official inter-school competition, with 

Queen’s College winning the title.18  The significance of such tournaments rose 

rapidly and it is said that by 1908 aforementioned talent Ip Kwai Sham joined St. 

Joseph’s primarily to assist the football team. Most of the eleven-men-squads were 

formed by seven to eight Chinese and three to four students of other nationalities. 

Nevertheless, many of them still faced disapproval from their parents and peers for 

their active participation in sports, especially during these early years. Around the 

same time, the game also spread to the Canton Christian College in Guangzhou, 

mainly through graduates from Hong Kong, and by 1909 football was introduced 

in schools all around China. The idea of competitive sports was not new in the 

Mainland – besides polo and archery, there also existed an indigenous version of 

football called cuju (meanwhile FIFA has officially credited the origin of the 

people’s game to China). However, as Fan and Tan (2003) have noted, the social 

and moral norms of Confucianism hindered the development of competitive sports, 

with martial arts, or wushu, remaining as bodily exercise for military purposes. The 

Westernization movement at the end of the 20th century, which was further 

                                                 

17 Ip Kwai Chung, the author of the book Soccer in China, was himself student at Queen’s College and 

Diocesan Boys’ School.  
18 Starting from the following year, the schools competed in the yearly Hong Kong School Senior Shield, 

with Diocesan School, Queen’s College, and St. Joseph’s College winning all the titles between 1905 and 

1922. 
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accelerated by China’s humiliating defeat in the first Sino-Japanese War (1894-

1895), also laid bare the internal cultural conflicts between traditionalists and 

modernists.  

Christian missionaries such as the YMCA played another crucial role in 

spreading and institutionalizing the idea of modern competitive sport across Asia, 

and particularly in China, where they were given the permission to settle down in 

treaty ports in the 19th century. (Fan 2007; Knuttgen, Ma, and Wu 1990; Knight 

1991). The foremost objective was to spread Christianity and transform the local 

communities through educational and leisure activities. Missionaries increasingly 

believed in a whole-person development that involved conditioning the mind, body, 

and spirit, which confronted the image of masculinity and manhood exercised 

during China’s Qing dynasty. Groups associated with the YMCA first appeared in 

Hangzhou, Shanghai, and Fuzhou as early as 1885. The formal entry into China was 

decided roughly ten years later when an official representative was appointed in 

Tianjin. Guided by a religious mission, the YMCA secretaries in charge were the 

main facilitators on the ground and sport was an important factor in both recruiting 

and transforming members of the society. (Bean 2012) Although the arrival of 

football in Asia is usually credited to the sailors, military, and tradesmen from the 

West, their sports activities were not meant to reach out or interact with locals. The 

earliest inter-city football games were played between seemingly representative 

clubs, such as Shanghai FC, Hong Kong FC, or Canton FC, but despite being called 

civilian clubs at that time, they solely consisted of non-Chinese players.  

In 1901, after two years of preparatory work, the YMCA opened a branch 

in the British colony, guided by the vision “to glorify God and serve the youth of 
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Hong Kong” (YMCA 2001), partly through the provision of sports facilities. While 

the institute was originally meant to serve local Chinese youth, they founded the 

so-called European YMCA as a separate entity in 1904, catering primarily to 

foreigners. Between 1905 and 1935, J.L. McPherson, who is known as one of Hong 

Kong’s most prolific philanthropists at that time, occupied a guiding role for the 

positioning and development of the YMCA branches, while remaining particularly 

concerned about racial segregation, public reputation, and the competition over 

resources with other private clubs, perceiving the prestigious Hong Kong Club and 

Victoria Recreation Club as their main rivals. In fact, throughout the early years the 

association’s premises in Central were restrained to residential and study rooms, 

and were lacking proper exercise facilities. (McPherson 2006) This was in sharp 

contrast to China, where the branches provided both infrastructure and expertise in 

physical education and soon took over the leading role in organizing national 

competitions, featuring sports such as basketball, football, tennis, volleyball, and 

athletics. Starting with regional tournaments in China, the YMCA also laid the 

foundation what soon became known as China’s National Games, which can be 

dated back to the first meeting in Nanjing in 1910.19 The football tournament at 

this event involved five teams, representing East, West, North, South, and Central 

China. At that time, football in the Mainland was still confined to schools under 

British supervision, hence, some participating institutions looked for 

                                                 

19 The YMCA controlled sports development in China for many years after that and was heavily involved in 

China’s participation at the regional Far Eastern Championship Games. However, poor results caused a 

growing distrust towards the foreign YMCA directors, who were not only responsible for the selection of the 

participating athletes, but also headed the Chinese delegations, to the displeasure of many Chinese. After 

another round of disappointing performances at the 1923 Far East Asian Championship Games, a Chinese 

professor demanded in a newspaper article: “How can we trust foreigners to run sports affairs for us? We 

must have a national sports organization which is run by Chinese.” (Fan 2007, 20) 
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representatives elsewhere and as “the Hong Kong Chinese boys were then, as now, 

the best footballers, Hongkong furnished the team from Southern China.” (Ip 1925, 

19) As only students were allowed to play, some graduates even re-enrolled in their 

former institutions to gain eligibility. Among them was Ip Kwai Sham, who also 

helped selecting the players, though his father eventually forbade his participation. 

Nevertheless, South China easily won the title, conceding only one goal in four 

games and beating East China 3-0 in the final. One year later the Chinese monarchy 

was overthrown and events similar to the National Games were not held in the 

following decade.  

Nevertheless, the success of the Hong Kong team in Nanjing became the 

necessary precursor, which encouraged Ip Kwai Sham to found the first Chinese 

club in the colony.  

The rise of “Chinese Football” in Hong Kong 

Although there are conflicting stories about its establishment, the official 

history of South China identifies Mok Hing as the sole founder, while ignoring the 

existence of Ip Kwai Sham. However, the confusion about the club’s foundation 

already started in the 1920s. In his book, Ip (1925, 25), who himself was a player 

at South China, appears to be personally outraged over other versions:  

“A number of alleged histories of the Association 

have from time to time been foisted on the public but 

none of them are authentic. Anyone who cares to delve 

thoroughly into the past will clearly learn that the true 

story of the establishment of this organisation is as stated 

in this Chapter. … There cannot be the slightest 

argument about this story. The facts on which it is based 

are as clear as daylight and can all be convincingly 

proved. … These remarks are emphasized for the 
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purpose of putting an end, once and for all, to all sorts of 

fairy tales which have cropped up at intervals.” 

 

 

Ip defines the eventual founding date as December 1912. This differs from the 

version used still nowadays by the organisation, which alleges that Mok Hing 

started the so-called “Chinese Football Team” in 1908 and changed the name into 

“South China Football Club” in 1910.20 (SCAA 2000) However, for Ip this club 

had nothing to do with what became later known as South China Athletic 

Association, as it possessed no club house nor colours and it was founded for the 

sole purpose of former students to play amongst themselves. The team soon ceased 

to exist and was already inactive for at least two years when the actual SCAA came 

into being. (Ip 1925, 27–30) According to this version, South China was eventually 

founded in December 1912 by Ip Kwai Sham and Australian-Chinese Jack Chue, 

although the registration under Hong Kong laws was only completed in 1916.21 

Meanwhile, Mok Hing was only briefly mentioned and it is claimed that he only 

occupied the role of vice-president from 1921 onwards. Ip also omitted his name 

from the detailed list of members who were part of the original founding cohort. of 

the founding cohort. 22  Nevertheless, Mok remained an influential figure in 

domestic football for several decades and even became chairman of the Hong Kong 

Football Association after World War II.23  Nevertheless, whoever the eventual 

                                                 

20 According to this version, South China could be regarded as the first Chinese sports club in Hong Kong. 

The Chinese Recreation Club, quasi the pendant to the Hong Kong Cricket Club, was only founded in 1912.  
21 The club was first registered under the name “The South China Recreation Club”, but was soon after 

changed to “The South China Athletic Club” and eventually “The South China Athletic Association”.  
22 According to Ip (1925, 31–32) they were Fung Tai, Leung Koon Ying, Fung Ping, Wan Tak Ngok, To King 

Mun, Au Kit Sang, Lam Kau, Fung Hang, Wan Hu Ming, Wong Pun, Li Shui Tung, Man Kwai, Leung Yuk 

Tong, Leung Kwai Fong, Lam Kam Choy, and Ip Loong Chuen.  
23 Still, there is very little known about his early life. He later allegedly studied at the University of Hong 

Kong, where he joined both the cricket and football team. (S. F. Lam and Chang 2006) 
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founder, it is relatively undisputed that South China was “the only Chinese Club 

playing regular football anywhere in China” for at least 15 years. (Ip 1925, 25) 

At the beginning, the new club mainly engaged in friendly games, including a 

match at the Guangdong Provincial Games in Guangzhou and it took another two 

years before South China eventually challenged the Hong Kong Football Club, 

marking the first game in history between a team solely composed of Chinese and 

a team of Europeans. Captained by Ip Kwai Sham, South China won 5-0, “a result 

that opened the eyes of sports of that time”. (Ip 1925, 35) Still, at that time the club 

could only survive based on substantial contributions from its own players.   

Meanwhile, the Hong Kong Football Club was engaged in a year-long 

power-struggle over the control of the local league. The club wanted to remain the 

ultimate governing body, but the other stakeholders finally prevailed to set up the 

independent Hong Kong Football Association in 1914, which eventually paved the 

way for South China to join the Second Division in 1916/17.24 Arguably, the first 

Chinese team could be described as Hong Kong’s equivalent to Calcutta’s Mohun 

Bagan, as it provided a public platform to challenge the colonizers while relying on 

self-learnt skill sets that were often superior to their European counterparts. Most 

records of these early matches are very brief and simple, but the games involving 

South China were usually the ones with the highest attendance and attracted several 

thousand people on a regular basis. In 1917/18 the club eventually achieved 

promotion to Hong Kong’s First Division and even fielded two additional teams 

                                                 

24 Due to financial constraints, South China has already played for two years under the name “The 

Confucians”, due to arrangements with Hong Kong’s Confucian Society. Another Chinese team, called Lam 

Long (or Lam Loong) also merged with South China after the 1915 Far Eastern Championship Games.  
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across both leagues. With the increasing success, public interest in the club kept 

growing:  

“From the very beginning when Chinese first play in 

competitive football, their games against any team, 

whether they were won, drawn or lost have always been 

the day’s best attraction to the varied community in 

Hong Kong. (…) The seed of inquiry and interest sown 

at first in a small way amongst a section of Chinese, 

gradually and later rapidly extended to cover Chinese in 

every walk of life and in every sphere of activity (…) .” 

(Ip 1925, 42) 

 

Soon, the growing popularity allowed South China to obtain vacant land near 

Happy Valley, while expanding both activities and facilities to accommodate other 

sports such as basketball, volleyball, tennis, swimming, baseball, and boxing, which 

also multiplied the association’s influence on Hong Kong’s and China’s sporting 

culture. 25  By 1925, it counted approximately 2,000 members, including 300 

footballers, 100 tennis players, 75 volleyballers, 50 basketballers, 40 baseball 

players, and numerous field and track athletes. (Ip 1925, 48) 

Under the guidance of Ip Kwai Sham, South China’s football section initiated 

a separate Chinese league, with eleven teams participating in the inaugural season 

of 1922, featuring future talents such as Lee Wai Tong, who would later be known 

as “Asian football king”.26 By the mid 1920s football games involving local teams 

attracted regularly crowds of 5,000 to 6,000 people. Another indicator of the sport’s 

popularity could be derived from the phenomenon of street football. During my 

                                                 

25 By 1925, 25% of all athletes competing the Far Easter Championship Games were South China members.  
26 Born in 1905, Lee joined South China at the age of 16 and was soon known as Lee Iron Leg, due to his 

fierce shooting skills. Interestingly, he can also be associated with two myths: Tai Hang, the village he was 

born in on Hong Kong Island, became known as the “the cradle of Hong Kong football”, while Meizhou in 

Guangdong, where he spent part of his youth, later became “the cradle of Chinese football”. (Heywood 2008) 
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archival research, I came across several court cases describing how Chinese 

children were fined between HK$ 2 to 4 for causing public nuisance or obstructing 

roads, both in Kowloon and Hong Kong Island. In 1929 a newspaper received this 

exemplary complaint:  

“On one occasion when going along this road I was 

nearly struck by a filthy ball which had been rolling in 

the gutters, and only by ducking quickly was I able to 

dodge it. (…) To remedy this growing evil I suggest that 

a few detectives should pay a visit … when the offenders 

are at their game and bring them to justice, and then the 

craze for street football will speedily die out.” (SCMP 

1929)  

 

Nevertheless, the colonial government appeared mostly pleased with the growth of 

Chinese participation in sports and the functional purposes it seems to offer for “the 

coming together of the various nationalities in friendly intercourse” and the shaping 

of a stronger labour force, with a report of the Legislative Council eventually 

concluding:  

“The recent development in the realm of sport by the 

Chinese has been well described as nothing short of 

marvellous. A well-developed body makes for greater 

efficiency in work, and experience has proven that the 

best workers among the young Chinese are those who 

have taken up sport of one kind or another.” (Cited in 

Heywood 2008, 12) 

  

In 1924 South China eventually won their first championship of Hong Kong’s First 

Division.27 However, after internal conflicts some of their players decided to leave 

the organization and set up a rival team, simply known as the Chinese Athletics 

                                                 

27 One year earlier, in 1923, South China represented the Republic of China for the fifth time in the Far 

Eastern Championship Games and again won the title.  
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Association, which won three consecutive league titles between 1927 and 1930. 

Over the years the Chinese teams also significantly increased their influence over 

governance, as their appearance generated a significant part of the league’s income. 

Disagreements over the distribution of ticket sales eventually led to both South 

China and the Chinese Athletics Association boycotting the HKFA and organizing 

competitions in their own stadiums in 1931, where they were not required to share 

any profit. The football association, with the remaining non-Chinese clubs, suffered 

high losses from their absence and eventually agreed to settle on new terms. (Way 

2011) The following decades not only saw South China continuing to dominate the 

domestic football league, but also the emergence of more Chinese clubs such as 

Kitchee (1931), Eastern (1932), Kwong Wah (1936), and Sing Tao (1940). However, 

none of them came close to win any league titles, with South China still dominating 

the Hong Kong football league and winning eight more championships between 

1930 and 1941.  

Football’s role in representing a modern China 

As briefly mentioned, South China not only represented Chinese football 

within colonial Hong Kong, but also was one of the most influential organizations 

to decide upon the representation of the Republic of China in overseas competitions. 

At the beginning of the 20th century the YMCA in China instituted the so-called Far 

Eastern Championship Games, a small-scale Olympic event for the East Asian 

region. At that time, China had no official football governing body, so the YMCA 

in Hong Kong was given the responsibility to compile an official representative 

team, with almost all of the selected players joining from South China. The first 
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edition of the Games was held in Manila in 1913, where the Chinese selection lost 

to the Philippines, though in fact, several Chinese players refused to travel due to 

the overlap with Lunar New Year celebrations. Still, the defeat gave further 

motivation to improve and two years later, when the event was hosted in Shanghai, 

the Chinese team won the title. This time the players from Hong Kong had to 

participate first in a national trial match, in which they beat another selection from 

Nanyang. Consequently, South China again gained the right to represent the country. 

Between 1915 and 1934, the Republic of China won all football tournaments at the 

Far Eastern Championship Games, before they were eventually abandoned due to 

the Sino-Japanese War in 1937.28  

In the 1920s South China was also responsible for one of the most 

extraordinary excursions: In 1923 and 1924 players from Hong Kong travelled to 

Australia and New Zealand respectively. The tours have been widely covered by 

international newspapers and were also subject of two separate journal articles in 

recent years. (Guoth 2010; G. Watson 2011) Representatives of the Australian 

Soccer Football Association [sic] visited China in early 1923 and immediately 

approached South China due to their reputation. However, as the club participated 

once again at the Far Eastern Games in the same year they could at first not commit 

to make the journey. After discussing alternative scenarios, the Australians insisted 

on a participation of South China and eventually found a compromise, so the 

strongest team could be secured. In the end, thirteen South China players joined the 

                                                 

28 The only exception was 1930, when China and Japan shared the gold medal, as the Japanese team 

allegedly refused to continue with extra time after a 3-3 draw in the tournament’s final.  
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tour, including Lee Wai Tong, while three more players were added from the East 

China team. (Ip 1925, 57–60) It is widely agreed that the agenda of the trip was 

mainly political, in particular to improve trade relations between these two 

countries, therefore the team also fulfilled the role of a Chinese delegation, which 

attended high profile meetings with the Governor General, mayors, and members 

of parliament. The carefully curated and managed representation of the team also 

suggested that the tour should illustrate the modern, aesthetic, and moral image of 

the new Chinese – not only to the Western audience, but also the overseas Chinese 

living in the visited territories. (Guoth 2010; G. Watson 2011) The entire tour lasted 

for nearly five months with 24 games being played across five Australian states, 

attracting an accumulative audience of roughly 300,000.29  The first match took 

place in front of 40,000 people, almost tripling the former attendance record for 

football games in Sydney. But it was the representation of a new Chinese imagery 

that seemed to matter the most during these days:  

“The hour and a half first class game did what years 

of propaganda could not have accomplished. Previously 

to this game the mere mention of Chinese being able to 

take part in any sport was received by most Australians 

with ridicule and sarcasm. Doubtless many now realise 

that China has a real and noble manhood as in other lands 

not merely for Athletic proficiency but for finer human 

attributes also.” (Ip 1925, 61) 

 

The Chinese team also took proud in that none of their players was cautioned or 

sent off during the entire tour, which proved their serious attitude towards 

sportsmanship. Although there was an obvious difference in appearance between 

                                                 

29 Altogether, the Chinese team won eight of their matches, drew another eight, and lost nine, while scoring 

63 goals (of which 32 were scored by Lee Wai Tong alone) and conceding 54. 
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the two teams – the Chinese players were described to be on average 1.67 meters 

(5 feet 6) in size and 62 kilograms in weight – they overcame their physical 

disadvantage through speed and footwork. (Ip 1925, 62) In 1924, a similar tour to 

New Zealand was organized, with Hong Kong’s YMCA putting together a squad 

under the name “Chinese Universities Football Team”, suggesting that the players 

were chosen from the “Oxfords and Cambridges of China”, which included 

institutions such as Fudan University, Nanyang University, Suzhou University, 

Canton Christian College, South Eastern University, and Hong Kong University. 

Though the team was perceived to be considerably weaker than the South China 

players that had visited Australia the previous year. The New Zealand Football 

Council covered the entire expenses of the tour, during which football was once 

again a pretext for the development of trade relations and a propagation of modern 

China. Before the team’s arrival, a local newspaper joked about how the Chinese 

guests would struggle to communicate, but “the eloquent speeches which the boys 

delivered on their arrival … caused a violent jerk.” (Ip 1925, 72) Similar journeys 

of Chinese football delegations did not occur, but soon the brand of South China 

alone was enough to organize tours in Asia, with the club travelling several times 

to Java during the 1930s. Nevertheless, the Republic of China increasingly 

recognized the utility of sport and introduced the first related law in 1929, stating 

that “boys and girls must take part in sport” so to “develop men’s and women’s 

bodies for the good of the country”. (Heywood 2008, 8) Some football players from 

Hong Kong might have contributed to this positive image, especially Lee Wai Tong. 

Together with other players from the colony, he decided to join Loh Hwa, one of 

the few Chinese clubs based in Shanghai, where he soon turned into a cultural 
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icon. 30  With his support, Loh Hwa became the first Chinese team to beat a 

European club in Shanghai’s prestigious Skottowe Cup There is hardly any better 

proof for the social standing of football players at that time, as this famous saying 

that equated Lee with the world’s most famous Beijing opera star Mei Lanfang: “看

戲要看梅蘭芳，看球要看李惠堂”, which could be humbly translated as “For theatre 

watch Mei Lanfang, and for football watch Lee Wai Tong”.  

Given the cultural significance of sport, the participation in the 1936 Olympic 

Games therefore seemed to be the next logical step and it was again South China 

that played a major role in the team’s appearance, providing fourteen players in 

total, including captain Lee Wai Tong, who was by then already known as the 

“Asian football king”.31 However, before they could make the journey, the Chinese 

delegation still had to raise the necessary funds and mainly utilized the fame of its 

football team, which played exhibition games all over Asia, including Shanghai, 

Singapore, Saigon, Jakarta, Bandung, Surabaya, Medan, Rangoon, Calcutta, and 

Bombay, remaining unbeaten in altogether 23 games. At China’s very first 

appearance at the Olympic Games, Lee was appointed to carry the flag, as he did at 

all international occasions in which he represented the ROC. The football team, 

with all eight South China players in the starting eleven, eventually lost their very 

first game against Great Britain, though newspapers as well as players of the 

opposition team praised their performance, which apparently showcased strong 

passing and header skills. In 2008, the story was adapted by Hong Kong’s Repertory 

                                                 

30 Another Chinese club was called “Three Cultures”, and was also known as the Culturalists.  
31 He originally earned this during the previous Australia tour in 1923.  
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Theatre as a drama, called Field of Dreams. (Heywood 2008, 20–21) 

When Hong Kong finally fell under Japanese occupation in 1941, sports 

activities in the colony were generally halted, though British internees at Stanley 

prison still organized informal competitions, with lawn bowling becoming the most 

common activity as it did not require too much strength. Later there was an attempt 

to stage a small football tournament with former players of HKFC, Kowloon FC 

and the Police force, although the fitness level did not allow for long games, and 

reportedly each halve only lasted several minutes. Soon after, imprisoned members 

of the HKFA organized the so-called Stanley Shield competition, with the trophy 

having been crafted out of an old door. (Way 2011, 95) But it was only after World 

War II that domestic clubs could continue to compete publicly.  

Conclusion 

While the historical narrative acknowledges the forces of cultural 

imperialism in the globalization of sport, the development of football in Hong Kong, 

and subsequently China, suggests that its resonance in local society was far from 

uni-directional.   

The conditions of possibility that have turned football into Hong Kong’s 

prime sport and leisure activity were a complex amalgam of social, cultural, and 

even geographical factors that allowed a certain part of the population to experience 

passive exposure. Although the first Chinese boys who picked up the nature and 

culture of the game still faced disapproval from their family, they obviously also 

belonged to the affluent strata of local society, which had the economic and social 

capital to offer their children a place in Hong Kong’s leading educational 
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institutions. Meanwhile, from the very beginning, it was the rivalry that fostered the 

spirit and emotional investment for the young players, at first through inter-school 

competitions, and later by facing teams that only consisted of foreigners. Although 

not explicitly mentioned by most of the contemporaries, Christian values were 

prevalent among this first generation of footballers, with organisations such as the 

YMCA even actively promoting sports as part of their body-mind-spirit dogma. 

Nevertheless, even more so, the practice itself was rooted in a collective 

consciousness of the difference between Chinese and European players, especially 

in material form through unequal access to facilities, the lack of resources and 

adequate patronage, as well as an imbalance in regulatory control over the 

organisation of the game.  

Meanwhile, with the proliferation of Chinese football in the colony, it was 

increasingly tied to a spatio-temporal quality, meaning time and space becoming 

defining factors of organisation and experience, both for players and spectators. 

With South China eventually joining the league, they were defined by their results 

against their predominantly European counterparts. However, with the presence of 

a Chinese club with consistent performances, football became arguably the first 

organised sport in Hong Kong that allowed the local populace to actively participate 

as both practitioners and audience, with the latter identifying with the first. 

Although other sports associations were less inclined to yield some of their 

governing power to their Chinese counterparts, they eventually had to acknowledge 

their dependency after a year-long league boycott by just two clubs. At this point, 

football had arrived in the middle of society, with 5,000 to 6,000 people attending 

the games with Chinese involvement, partly because the clubs continued to remain 
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ethnically segregated entities. Nonetheless, the colonial government appeared 

largely in support of broader participation of their Chinese citizens, by believing 

that it would strengthen their ability to work and allow greater interaction between 

the different nationalities – de facto framing Chinese to be of another nation as well.  

As mentioned before, Indian cricket offered a narrative for an alternative 

modernity that also exposed the inherent contradiction and tensions of Victorian 

British colonialism which was unable to sustain cultural superiority in a game that 

solely valued skill, fate, and sportsmanship. Of course, football in Hong Kong 

followed a very different trajectory, in aligning the Chinese image with the 

emergence of a Republican China, that is capable of not only adapting and 

reproducing the values of modernity, but to excel in them. As can be seen from the 

names and tended image of the various clubs, there was no understanding of football 

being a cultural expression grounded in the particular locale of Hong Kong. Instead, 

the colony was a place where a Chinese style of football emerged and which offered 

an environment that was inducing for the development of players and athletes 

capable to represent a new Chinese nation at the most prestigious occasions all 

around the world. To invoke Appadurai’s phrase, football became “a product of 

collective and spectacular experiments with modernity” and as such it soon was 

given its own role in the construction of a Chinese nation, arguably even more so 

than traditional art forms such as Beijing opera. While Mei Lanfang was famous 

for his female roles, it was Lee Wai Tong’s “iron foot” that provided a new image 
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for Chinese masculinity.32  

Hence, this cultural history not only revealed the conditions of possibility 

for the rise of a partly indigenized sporting culture, but also the early recognition of 

football as a cultural resource for different actors. Starting from the young students, 

who painstakingly acquired the skills by watching older and arguably more 

privileged people, to the collective consciousness and financial prowess needed to 

establish the first Chinese membership club with several thousand members and its 

very own facilities. As such, football has taken up a central role in enabling other 

sporting activities. However, with the end of World War II and the following Civil 

War in China, the political, social, and governmental context for sports in Hong 

Kong radically changed. The following chapter could therefore be seen as a 

continuation of this cultural history, although the focus will be shifted towards the 

institutionalization and organisation of sport.  

 

The table below provides a timeline of the various historical milestones of 

Hong Kong’s sport history between 1845 and 1942, which were discussed 

throughout this chapter.  

 

Table 2 - Historical Milestones in Hong Kong's Sport and Football Development 

1845 The construction of the racecourse in Happy Valley, on top of a 

former swampland, was finished, with the first race taking place in 

1846. In Cantonese the area of Happy Valley is also known as Wong 

Nai Chung Valley. Although it has become the biggest 

entertainment ground in Hong Kong, the English naming is most 
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likely associated with the nearby cemetery. Over the years many 

soldiers and sailors had been buried there and at least their last 

resting place should confer some sort of “happiness” to them.  

1849 The Victoria Recreation Club, also known as the “father of all 

clubs” in Hong Kong was established in Central, originally under 

the name “Victoria Regatta Club”. The VRC primarily focused on 

the development of swimming and sailing.  

1851 The Hong Kong Cricket Club was established at today’s Chater 

Garden (then known as Chater Road Ground).   

1884 

 

The Ladies Recreation Club was opened on top of Victoria Peak, as 

women were usually excluded from other sports clubs.  

1885 The Hong Kong Jockey Club was founded. Membership remained 

highly exclusive and did not involve sport activities.  

1886 The Hong Kong Football Club was founded at Happy Valley, 

becoming the first civilian football club in Hong Kong.  

1889 The Royal Hong Kong Golf Club was founded at Happy Valley.  

1894 The Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club was established, which was 

previously known as Hong Kong Corinthian Yacht Club, founded 

four years earlier in 1890. The club is one of the few organizations 

that have kept the “royal” in their name after the handover.  

1894 The Craigengower Cricket Club was established by the headmaster 

of the Victoria English School. Originally located at Bonham 

Strand, the club moved later to Happy Valley.  

1895 The Challenge Shield was established and became the first Asian 

football competition with a knock-out format. In the early years the 

tournament was especially dominated by army teams representing 

anchored battleships and stationed garrisons.  

1897 The Parsee Cricket Club was established.  

1901 The Young Men’s Christian Association (YMCA) was officially 

established in Hong Kong and was headed by American Reverend 

Walter Southam. By 1903 it operated both a Chinese and English 

branch, which became independent entities in 1908.  

1903 The first friendly game involving both Chinese and Europeans was 

played in Happy Valley between a school team of Queen’s College 

and civilians of the Navy Yard.  

1903 The first public playground opened at the southern end of Happy 

Valley. It was known under the name “Happy Retreat” and included 

a restaurant and a pleasure garden. The ground was demolished after 

the racecourse fire in 1918 and the Hong Kong Sanatorium was 

built on its place in 1922.   

1903 The Police Recreation Club was established.  

1904 The Kowloon Cricket Club was founded by foreign residents on the 

peninsula and was allocated a ground at King’s Park. In 1909 they 

also formed the so called Kowloon Football Club 

1906 The Club de Recruit was established for the Portuguese community 
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at Gascoigne Road in Kowloon.  

1908 The so called Chinese Football Team was founded by Mok Hing, 

and was soon turned into the South China Athletic Association 

1908 The first Hong Kong-Shanghai Interport Contest was held in Hong 

Kong. The Hong Kong Football Club represented the home team, 

and both teams consisted only of foreign players.  

1910 The South China Athletic Association was officially established as 

successor of the former Chinese Football Team.  

1911 The Hong Kong Golf Club opened its first 18-hole course in 

Fanling.  

1911 The United Services Recreation Club opened for higher-ranked 

military personnel stationed in Kowloon or the New Territories.  

1912 The Chinese Recreation Club was established as pendant to the 

Hong Kong Cricket club, offering cricket, tennis, billiards, Chinese 

martial arts, and mah-jongg. Among the founders were prominent 

Chinese such as Ho Kai and Wei Yuk. 

1913 The South China football team represented China in the first edition 

of the Far Eastern Championship Games, losing 1-2 to the 

Philippines in Manila. This was the only match of the football 

competition.   

1914 South China played their first friendly game against Hong Kong 

Football Club, marking the historic first football match between an 

entirely Chinese team and a European team.  

1914 The Hong Kong Football Association was eventually founded and 

recognized as the highest governing body after a year-long power 

struggle with the Hong Kong Football Club.  

1915 South China represented China again in the Far Eastern 

Championship Games after obtaining the right to do so in a 

qualification round against Shanghai Britons and Nanyang. For the 

first time, the tournament was hosted in Shanghai, where the 

Chinese football team beat the Philippines 1-0.  

1918 On February 26th, a fire killed nearly 600 people at the Happy 

Valley racecourse. 

1918 The Indian Recreation Club was founded at Caroline Hill on Hong 

Kong Island.  

1923 The so called “Chinese Universities Football Association”, mainly 

represented by players from South China, undertook a well-

attended tour with friendly games in Australia.  

1924 South China won Hong Kong’s First Division, becoming the first 

non-European team to achieve this.  

1924 Following the successful tour to Australia, the so called Chinese 

Universities Football Team visited New Zealand.  

1924 The India Club, formerly known as the Kowloon Indian Tennis 

Club, opened in Gascoigne Road.  

1926 After internal conflicts in the South China Athletic Association, a 
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group of players - including “iron leg” Sun Jinshun and Leung Yuk 

Tong, founded the Chinese Athletics Association (中華體育會) as a 

separate football club. The team existed until the late 1970s.   

1926 Lee Wai-tong joined one of just two Chinese clubs in Shanghai, Loh 

Hwa Athletic Club. In the same year, they became the first Chinese 

team to beat a foreign club, Shanghai Recreation Club, in the second 

round of the Skottowe Cup.33 

1927 Previously only a social organization, the government allocated 

sports grounds to the Filipino Club at Wylie Road in King’s Park, 

Kowloon.  

1931 Both South China and the Chinese Athletics Association decided to 

quit the league for one year over disputes with the HKFA. The 

resulting decrease in attendance and income threatened the future 

of the league.  

1931 Kitchee Sports Club was founded by a group of football enthusiasts 

from lower economic strata. The club struggled for the first few 

years due to financial limitations, before renting an office in 130 

Johnston Road. Compared to other organizations, Kitchee solely 

focused on football.  

1932 Eastern Sports Club were established. The origin of the team can be 

traced back to employees working in Central’s China Building (華人

行) in the late 1920s.  

1936  The Republic of China participated as one of sixteen teams in the 

1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. The majority of the players were 

from South China, including Lee Wai-tong. The team lost 0-2 to 

Great Britain.  

1936 Kwong Wah Athletic Association was founded by employees of the 

China Light & Power Company (CLP).  

1940 Sing Tao Sports Club was founded by owner Aw Hoe, son of 

Burmese Chinese media entrepreneur Aw Boon-Haw.  

  

                                                 

33 Founded in 1908, the tournament was originally a match between an English and a Scottish team. It was 

played until the “fall of Shanghai” in 1941.   
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2 – THE MAKING OF A SPORTING FIELD: 

FOOTBALL POLICY AND DEVELOPMENT IN 

HONG KONG  

December 12th, 2009. Au Yeung Yiu-chung, the captain of Hong Kong’s 

national team, was waiting at the centre of the pitch where the Burmese referee 

tossed a coin to set the stage for the following penalty-shootout. 120 minutes of 

total playing time were not enough for Japan to defeat the home side at Hong Kong 

Stadium, and instead the guests were forced to settle with an unexpected 1-1 draw. 

Being chosen as the first shooter for his team, Au Yeung plodded across the field 

before placing the ball carefully on the penalty spot. He was ready, and the crowd 

roared – “Hong Kong!”, “Add oil!”. A few seconds later his shot landed right in the 

arms of the Japanese goalkeeper. Au Yeung buried his face into his red shirt, 

staggering around, reluctant to return to his teammates who waited for him at the 

pitch circle. Meanwhile, the eyes of the audience rested on the goal, where 19-year-

old keeper Yapp Hung-fai was about to make a save, but the ball still somehow 

found the back of the net. Japan’s 1-2 lead was met with jeers from the stands. Next 

up was Chan Siu Ki, who had just become the most expensive player in the domestic 

league, and he confidently delivered a stone-cold equalizer. Goalkeeper Yapp 

returned once again, waving his arms to animate the crowds – and this time, backed 

up by loud booing, he denied striker Shohei Otsuka his goal. Suddenly, it seemed, 

the tables have turned. Hong Kong’s centre-back Chan Wai-ho smashed the ball in 

the upper left corner, and when the next Japanese player only hit the post, the 
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unlikely victory was already within reach. Lee Chi-ho grabbed the ball and took all 

the time in the world to find the best spot on the battered turf, just before sending 

goalkeeper Takuya Matsumoto into the wrong corner. Japan’s Takuya Aoki pulled 

one back, but now Hong Kong’s national team had it in their own hands. The crowd 

stood up from their seats, looking at Wong Chun-hin, who – with dyed brown hair 

– was getting ready to make history. Wong scored and seconds later he disappeared, 

buried by the bodies of his teammates.  

On that very night, Hong Kong won their first gold medal in an Olympic 

football tournament.34 Admittedly, when these headlines were still in the making, 

it was not yet known what this historic victory might entail, but it seemed that Hong 

Kong has found something again it had previously lost.   

 

The previous chapter tried to trace the cultural trajectory of both emergence 

and development of football in Hong Kong in early colonial times by inter-

referencing it with the colonial experience of Indian cricket. The discussion 

eventually pointed to the conditions of possibility that not only facilitated the 

sport’s resonance within Hong Kong’s ethnically Chinese population, but also its 

eventual utilization to promulgate a modern Chinese identity. However, the newly 

crafted sporting culture ended abruptly with the beginning of Japanese occupation. 

This chapter can be seen as a continuation of this cultural history, but instead of 

reconstructing the proliferation of football in people’s everyday life, the focus will 

                                                 

34 The game was allegedly sold out, although the official attendance was documented at 31,884, more than 

8,000 below full capacity, which was still a very respectable number and by far the biggest turn-out during the 

East Asian Games. 
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shift towards the institutionalization of sports, and in particular the organisation of 

football, after World War II.  

The chapter will first conceptualize the analysis of sports policy discourses by 

introducing Bourdieu’s idea of a cultural field, which offers the guiding tools to 

look at the various dimensions of football. Starting from an overview of Hong 

Kong’s sports development regime and its involvement in infrastructure, 

institutionalization, and elite programs, the research will then move on to provide a 

meticulous account of the organisational evolution of the Hong Kong Football 

Association. For this, the chapter especially aims to highlight the phenomenon of 

patronage – or so-called “taipan” – as one of the defining elements. Hence, it will 

provide detailed overviews of appointed officials and their various affiliations, as 

well as their influence within and outside of the organisation. This detailed analysis 

is necessary to historicize and contextualize the recent reformation and 

restructuring process and its eventual impact on the development of local football.  

The anecdote at the beginning of the chapter described the last moments before 

Hong Kong won the 2009 East Asian Games gold medal, which turned out to 

provide the necessary momentum to reclaim football as an integral part of local 

sporting culture. As such, it also serves as a reminder that the sheer contingency of 

results can affect the discursive powers at play. Almost eight years later, Yapp 

Hung-fai is still Hong Kong’s undisputed number one goalkeeper and his 

extraordinary performances continue to impact local and regional policies. It is 

therefore not for the last time that his name appears in this dissertation.  
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Politics, Policy, and the Great Sports Myth  

 Various disciplines share the understanding that sport and politics do not only 

intersect, but are heavily intertwined. Given the various dimensions and layers of 

their relationship, Barrie Houlihan (2000) suggests to distinguish between “sport 

and politics” and “sport in politics”. The latter primarily refers to questions of power 

within organizational structures as well as the conflict of interests, for instance in 

relation to gender, ethnicity, or class, while the first investigates how governments 

tend to instrumentalize sport for various political purposes. The uses of sport can 

be diverse and multiple, including objectives such as military preparedness, social 

integration, national identification, economic development, symbolic 

representation, and sports diplomacy.35  History and political sciences played an 

important role in analysing these domains, especially during the Cold War era, when 

ping pong diplomacy and Olympic boycotts were an integral part of Asian 

geopolitics. However, it was just throughout the last two decades that the inner 

workings of institutions and governance became serious matters for in-depth study.  

Policy studies in sport and culture can usually be divided into research of 

and research for policy, with each posing their own challenges, and so delving into 

this field also requires a careful weighing of both explicit and implicit agendas. 

                                                 

35 While the priority of these purposes certainly depends on the political, economic, and cultural context, the 

instrumentalization of sport for diplomatic purposes has become one of the most visible foreign policy tools 

and hence a meaningful factor in analysing international relations. (Murray and Pigman 2014) One of the 

most commonly cited definitions of diplomacy can be traced back to Sir Ernest Satow (2011, 1), who 

described it as “the application of intelligence and tact to the conduct of official relations between the 

governments of independent states”. According to Sir Harold Nicolson (1964) it is of utmost importance to 

distinguish foreign policy from diplomacy: While the former sets the framework for the country’s foreign 

relations, usually decided by the legislature, the latter refers to the implementation of these policies in a 

practical matter. Given the event-based framework of international competitions, it is not surprising that sport 

offers a valuable mix of both formal and informal channels to conduct diplomatic activities. 
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Within sport sociology this has been most commonly associated with the so called 

Great Sports Myth, which suggests that most of the research in this field is guided 

by the underlying assumption of the “purity and goodness of sport” that benefits 

any community. (J. Coakley 2015) Similar arguments have been made in policy 

studies, where such predicaments are referred to as “storylines”. (Houlihan, Bloyce, 

and Smith 2009) While these are valid concerns, this research is not particularly 

interested in these epistemological debates, that somehow seem to cling to (post)-

positivist approaches. First, sports development in Hong Kong has hardly profited 

from the Great Sport Myth, as will be thoroughly explained in this chapter. Second, 

my questions aim to address the cultural role and resonance of football in Hong 

Kong, of which value-based and biased “storylines” are an integral part. In other 

words, this project about local football does not aim to make a case for why football 

is important, but how it has become an integral – may it be residual, emerging, or 

dominant – part of local culture, in the sense of producing and (re-)articulating 

meanings.  

The conceptualization of sports and cultural policy have mainly taken 

separate pathways, with very few exceptions, and efforts for differentiation and 

mutual scepticism have been fostered from both sides. In particular, the dominance 

of the “creative industry” discourse has very much excluded sports from the cultural 

domain. (Hesmondhalgh 2013, 13) But there is still a case to be made, as Hughson, 

Inglis, and Free (Hughson, Inglis, and Free 2005, 180) conclude at the end of their 

book:  

“So sport policy, like cultural policy for the arts, seeks 

to strike not just a balance between funding for elite 

performance and grassroots participation but to foster 
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a sporting culture in which these aims are entirely 

synchronised. The arts and sport funding bureaucracies 

have become increasingly similar. In recent years both 

have moved away from a devolved corporatist 

structure with considerable decision making 

responsibility divested to regional bodies to a more 

centralised system – and some would argue more 

autocratic – with decision making power returned to a 

central body and the regional and local agencies 

assuming more of a distributional role.” 

 

As an example, the authors discuss the role of sports as part of the “City of 

Culture” proposals in the European Union, especially in England. In this case, it is 

rather the sheer dominance and – in fact – cultural expediency of football that seems 

to encourage the conceptual equation of sports and culture. But is a similar approach 

possible in reverse conditions – when sports and cultural policy find themselves 

without this discursive power? It is here, where I would like to suggest that the 

notion of cultural resource can remain a helpful conceptual tool for investigation. 

The decline of Hong Kong football remains a central question when analysing the 

institutional governance of sport. In many of the interviews I have conducted for 

this research, this development has been commented on with despair, nostalgia, and 

resignation – although explanations remained simple throughout: the broadcast of 

European leagues via TV was the beginning of the end – and with the diversification 

of entertainment and consumption this outcome was basically “inevitable”. As 

sports commentator Peter Wong stated during one interview:   

“Fans become less and less. Maybe it’s first the 

league gets weaker, so they started to have Hong Kong 

TV, and then cable TV and ESPN – then you’ve got tons 

and tons of different leagues. Champions League, 

English League, Holland League, Brazilian League. The 

fans are spoilt. All they have to do is pay $100 dollars 

for a package with the TV.” (Peter Wong, Interview, 

2016) 
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While the globalization of sport has certainly contributed to the decline of Hong 

Kong football, the suggestion that Hong Kong fans were simply spoilt has arguably 

become a narrative of convenience with little factual evidence. Instead of blindly 

following these common explanations, this dissertation attempts to contextualize 

the organisation of local football and situate it within Hong Kong’s sports 

development discourses.  

Football as Cultural Field 

 In my analysis, I will be guided by questions on how the institutionalization of 

sport has produced, disseminated, and influenced the policy realities in sport and 

football. (Piggin 2014) Aside from an extensive archival and policy research, I have 

also conducted interviews with various persons of interest, who have helped to 

enrich the discourses with the nuances usually missed in formal texts. The 

interviewees included players, former and current football coaches, HKFA officials, 

commentators, fans, and other stakeholders. Given their on-going investment, some 

of the statements will not be attributed to a named source.   

 The theoretical underpinning of this chapter uses Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of 

a field of cultural production to understand the structures of local football within its 

wider social context. If football can be understood as a culture, then it would not 

suffice to look at its spectacular qualities, instead it would be necessary to 

acknowledge its complex construct of history (Chapter 1) and structure (Chapter 2). 

It is therefore not surprising that Bourdieu’s cultural field is sometimes regarded as 

radical contextualization (Randal 1993, 9). For Bourdieu, the field refers to a setting 

of production, regulation, or circulation, in which various agents interact by 
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utilizing their own capital in order to maintain or challenge power structures within 

– or as Jenkins (1992, 46:84) put it, it is “a social arena within which struggles and 

manoeuvres take place”. The concept is kept deliberately vague so that it can refer 

to any kind of material or immaterial cultural formations. (Swartz 1997) 

Every cultural field, including sport, is determined by the doxa that define its 

moda operandi.36 As a common set of rules and values, doxa are ingrained into 

institutions, policies, and practices that both reproduce and authorize the enabling 

hierarchies. They are deemed essential and true, and as such have become the 

fundamental principles that render the seemingly ‘natural’ characteristics of a field. 

At the same time, they might give rise to modified or alternative doxa that seek to 

challenge the existing systems. (Webb, Schirato, and Danaher 2002) 

Bourdieu’s understanding of doxa differs from Foucault who treated discourse 

as a “field of strategic possibilities”, from which he “refuses to look outside”. 

(Bourdieu 1993, 33) This would result in an autonomous and self-sustained field, 

which Bourdieu (1993, 33) firmly questions: 

 “[Foucault] refuses to relate works in any way to 

their social conditions of production. More precisely, 

he explicitly rejects as a ‘doxological illusion’ the 

endeavour to find in the ‘field of polemics’ and in 

‘divergences of interests and mental habits’ between 

individuals the principle of what occurs in the ‘field 

of strategic possibilities’.”  

 

 

Doxa are enabled through what Bourdieu calls the doxic attitude, the 

unconscious process of bodily submission to the ‘natural’ norms. This does not 

                                                 

36 The word doxa originates from Ancient Greek, meaning a common or widely held belief.  
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happen in exchange for pleasure or happiness; in fact, the resulting tension might 

even inflict harm and suffering to the subjects involved. (Webb, Schirato, and 

Danaher 2002, 96) While Bourdieu’s work on the field of cultural production 

mainly referred to examples from the arts, aesthetics, and literature, his other 

writings have heavily drawn on sports as well. Defrance (1995) argues that sport 

fields should be similarly deconstructed into subfields that acknowledge the 

distinctive practices, resources, and struggles. Unsurprisingly, Bourdieu’s concepts 

of field, capital, and habitus had significant impact on the sociology of sport by 

offering alternative paths of inquiry to Weber, Cicourel, and Elias (Clement 1995).  

Nonetheless, by drawing upon a cultural policy studies approach, Foucault’s 

“politics of the detail” still retain a crucial role in this kind of analysis. By framing 

football as a cultural resource – no matter if emerging, dominant, or residual – we 

also need to understand its operational mode of governmentality. Ironically, cultural 

policy is often reduced to its focus on performing arts, visual arts, and literature, 

drawing a clear line between un-artistic skills in sport, food, or agriculture. 

Nevertheless, the emergence of distinct cultural policies has been closely tied to the 

rise of the nation state – particularly so in post-colonial Asia. The definition of 

particular sports as culturally favoured or compatible – while not entirely a top-

down process – can usually be associated with both private and public institutions 

with different (or sometimes even competing) socio-political and economic agendas. 

Although popular spectator sports are often framed as a subversive force, scholars 

in Subaltern Studies have for long time pointed out that “Asian reactions to 

modernizing forces fall outside the simple dichotomy of collaboration and rejection. 

(Dimeo and Mills 2001b). This also echoes with Tony Bennett’s (1998) 
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methodological argument that a Foucauldian approach of governmentality in policy 

research is capable to overcome this epistemological binary, more so than a 

framework based on Gramsci’s or de Certeau’s politics of resistance. With the 

metaphorical quality for international warfare and global rankings – that are played 

out in public arenas – it has been relatively easy to dismiss sports for their 

competitive values that simply mirror neoliberal ideologies. 

A Brief History of Sports Development  

In the past years, there have been a few journal articles that offered an overview 

of Hong Kong’s sports development, the majority of them by publications affiliated 

with universities in China, often with the aim “to provide useful information for 

sport bodies of the Mainland” (Ma 1997, 10).37 Interestingly, some of the findings 

describe Hong Kong as a “sporting desert” (Chen and Huang 2001; as cited in 

Zheng 2016, 322), which is a direct reference to the more commonly used term of 

“cultural desert”. These discussions of Chinese scholars have also roughly 

introduced four eras in Hong Kong’s sports development, dividing them into an 

early colonial period (1842-1950), the post-War years (1950-1973), the arrival of 

an elites’ program (1973-1990), and the eventual integration into the government 

portfolio (1990 onwards). In this research, I do not intend to follow this 

chronological order, although it singles out useful milestones. Instead, I will tell the 

story of Hong Kong football governance along different themes, starting with the 

                                                 

37 e.g. Journal of South China Normal University, Journal of Beijing Sport University, Journal of 

Guangzhou University, Journal of Physical Education, Lantai World, Journal of Jilin Institute of Physical 

Education, Over the Party History, China Sports Science 
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most tangible (and therefore indisputable) part: the hardware.  

Finding the field: Sporting Hardware  

As discussed in the previous chapter, both sporting facilities and activities were 

mainly provided by private clubs as well as educational institutions such as schools 

and universities. However, the lack of sports grounds was already of public concern 

early on. In 1929 the government established the Playing Fields Committee, which 

offered advice for the future development of sites as so called “playing fields”, a 

term which was purposefully kept very broad. Just a few years later, in 1933, the 

Children’s Playground Association was founded as non-governmental body to 

pursue better provision of playing hardware for children, especially of lower-

income families, who were often barred from the facilities available in sports clubs 

and schools. After World War II the association opened two major indoor venues, 

Southorn Stadium in Wan Chai (1950) and Macpherson Stadium in Mong Kok 

(1953), and has been managing them ever since. Until today, these venues have also 

provided much needed space for popular indoor sports such as basketball.   

Given the proliferation of private clubs throughout the territory, the Hong 

Kong government did not see a reason to take on sports as part of its responsibilities. 

Urban planning has not been institutionalized before 1939, when the Town Planning 

Ordinance was enacted. Abercrombie’s infamous post-war report published in 1948 

laid out detailed proposals for development, and although sport was not explicitly 

mentioned, the provision for open spaces was deemed very important – particularly 

in the form of “dispersed playgrounds”, “rest parks” (incl. gardens), “wider open 

spaces”, and “playing fields”. The report suggested a lack of the latter and only 
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mentioned the race course as an existing ground, while discussing potential sites in 

Kowloon, such as the Whitfield Barracks (later Kowloon Park) or alternatively a 

“large playing field area” around Sha Tin. To plan grounds for “large scale games 

at a considerable distance” was cited as a common practice in European cities 

(Abercrombie 1948, 18). Abercrombie also highlighted the recreational potential of 

the New Territories to accommodate a country club, a race course, and a golf course, 

while the mountains and coast should be reserved for “weekend rest, bathing, and 

boating”. Completed in 1955, the Government Stadium (now Hong Kong Stadium) 

in So Kon Po (formerly spelled as Soo Kon Poo) was the first public-owned sports 

venue in Hong Kong, offering seats for up to 28,500 spectators, of which 5,000 

were covered by a roof. Two years later, in October 1957, the Governor of Hong 

Kong inaugurated the Victoria Swimming Pool in Tin Hau. Meanwhile, most of the 

football games throughout the 1970s and 1980s were played across four sports 

grounds, of which two – Government Stadium and Mong Kok Stadium (former 

Municipal Stadium) – were public-owned. The other two stadia belonged to the 

Hong Kong Football Club and South China AA.   

By looking solely at government-owned stadiums and sports grounds, the 

profoundest increase was between 1978 and 2000, when 15 out of 27 venues were 

completed. Since 2009 there have been no further sites of this category. The Kai 

Tak Sports Park, whose completion is expected earliest in 2022, is supposed to 

accommodate a stadium for 50,000 people, a public sports ground with 5,000 seats 

and an indoor arena with up to 10,000 seats. However, upon completion the 

government considers the demolition of at least one other site to free land resources, 

i.e. the sports ground in Wan Chai.   
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*This calculation only includes venues that are defined as sports grounds by the LCSD, which must 

provide an athletic running track as well as natural turf.   
 

As of March 2016, the LCSD counted two outdoor stadia, 79 natural or 

artificial pitches (including 27 sports grounds) as well as 236 hard-surfaced soccer 

pitches. Over the last years, the department also reported a usage rate of more than 

90% for natural turf pitches, while sports grounds have been used on average 99.5% 

of the available time. Only designated rugby pitches reach a higher usage rate of 

100%.38 Nevertheless, the overall number of venues remained approximately the 

same. Since 2014 two natural/artificial (+2.5%) and seven hard-surfaced pitches 

(+3%) have been added. 

These numbers suggest that the current hardware does not met the actual 

demand in the city. The booking of football pitches during peak hours is particularly 

difficult, which also led to the emergence of a “black market” where already booked 

                                                 

38 However, currently the majority of rugby grounds are managed by the Hong Kong Ruby Union directly, 

with the LCSD having retained only one designated rugby pitch in Tai Hang Tung and three mixed-use 

pitches with artificial turf. 
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slots are “transferred” to other users for a mark-up of up to 100-150% - to be paid 

in cash to a “middleman”. Among regular users it has also been common practice 

to queue up outside LSCD booking offices as early as 4 am in the morning to reserve 

the preferred football pitches in advance.39     

Table 3 - Usage rate of sports & recreation facilities (LCSD, 2016) 

Sport Unit Usage rate 

Rugby Hour 100% 

Sports ground Hour 99.5% 

Natural turf pitches Session 93% 

Arenas (in sports centres) Hour 82.8% 

Artificial turf pitches Session 71.4% 

Activity/dance rooms Hour 68.2% 

Squash courts Hour 60.9% 

Tennis Hour 60.4% 

Hockey (artificial) Hour 59.5% 

Bowling greens Hour 42.3% 

 

In interviews with both professional and amateur football clubs in Hong Kong, 

the booking of football pitches for training sessions was one of the biggest concerns 

raised. Among all Premier League clubs, only Kitchee has its own training facility 

in Shek Mun, which was funded by the Hong Kong Jockey Club. However, the 

government has already announced plans to use the space for future housing 

projects in the coming years. Eastern usually rent the rugby pitches at King’s Park 

for practicing, while South China book one of the public grounds within the Happy 

Valley racecourse. District teams have a slight advantage, as they are allocated a 

certain number of sessions every week by the district council.  

The rigid booking system offers very little flexibility, leading to irregular 
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schedules, and players are actively discouraged to add individual or extra training. 

As one youth player described: 

“After the 90 minutes, the LCSD lady will come and 

shout at us to leave. I mean, I am a professional player 

and cannot even practice on my own when I want.” 

 

The scarcity of sporting hardware has been identified as a major obstacle for sports 

development in Hong Kong – and the issue has been raised continuously from early 

colonial times until now. It also remains a core concern for the HKFA, with one 

proposal suggesting the transfer of management rights for the purpose-built Mong 

Kok Stadium. Retired players, who grew up in Hong Kong during the 1950s and 

1960s, often reminisce about being able to play anywhere – in the court, on the 

streets, in the parks – which has fostered a grassroots culture that has since then 

disappeared. A full list of sports venues, including their location, capacity, and 

additional facilities, can be found in the annex.   

Institutional Governance 

The post-war years eventually saw the institutionalization of sports 

development in Hong Kong. While several sport-specific associations have existed 

as private bodies before that, they were not accountable to a higher governing body. 

The following part will introduce the leading institutions that have since then been 

established (and partly again dissolved). Although the focus is on football, it is 

important to lay out the inter-dependence of these various organizations. At the 

same time, I decided to foreground the involvement and background of the 

individuals, who very much represent the sporting software in leadership and who 

have shaped Hong Kong’s sports development in Hong Kong.  
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Olympic Committee 

Following a decision by the International Olympic Committee to encourage the 

inclusion of colonies and ex-colonies, the so called Amateur Athletic Federation 

was established in November 1950. Among the founding members were Arnaldo 

de Oliveria Sales as well as several HKFA-related figures, including Sir Arthur 

Morse, Kwok Chan, Mok Hing, Jack Skinner, and R.M. Omar. In a lively letter 

exchange with IOC chancellor Otto Mayer, A. de O. Sales facilitated Hong Kong’s 

membership in the international sports community, while also helping to clarify 

who would be eligible to represent the colony at the upcoming Olympic Games in 

1952. Mayer replied:  

 “If I am not mistaken, subjects of HONG-

KONG are in possession of British passports. If this 

is the fact, only athletes being British subjects can 

participate in the Games under the flag of Hong-

Kong. Therefore, athletes who have long been 

domiciled in Hong-Kong, without being BRITISH 

subjects CANNOT take part in the Games with 

Hong-Kong. It is the same situation for CHINESE 

who live in Hong-Kong and who, because of the 

uncertain political situation in which China is 

placed, are unable to represent their own country. 

Those people CANNOT participate in the Games 

under your flag.” (S. F. Lam and Chang 2006, 68) 

 

Upon request, the name of the Amateur Athletic Federation was changed into 

“Amateur Sports Federation and Olympic Committee of Hong Kong” – after 1999 

this was eventually altered to “Sports Federation and Olympic Committee of Hong 

Kong, China” (SF&OC). In the early years after the war, the association was the 

driving force to criticize the lack of sports facilities in the city and the missed 

potential that came with it. The first report of 1951 also emphasized the leading role 

of football in these days:  
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“When football games attract more than 14,000 

people, and many thousand others have to be turned 

away, no further proof is needed that the time has 

come when such a problem has to be confronted 

and a solution found. That it is actively engaging 

the attention of Government as much as it is in 

sports circles is an assurance that before long Hong 

Kong will not be behind the best that is found in 

this part of the world.” (S. F. Lam and Chang 2006, 

70) 

 

A. de O. Sales – later appointment to the Urban Council in 1957 – had 

certainly a major impact on the rapid increase of sports facilities in the following 

decades. Nevertheless, as an IOC member the SF&OC has always been obliged 

to preserve its autonomy and resist pressures of any kind, including but not 

limited to political, legal, religious or economic pressures which may prevent 

them from complying with the Olympic Charter. As the leading sports 

institution in Hong Kong, the SF&OC has been overseeing the activities of all 

national sports associations, including the Hong Kong Football Association and 

South China Athletic Association, and pushed them to become “efficient and 

business-like”. (Lam and Chang 2006, 76) By 1990, the federation also tried to 

emphasize the role of sport for community building and betterment, arguing that 

it would be necessary to retain its “separate position long recognized universally” 

(S. F. Lam and Chang 2006, 77) In its conclusion, the SF&OC paints a rather 

bleak picture of why sport development can be crucial to overcome the social 

and political burden:  

“The NOC’s work in the promotion of sport 

remains highly important because in Hong 

Kong real success is measured by material 

results; there, to earn a great deal of money is 

a distinguishing feature and proves 
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superiority. … Little by little, the NOC is 

demonstrating the fact that sports practice is 

also a factor of success.”  

 

Today the SF&OC is responsible for 77 national sports associations and tries 

to actively promote the Olympic “Sports for All” idea.  

From the very beginning, the fate of Hong Kong to join the ranks of the international 

Olympic community, was steered by influential personalities in the region. Aside 

from HSBC head Arthur Morse, who took over the first presidency, it was mainly 

A. de O. Sales who reigned over sports development in Hong Kong – first as 

secretary general, and later as chairman and president. While formally independent 

from the government, the leading members of the SF&OC have been actively 

involved in local politics, in particular as members of the Urban Council and 

Executive Council. In 1998, Timothy Fok has been confirmed as the new president, 

and since then he has been chairing both the Olympic Committee and the HKFA. A 

detailed list of office holders and their backgrounds can be found below.   

Table 4 - List of Presidents of the Olympic Committee since 1950 

President Background Year 

Sir Arthur Morse40 Head of HSBC, unofficial 

member of the Executive Council 

1950-1953 

Kwok Chan Businessman, Unofficial member 

of Urban and Executive Council; 

Chairman of South China AA, 

HKFA, AFC 

1953-1967 

A. de O. Sales Member and unofficial chairman 

of Urban Council; affiliated with 

Club Lusitano  

1967-1998 

Timothy Fok Son of Henry Fok 1998-now  

Chairman41  Year 

Jack Skinner Radiographer 1950-1954 

                                                 

40 As pointed out elsewhere, Arthur Morse was also president of the HKFC (1946-1953) and the HKFA 

(1946-1953). 
41 The position of chairman was eliminated in 1967.  
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A. de O. Sales (see above) 1954-1967 

Secretary General  Year 

A. de O. Sales & S.H. Pang (see above) 1950-1954 

Omar R. Sadick Rifle and revolver marksman 

(won gold medal in Bisley) 

1954-1978 

Ramon Young Chun-sheung Royal Hong Kong Auxiliary 

Police Force 

1978-1998 

Pang Chung Former Hong Kong high jump 

and triple jump record holder 

1998-2015 

Ronnie Wong Man-chiu Former Hong Kong swimming 

champion; Urban Council 

Member 

2015-now 

Since attaining membership in 1951, Hong Kong been represented in all 

international Summer Games (except for Moscow 1980, for which it joined the 

boycott) and all Asian Games. Since 2006 there has also been at least one athlete at 

Winter Games and the Olympic Committee has also played an active role in the 

East Asian Games, which have been established in 1993, hosting the event in 

2009. 42  Between 1934 and 1994 Hong Kong also participated in the 

Commonwealth Games as a British colony, with the SF&OC taking over the 

coordinating role after World War II. Since the handover, Hong Kong has been 

taking part in the National Games of China instead, which also take place every 

four years.  

Nevertheless, the limited success rate during Summer Games (the first medal 

was only won in 1996) prompted the SF&OC to push for the establishment of an 

elite program, which was seeded under the auspices of A. de O. Sales.  

Sports Institute 

Following up on Abercrombie’s early idea to allocate land in Sha Tin for sports, 

                                                 

42 The nine participating teams in the East Asian Games are China, Japan, North Korea, South Korea, 

Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, Macau, Mongolia, and Guam.  
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the Jubilee Sports Institute was opened in June 1982 after five years of planning.43 

Covering 41-acres of reclaimed land within and next to the racecourse, the site was 

a joint project of the government and the Hong Kong Jockey Club “to provide 

expert coaching in sports – and facilities to practice – with a view to raising 

standards and stimulating increased participation in sport and recreation generally”. 

It was the first time that the government got directly involved in elite sports 

development. Although run as a corporate body, a separate bill was enacted as early 

as 1977 to keep control over fees and charges.44  In general, the institute was 

supposed to offer free membership for persons under 18. The total investment 

accumulated HK$ 150 million, of which 82.5 million were provided by the Jockey 

Club, 55 million by the government and 12.5 million from the Queen’s Silver 

Jubilee Fund. The centre was renamed in Hong Kong Sports Institute in 1994 and 

until now it is still the highest authority for the planning, funding, training, and 

assessment of elite athletes.   

When the centre opened in 1982 it was said to be the largest sports facility in 

Southeast-Asia, covering a diverse range of sports. In the following years, the 

institute added a sports clinic (1986), a science laboratory (1987), and a library 

(1988). In 2008 the government provided HK$ 1.8 billion for a major 

redevelopment of the site, which also led to the addition and elimination of certain 

training facilities. From the original four football pitches, only one remains today.45  

In 1987 the Hong Kong Jockey Club started with the divestment of the Institute 

                                                 

43 1977 was a Jubilee year for Queen Elizabeth II, commemorating her 25 years as monarch.  
44 The ordinance was repealed in 1994.  
45 A detailed overview of the facilities provided by the Sports Institute can be found in the Annex (ad Chapter 

2).   
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by providing a final payment of HK$ 350 million, that should enable the 

organization to be managed independently for around 20 years. Nowadays, the 

Sports Institute receives around HK$ 450 million per year, of which 90% are in 

form of government subsidies via the Elite Athletes Development Fund.  

Over the years, the governance of the sports institute was closely linked with 

key figures in Hong Kong’s Legislative and Executive council, in particular Alberto 

Rodrigues.  

 

Table 5 - Chairmen of Hong Kong Sport Institute 

Chairman Background Year 

Alberto Rodrigues LegCo Member (1950-1959), 

Senior unofficial member of 

Executive Council (1962-1974) 

1977-1985 

Denis Bray Civil Servant, Secretary for Home 

Affairs (1973-1977; 1980-1984) 

1985-1989 

Paul Cheng Ming-fun LegCo Member (1988-1991; 1995-

1998) 

1989-1992 

General Guy Watkins Chief Executive of Hong Kong 

Jockey Club 

1992-1996 

Prof. Chan Kai-ming Professor in Sports Medicine 1996-2004 

Victor Hui Hui Oi-chow family member 

(grandson) 

2004-2005 

Eric Li Ka-cheung Professor, Member of LegCo (1995-

004) 

2005-2012 

Carlson Tong Brother of Carl Tong (co-chairman 

of Macau Legend Development) 

2012-now 

 

However, despite these connections, the Sports Institute was still seen as a 

fairly independent body, and an actual sporting agenda in public policies was still 

missing until the establishment of the Sports Development Board.  

Sports Development Board 

Prior to the handover, the Sports Development Board (SDB) oversaw the 
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strategic advancement of sporting activities in the British colony. Established in 

1990 as a statutory body, the SDB introduced their 1991-1995 Strategic Plan by 

proposing nine reasons why it was necessary to invest in sport, which encompass 

economic, medical, social, educational, communal, psychological, ideological, and 

political arguments. The result was a very functional approach towards sport, 

promising solutions to very concrete problems – with an emphasis on Hong Kong’s 

youth. In this capacity, sport was not only expected to reduce smoking, drugs, and 

health care costs, but also mitigate negative influences, while fostering community 

pride and improving family life. 

The SDB was primarily understood as a funding body with limited impact on 

the main institutions, especially following the divestment of the Sports Institute by 

the Hong Kong Jockey Club. In 1994 the SDB was merged with the Sports Institute, 

by turning into one statutory body. However, attempts from the development board 

to directly interfere in sports matters has caused increasing concerns, especially 

from the SF&OC. In 1996 the Olympic Committee “sent a stern warning” to the 

SDB after it encouraged sports associations to take part in sporting events in China. 

From the perspective of then SF&OC chairman Con Conway this suggestion 

“strayed out of the SDB’s jurisdiction, and nullified efforts by the Federation to 

ensure the territory’s separate sporting identity after the handover”. He also pointed 

out that it was not feasible for local sports organizations to freely join national 

competitions hosted by another Olympic Committee. The SDB was eventually 

dissolved in 2004, and the staff were integrated into the existing Hong Kong Sports 

Institute, which was incorporated as limited company in the same year. Between 

1989 and 2004, the SDB was mainly steered by some of Hong Kong’s most 
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influential businessmen at that time, including HSBC’s William Purves, Swire’s 

David Gledhill, Wheelock & Co.’s John Hung.  

Table 6 - Chairmen of Sports Development Board 

Chairman Background Year 

William Purves Chairman & CEO HSBC 1989-1992 

David Gledhill  Chairman Swire Group 1992-1996 

John Terence Hung Chairman Wheelock & Co 1996-2003 

Victor Hui Hui Oi-chow family 

member (grandson) 

2003-2004 

 

In 2005 the government established a separate division overseeing sports 

policies under the Home Affairs Bureau, known as Sports Commission, while the 

Leisure & Cultural Services Department has been overseeing the recreational 

facility management since 2000. The establishment of the latter has led to an 

overlap of responsibilities with the SDB, rendering the latter less important and 

further encouraging the board’s dissolution a few years later.  

A detailed overview of objectives of local sports institutions can be found in 

the Annex (ad Chapter 2).  

Before shifting the focus on football in Hong Kong, it is still important to 

briefly discuss how the handover in 1997 has affected the positioning of the 

government towards sports development, and what kind of broader policy 

initiatives were initiated since then.  

Hong Kong’s Sports Policy since 1997 

As Zheng (2016) summarized, the Basic Law – Hong Kong’s de facto 

constitution since 1997 – also explicitly clarified that Hong Kong will retain its 

autonomous status in the domain of sports. According to Article 143, the 
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government “shall, on its own, formulate policies on sports”, while “non-

governmental sports organizations may continue to exist and develop in accordance 

with law”. Besides, public support to sports bodies should continue as “previously 

practiced” (Article 144), while any dealings with the equivalent organizations in the 

Mainland “shall be based on the principles of non-subordination, non-interference 

and mutual respect”. The Basic Law also allows sports bodies to maintain and 

continue their relationships “with their counterparts in foreign countries and 

regions”, with any participation in activities being conducted under the name of 

“Hong Kong, China” (Article 149) and the Bauhinia flag (as defined in Annex III 

of the Basic Law). Sport is also described as one of several “fields” – next to the 

“economic, trade, financial and monetary, shipping, communications, tourism, 

cultural” – in which the government may negotiate and implement agreements with 

foreign countries autonomously (Article 151).  

Based on these provisions, Hong Kong continued its own sports development 

program, while the SF&OC and other national sports associations retained their 

independent status in supra-national governing bodies such as IOC, FIFA, and the 

AFC.  

Since 2005, the Sports Commission has taken over the previous role of the 

Sports Development Board and become the main advisory body for the government 

in the areas of policy and funding. Three sub-committees further support the 

commission: the Community Sports Committee, the Elite Sports Committee, and 

the Major Events Committee, all of which offering advice in their specific fields of 

expertise. The Home Affairs Bureau has the overall responsibility for the 

formulation and implementation of sports policies, while the administrative 
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responsibilities for funding, promotion, and facilities are taken up by the LCSD.  

The Sports Committee is formally chaired by a civil servant (the Secretary for 

Home Affairs) and includes representatives from the SF&OC, the sub-committees, 

the Sports Institute, and the LCSD.  

Table 7 - Sports Committee of Hong Kong 

Position Ex-Officio Current (2017) 

Chairman Secretary for Home 

Affairs 
Lau Kong-wah 

Vice-Chairman President, Sports 

Federation & Olympic 

Committee of Hong Kong 

Timothy Fok 

Member Chairman & Vice-

Chairman of Community 

Sports Committee 

David Yip Wing-shing 

Prof. Patrick Yung Shu-hang 

Member Chairman & Vice 

Chairman of Elite Sports 

Committee 

Tony Yue Kwok-long46 

Kenneth Fok 

Member Chairman & Vice-

Chairman of Major Sports 

Events Committee 

Karl Kwok Chi-leung 

Wilfriend Ng Sau-kei 

Member Chairman of Hong Kong 

Sports Institute 
Carlson Tong 

Member Director of Leisure & 

Cultural Services 
Michelle Li Mei-sheung 

 

Given the greater role ascribed to sport, other governmental entities have been 

involved in activities and promotion, including the Education Bureau, the 

Department of Health, the Tourism Bureau, and the publicly funded universities. 

The below diagram offers a detailed overview on how sport is currently organized 

across these different domains in Hong Kong.  

In 2002, the government initiated the first and only “Sports Policy Review” 

that was based on a broad consultation with various stakeholders in the local sports 

community. Based on the recommendations of the report, the government 

                                                 

46 Between 2005 and 2010 Victor Hui was chairman of the Elite Sports Committee.  
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formulated a “three-pronged” strategy, which remains to be the main guideline for 

policy initiatives until today (LegCo, 2015):  

 a) developing a strong sporting culture in the community 

 b) achieving greater excellence in sport  

 c) and raising Hong Kong’s profile as a centre for international sports events  

Since 2010, three motions have been passed in the Legislative Council that 

expressed concerns over the implementation of long-term sports development. 

(LegCo, 2010; 2011; 2014) 

From Target Sports to Elite Sports 

While the Sports Institute initially planned to accommodate a variety of so called 

“residents sports”, the SDB introduced the concept of “target sports” in 1991, which 

included badminton, swimming, and squash. One year later, windsurfing, table 

tennis, rowing, and football were added to this list.  

Table 8 - Development of Elite Sport Frameworks (own table) 

 “Resident 

Sports” 

(1978-1995) 

Sports 

Institute 

“Target 

Sports”  

(1991-1995) 

SDB 

“Level I-IV” 

(1995-1997) 

“Focus 

Sports” 

(1997-1999) 

“Focus 

Sports” 

(1999-2001) 

1 Badminton Badminton Badminton 

(I) 

Badminton Badminton 

2 Squash  Squash Squash (I) Squash Squash 

3 Swimming Swimming Swimming 

(I) 

Swimming Swimming 

4 Football Football Football (I) Gymnastics Tenpin 

Bowling 

5 Rowing Rowing Rowing (I) Rowing Rowing 

6 Table Tennis Table Tennis Table Tennis 

(I) 

Table Tennis Table 

Tennis 

7 Gymnastics  Windsurfing Windsurfing 

(I) 

Windsurfing Windsurfing 
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8 Fencing  Fencing (I) Fencing Fencing 

9 Tennis  Tennis (I) Triathlon  Tennis 

10 Athletics  Canoeing 

(II) 

Athletics Athletics 

11   Cycling (II) Cycling Cycling 

12   Wushu (II) Wushu Wushu 

13   Triathlon (II)  Triathlon 

14   Tenpin 

Bowling (II) 

  

15   Yachting (II)   

 

Following a special review on the elite development program, involving 

members of the Home Affairs Bureau, the SDB, and the SF&OC, a new “9-point-

mark” system was introduced by 2001, which measured the performances of each 

individual sports at international tournaments, divided into senior and junior 

categories. By 2011 this evaluation system was replaced by the so-called Elite Vote 

Support System, which divides sports into a tier A and tier B system, but still 

retaining the 9-point-mark system.47 

Since the establishment of “focus sports”, five sports have been added to 

receive full elite support in tier A: billiard, karatedo, rugby, gymnastic, and sailing. 

All sports are evaluated based on a four-year funding cycle, and if the respective 

athletes do not reach the required number of points, 9 or above, based on their 

performances, the sport will lose its elite status.  

 

                                                 

47 For team sports two special considerations are part of the EVSS (HKSI 2016, 3):  

• “Two senior and two junior level results will be counted. Results will be considered 

on a team basis, and there is no restriction on athlete combinations for different 

competitions. 

• Results in inter-club competitions, whether local or international, will not be counted.” 

Hence, despite winning the 2009 East Asian Games, football has not been defined as an elite sport anymore 

since 1998, which has severely limited the funding pool for football’s main governing body, the Hong Kong 

Football Association. 
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Table 9 - Tier status definition of Sports Institute 

Tier A Tier B 

1. Athletics 

2. Badminton 

3. Billiard 

4. Cycling 

5. Fencing 

6. Gymnastics 

7. Karatedo 

8. Rowing 

9. Rugby Sevens 

10. Sailing  

11. Squash 

12. Swimming 

13. Table Tennis 

14. Tennis 

15. Tenpin Bowling 

16. Windsurfing 

17. Wushu 

1. Dance Sports 

2. Dragon Boat 

3. Equestrian 

4. Golf 

5. Judo 

6. Kart 

7. Lawn Bowls 

8. Mountaineering 

9. Orienteering 

10. Roller Sports 

11. Skating 

12. Taekwondo 

13. Triathlon 

 

Only recognized Olympic disciplines (Olympic Games or Asian Games) can 

qualify for “tier A” status, and will usually receive support if they “have the 

potential to perform well at the Olympic Games”. Every elite sport will secure 

funding for four years, with a bi-annual evaluation. If all athletes of an elite sport 

fail to qualify for the Olympic Games or win a medal at the Asian Games or World 

Championships, that sport will be removed from the “tier A” list. (HKSI 2016) 

One of the most far-reaching decisions by the former Sports Development Board 

was the exclusion of football from the so called “focus sports” in 1998, which was 

based on a performance-based evaluation. As SDB chief executive Andrew Ma 

made clear:  

“The SDB only looks at the results when we consider 

which sports should be the Focus Sports. Since soccer 

has not produced any results, all we can do is say 'sorry, 

we can't keep you there any more'.” 
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As “focus sport”, the Football Association had not only access to greater 

funding pools, but was also allowed to use the facilities of the Sports Institute in 

Sha Tin. Around 30 players were also part of a special scholarship scheme, 

sponsored by Coca Cola, that subsidized costs related to training, medicine, 

research, and accommodation. However, when losing the elite status, the Sports 

Development Board cut down the annual funding for football by 60%, from 

HK$ 4.65 million to 1.84 million. In interviews with former coaches and players, it 

was also suggested that the football players living at the Sports Institute were 

criticized for poor behaviour, which might have also informed the unfavourable 

decision back then.    

Rugby Sevens were added in August 2013 and remain the only team sport 

within the elite development program, allowing them to train 33 full-time and 21 

part-time athletes. The implications for being excluded from this scheme might be 

most drastically shown when comparing the allocated funding per athlete. In 2013, 

the Sports Institute spent on average around HK$ 452,000 on each of their 719 elite 

athletes and ahead of the 2012 Olympic Games in London this figure occasionally 

went up to HK$ 9 million. In contrast, the Hong Kong Football Association could 

allocate approximately HK$ 16,000 per person across 288 representative players in 

the same period of time. (SCMP 2013b)  

Hong Kong Football Association 

Established in 1914, the history of the Hong Kong Football Association 

could be divided into the era before and after 1954. Previously, the HKFA was 
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closely affiliated with the English FA and has not been recognized as an entirely 

independent organization. That changed on January 19th, 1954, when the HKFA was 

formally incorporated as “The Hong Kong Football Association Limited” and 

became affiliated with FIFA later that year, following a push in the international 

sports community to integrate former and current colonies. The Asian Football 

Confederation (AFC) was established in the same year and counted 19 founding 

members that competed for the participation in the first Asian Cup in 1956, 

including Hong Kong, Taiwan, Japan, South Korea, Malaysia, Iran, and Israel.48 A 

detailed list of when Asian football associations joined FIFA and the AFC can be 

found in the Annex (ad Chapter 2).  

Patronage, Sport Feuds and the Rise of Professionalism 

During these early years Hong Kong occupied a leading role within the AFC, 

where it held the presidency until 1958. The office was taken up in succession by 

Lo Man-kam (1954), Kwok Chan (1954-56), William Louey (1956-57), and Chan 

Nam-cheong (1957-58).49 Right from the start, HKFA chairman Jack Skinner was 

elected as “Far Eastern Representative” of the FIFA Executive Committee. In these 

first four years, the secretariat of the AFC was also located in Hong Kong, before 

moving to Kuala Lumpur. Until World War II only British people occupied the 

leading positions at the Hong Kong Football Association. This gradually changed 

during the 1950s when figures such as Kwok Chan, C.S. Wang, and alleged South 

                                                 

48 Other members were Afghanistan, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon (Sri Lanka), India, Indonesia, North Borneo 

(British colony), Pakistan, Philippines, Singapore, South Vietnam, and Thailand.  
49 Since then, the AFC has been steered by office holders from Malaysia (1958-2002), Qatar (2002-11), 

China (2011-13), and Bahrain (2013-now). 
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China founder Mok Hing were elected into office, and since 1967 all presidents, 

chairmen and secretaries have been Chinese. In some instances, officials occupied 

similar positions in both HKFA and SF&OC, and the political and social 

background of the FA’s chairmen and presidents suggests that football was deeply 

rooted and backed by Hong Kong’s affluent class – or “gentry”. The personal 

investment of influential families in sport, in Hong Kong usually referred to as 

“Taipan” (Shuttlecock and Lau, 1998; cited in Zheng, 2016:327), has been one of 

the thriving forces for the rapid development in the post-War years, and with the 

rapid increase in the number of sports clubs in the territory, football soon became a 

proxy for a political battlefield – much more so than the SF&OC.  

Table 10 - List of HKFA Presidents  

Name Background Year 

Timothy Fok Son of Henry Fok President, 1997-now 

Henry Fok Businessman President, 1970-1997 

Wilson Wang Businessman; Member 

in Urban Council and 

Housing Authority; 

Unofficial LegCo 

Member (1968-1970), 

President of South China 

AA (1959-1960) 

President, 1968-1970 

Li Fook-shu Chairman Bank of East 

Asia; unofficial member 

of Executive Council 

and LegCo 

President, 1966-1968 

Alberto Rodrigues LegCo Member (1950-

1959), Senior unofficial 

member of Executive 

Council (1962-1974) 

President, 1961-1966 

William Louey Sui-tak Chief Manager of 

Kowloon Motor Bus 

President, 1958-1961, 

1956-1957 

Chan Nam-cheong Co-founder of Vitasoy; 

President of AFC 

President, 1957-1958 

Donovan Benson Manager of Mercantile 

Bank; Chairman of 

Hong Kong Jockey Club 

President, 1956-1957 
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(1953-1967) 

Kwok Chan Businessman, Unofficial 

member of Urban and 

Executive Council; 

Chairman of South 

China AA, HKFA, AFC 

President, 1954-1956 

Lo Kam-man Lawyer; Unofficial 

member of Executive 

Council and LegCo 

President, 1953-1954 

Arthur Morse Head of HSBC, 

unofficial member of the 

Executive Council 

President, 1946-1953 

 

Table 11 - List of HKFA chairmen 

Brian Leung Hung-tak Businessman; husband 

of Sophie Leung (LegCo 

Member 1996-2012) 

Chairman, 2007-now 

Martin Hong  Lawyer and 

businessman 

Chairman, 1999-2007 

Vincent Yuen n/a Chairman, 1986-1999; 

General Secretary (2009-

now) 

Victor Hui Hui Oi-chow family 

member (grandson) 

Chairman, 1996-1999; 

1991-1993; 1985-1988; 

1982-1983; 1976-1979 

Stewart Lee Leung-nang Great grandson of 

Chinese medical 

company founder (Li 

Chung Shing Tong) 

Chairman, 1993-1996 

Lawrence Yu Kam-kee Businessman Chairman, 1988-1991 

Ho Sai-chu Businessman; Member 

of LegCo; President of 

South China 

Chairman, 1983-1985 

Lo Chi-chung Yuen Long 

representative; politician 

(Heung Yee Kuk) 

Chairman, 1979-1982 

Hu Fa-kuang (F.K. Hu) Politician; unofficial 

member of LegCo 

Chairman, 1973-1976 

Liu Lit Mo Businessman Chairman, 1970-1973 

Francis Chaine Politician Chairman, 1968-1970 

Raleigh Leung Representative of South 

China AA 

Chairman, 1966-1968 

Mok Hing Alleged founder of 

South China AA 

Chairman, 1964-1965; 

1960-1964 
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Norman Fraser Policeman  Chairman, 1965-1966 

C.S. Wang (later deported to Taiwan 

over political matters) 

Chairman, 1954-1960 

Jack Skinner Radiographer Chairman, 1949-1954; 

1947-1948 

Cecil G. Guimgam Sports Editor (China 

Mail), Teacher 

Chairman, 1952-1953 

Wong Ka-tsun Administrator Chairman, 1948-1949; 

1945-1947 

 

 

One of the most influential figures back then was Lee Wai-tong. Following 

his successful career as football player with South China, he later gained fame by 

managing the Taiwanese national team, which he led to win the Asian Games in 

1954. Lee was also elected as general secretary of the AFC, before becoming the 

first Chinese vice-president of FIFA (1965-66). During this time, he also used his 

influence within these organizations to lobby against a reconciliation between FIFA 

and the People’s Republic of China.  

Later, Hong Kong’s influence in the regional and international governing 

bodies was expanded by Henry Fok, albeit with a drastically different agenda than 

Lee. Fok served in the FIFA Executive Committee between 1978 and 1996, after 

serving as one of four vice-presidents of the AFC (1974-78). 50  Domestically, 

however, the HKFA was heavily engaged in political in-fighting. The reluctance of 

many Chinese players to represent the official Hong Kong national team, recurring 

instances of fan violence, and the on-going debate about fake amateurism, led to 

contrary viewpoints on how football should be governed in the city. This is maybe 

                                                 

50 Serving as member in the Executive Committee, Fok was also part of FIFA’s Finance Committee, World 

Cup Organising Committee as well as the deputy chairman of the Women’s Football Committee.  
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best exemplified by the frequent changes in leadership between 1954 and 1969.  

Throughout the 1960s the HKFA was involved in a serious feud with Hong 

Kong’s SF&OC over the accusation that football players in the domestic league 

received payments and therefore engaged in illegal professionalism, which was 

against the Olympic statutes. Previously, the football association itself considered 

investigating the issue and implementing stricter rules to control the financial 

transactions between clubs and players. However, despite supportive motions the 

committees never seriously followed through. (C. W. Lee 2013) Instead, the 

attitudes towards professionalization within the organisation appeared to change 

and the issue was raised several times during HKFA meetings, with members even 

suggesting to implement a professional league as early as 1960, in particular to 

counter match fixing, which has led to a decline of public interest. (C. W. Lee 2013, 

3) Interestingly, such advances faced strong opposition from Chinese clubs, most 

of which were owned by local taipans or businessman and therefore, as Lee Chun-

wing (2013, 4) argued, not interested in long-term planning which a professional 

league would have necessarily involved. However, by 1967 the HKFA managed to 

gain support and prepared the legalization of proper wages in football, with a new 

constitution published in the same year. Meanwhile, the Olympic Committee vowed 

to uphold its commitment to amateurism as a core principle of Olympism. Usually, 

the activities of the football association would be outside the jurisdiction of the 

SF&OC, but when the HKFA planned to field a team for a pre-Olympic tournament, 

the Committee intervened. Chairman A. de O. Sales insisted that Hong Kong’s 

participating players should swear an oath to confirm their amateur status before 

approving the delegation. The FA tried to negotiate and suggested written 
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statements as compromise, but Sales did not agree and eventually denied 

participation. Consequently, the SF&OC even suspended the membership of the 

Hong Kong Football Association for several years. Starting from the 1968/69 

season, professional football was eventually legalized, rendering Hong Kong the 

first Asian region to implement this step. However, this did not mean that the league 

was fully professional. In fact, only five out of twelve teams followed through, such 

as Sing Tao, KMB, and Jardines, which were all backed my wealthy business 

owners. While China, Japan, and Korea moved towards fully professional leagues 

in the following decades, Hong Kong’s top division remained semi-professional for 

another 36 years, until 2014. (C. W. Lee 2013, 8–10) 

The Beginning of “Fok Dynasty”  

A new era began in 1970, when business-tycoon Henry Fok took over the 

presidency. Since then, a single family has determined the fate of the Hong Kong 

Football Association. After Henry Fok retired in 1997, his son Timothy took over 

and is still the president at the time of writing. Over the last 50 years, the Fok family 

has overseen the prime time of local football in the 1970s, its decline in the late 

1980s, the so called “ice age” of the millennium years, and its re-emergence since 

2009.  

Table 12 - List of leadings positions in HKFA since 1945 

Year President Chairman Secretary 

1945/1946 - Wong Ka-tsun L.F. de Souza 

1946/1947 Arthur Morse Wong Ka-tsun L.F. de Souza 

1947/1948 Arthur Morse Jack Skinner L.F. de Souza 

1948/1949 Arthur Morse Wong Ka-tsun L.F. de Souza 

1949/1950 Arthur Morse Jack Skinner Ramsey M. Omar 

1950/1951 Arthur Morse Jack Skinner Ramsey M. Omar 
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1951/1952 Arthur Morse Jack Skinner Ramsey M. Omar 

1952/1953 Arthur Morse Cecil G. Guimgam / 

 Jack Skinner 

Ramsey M. Omar 

1953/1954 Lo Kam Man Jack Skinner Ramsey M. Omar 

1954/1955 Kwok Chan C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1955/1956 Kwok Chan C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1956/1957 Donovan Benson /  

William Louey Sui-

tak  

C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1957/1958 Chan Nam-cheong C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1958/1959 William Louey Sui-

tak 

C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1959/1960 William Louey Sui-

tak 

C.S. Wang Ramsey M. Omar 

1960/1961 William Louey Sui-

tak 

Mok Hing Ramsey M. Omar 

1961/1962 Alberto Rodrigues Mok Hing Yu Ho-ming /  

Ramsey M. Omar  

1962/1963 Alberto Rodrigues Mok Hing Joseph Wong 

1963/1964 Alberto Rodrigues Mok Hing Joseph Wong 

1964/1965 Alberto Rodrigues Norman Fraser Joseph Wong 

1965/1966 Alberto Rodrigues Mok Hing Joseph Wong 

1966/1967 Li Fook Shu Raleigh Leung Joseph Wong 

1967/1968 Li Fook Shu Raleigh Leung Chan Shiu-keung 

1968/1969 Wilson Wang Tze-

sam  

Francis Chaine Chan Shiu-keung 

1969/1970 Wilson Wang Tze-

sam 

Francis Chaine Chan Shiu-keung 

1970/1971 Henry Fok Liu Lit Mo Chan Shiu-keung 

1971/1972 Henry Fok Liu Lit Mo Tam Sau-sam 

1972/1973 Henry Fok Liu Lit Mo Tam Sau-sam 

1973/1974 Henry Fok F.K. Hu Tam Sau-sam 

1974/1975 Henry Fok F.K. Hu Tam Sau-sam 

1975/1976 Henry Fok F.K. Hu Tam Sau-sam 

1976/1977 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Tam Sau-sam 

1977/1978 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Tam Sau-sam 

1978/1979 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Tam Sau-sam 

1979/1980 Henry Fok Lo Chi-chung Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

1980/1981 Henry Fok Lo Chi-chung Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

1981/1982 Henry Fok Lo Chi-chung Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

1982/1983 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

1983/1984 Henry Fok Ho Sai Chu Michael Li 

1984/1985 Henry Fok Ho Sai Chu Michael Li 

1985/1986 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1986/1987 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1987/1988 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1988/1989 Henry Fok Lawrence Yu Kam-key Vincent Yuen 
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1989/1990 Henry Fok Lawrence Yu Kam-key Vincent Yuen 

1990/1991 Henry Fok Lawrence Yu Kam-key Vincent Yuen 

1991/1992 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1992/1993 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1993/1994 Henry Fok Stewart Lee Leung-

nang 

Vincent Yuen 

1994/1995 Henry Fok Stewart Lee Leung-

nang 

Vincent Yuen 

1995/1996 Henry Fok Stewart Lee Leung-

nang 

Vincent Yuen 

1996/1997 Henry Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1997/1998 Timothy Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1998/1999 Timothy Fok Victor Hui Chun-fui Vincent Yuen 

1999/2000 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

2000/2001 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Jackson Yu Chik Sum 

2001/2002 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2002/2003 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2003/2004 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2004/2005 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2005/2006 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2006/2007 Timothy Fok Martin Hong Lam Chun Ying 

2007/2008 Timothy Fok Brian Leung  Leung Kam Yau 

2008/2009 Timothy Fok Brian Leung  Leung Kam Yau / Lam 

Shing Kui 

2009/2010 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2010/2011 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2011/2012 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2012/2013 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2013/2014 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2014/2015 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2015/2016 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

2016/2017 Timothy Fok Brian Leung Vincent Yuen 

 

However, despite Fok’s “godfather” role for the development of local sports, the 

practice of an inherited succession on top of non-governmental governing bodies 

have been received critically. Henry Fok’s attempt to hand over his position in the 

FIFA executive committee to his son failed due to the objection of other Asian 

football associations, as Fok’s “absences and FIFA and AFC meetings have 

annoyed soccer chiefs” (SCMP, 1996).   
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As hinted on earlier in this chapter, the common narrative for explaining the 

decline of Hong Kong football is usually reduced to the proliferation of global 

football broadcasts. At the same time, a perceived loss in quality, has given the 

impression that the domestic league is no match with the international standard. The 

first international sports program, called Pearl Sports World, started in 1982. 

(SCMP, 1984)51 However, the downfall also coincided with another decision made 

by the football association on how to improve the local game. In the early 1980s, 

the HKFA introduced a ban on foreign players. The quota was gradually reduced, 

until all non-local players were banned by 1986, encouraging teams like Seiko and 

Bulova, who heavily relied on foreign talents, to quit the league. Given the negative 

impact, the ban was lifted a few years later, but by then the damage has already 

been made. Other concerns that were looming over local football development 

included debates over amateurism and professionalism as well as live TV 

broadcasts. Like the debates in England, where the broadcast of Premier League 

games was prohibited for long time, Hong Kong struggled with the same argument 

that potential visitors might stay away from the game if they are given the option to 

watch it conveniently at home. Hence, the FA vehemently lobbied against the 

broadcast of local league games, and only tried to re-enter the market by the late 

1990s, when screenings of live matches from overseas have started dominating the 

sports coverage.52 By 2001, the HKFA even pushed for a ban for foreign league 

matches being broadcast in Hong Kong, but the complaint was not endorsed by 

                                                 

51 TVB also started to broadcast the weekly football show Big League Soccer, which was produced by 

British TV station ITV and hosted by Brian Moore. The name was later changed into English Soccer. 
52 Live broadcasts basically started with the establishment of the English Premier League in 1992.  
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FIFA. 

“Project Phoenix”: The restoration of Hong Kong football  

Following the steady decline of the local league, which was further aggravated 

by the Asian financial crisis in 1997 and SARS in 2003, Hong Kong’s domestic 

football has widely considered to be in the state of “Ice Age”. In June 2008, Sophie 

Leung Lau Yau-fun, a lawmaker for the pro-establishment Liberal Party, filed a 

motion in the Legislative Council for “Promoting the development of local football”, 

which was subsequently endorsed.53 Sophie Leung is the wife of Brian Leung, who 

became chairman of the HKFA in 2007.  

The motion offered ten suggestions, including a call on the government for a 

“detailed study to position the development of local football, formulate an overall 

development plan, set long-term and short-term goals, and implement the relevant 

initiatives”. In 2009 the government commissioned a consulting firm from England 

for this study, which was eventually presented in March 2010. Subsequently, the 

proposal was approved and the government earmarked an annual subsidy of up to 

HK$ 20 million for a period of three years, and the consulting company – Strategic 

Leisure – was eventually hired as change agent to implement the recommendations, 

with owner Mark Sutcliffe taking over the newly formed position as Chief 

Executive of the HKFA in 2012. In order to receive the subsidies, the association 

had to submit a detailed report to the Football Task Force (FTF) on how the funds 

                                                 

53 Amendments were filed by pro-establishment LegCo member Choy So-yuk (Democratic Alliance for the 

Betterment and Progress of Hong Kong) and pan-democrat Yeung Sum (Democratic Party).  
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would be used. Following recommendations, the task force was introduced in May 

2011, and was chaired by the Permanent Secretary of Home Affairs, reporting 

directly to the Sports Commission54. After examining the proposal, the FTF would 

advise the Home Affairs Bureau on the legitimacy of the request and if the purposes 

were in line with the original plan.  

  The first reform efforts under Project Phoenix targeted the organisational 

structure as well as membership of the organisation, which has been attributed with 

serious shortcomings that have hindered effective and transparent leadership and 

decision-making processes. The Hong Kong Football Association is essentially a 

limited company and has therefore followed a similar organisational logic, 

consisting of a general assembly and a board, with the former appointing the latter.55 

While this framework remained the same, the main objective of “Project Phoenix” 

was to decrease the influence of patrons that were mainly acting in their own interest. 

This first involved an internal recognition that the constitution needed to change. In 

addition, the current statutes were not in line with international standards set by 

FIFA, who eventually requested the FA to resolve the issue. With the latest 

constitutional amendments, the HKFA introduced a new form of membership for 

the general assembly, distinguishing between voting members and non-voting 

members. Although admission fees for both categories are essentially the same, 

non-voting members can be any kind of organisation or individual that has “interest 

                                                 

54 Between 2009 and 2014 Betty Fung was director of the LCSD. Other members of the task force included 

Victor Hui (member of the Sports Commission and former HKFA chairman), Albert Hung (member of the 

Sports Commission and honorary HKFA vice-president), Brian Leung (current HKFA chairman), Li Tak-nang 

(former HKJC spokesman and sports commentator), Prof. Lui Tai-lok (academic), Tang Kwai-nang (former 

Sports Institute vice-chairman) and the director of the LCSD.   
55 In addition, only the general assembly can approve new members and changes to the statutes of the HKFA.  
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in football”. Previously, only football clubs that were registered under the FA were 

eligible for membership. Non-voting members would be allowed to attend the 

general assembly, but are not entitled to cast any vote. In 2015/16, the HKFA 

counted 49 voting members and 26 non-voting members, 21 of which were 

organisations not directly affiliated with the FA.  

 The general assembly is de facto the most powerful organ, but it delegates the 

strategy and operation to the board. Previously the board was limited to nine seats 

with incoherent serving terms, which had the tendency to create a “monopoly of 

club owners”56 that made decisions according to what they deemed most beneficial 

for their own team. The new format tried to mitigate such developments by 

expanding the board seats from nine to eleven, limiting terms, as well as requiring 

five members to have no team affiliations. The current board consists of president, 

chairman, four club-linked directors, and five so-called non-club-linked directors, 

all of which were appointed or re-elected in 2015, after the new constitution had 

taken effect. In order to stand for election the board members need to be nominated 

and seconded by at least two different voting members at the general assembly. That 

means also president, chairman, and non-club-linked directors need to solicit 

support from teams.  

 The current board, which was confirmed in 2015 by the general assembly, re-

elected incumbent president Timothy Fok as well as chairman Brian Leung. Both 

of them were nominated by Citizen and Happy Valley, of which club-linked director 

Pui Kwan-kay is the chairman. Pui was also re-elected as board member, while 

                                                 

56 Direct quotation from own interview with HKFA official.  
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helping Eric Fok, the son of president Timothy Fok, to gain a seat as non-club-

linked director. Martin Hong, who previously served as HKFA chairman between 

1999 and 2007, also gained a board seat with support from Happy Valley. Arguably, 

this would suggest that almost half of the board is still represented through  

affiliations and personal networks.  

Table 13 - Current Board of the HKFA (2015-2019) 

Position Name Affiliation 

President Timothy Fok (nominated by Citizen, 

seconded by Happy 

Valley) 

Chairman Brian Leung (nominated by Citizen, 

seconded by Kitchee) 

Club-linked director Martin Hong Po-kui Eastern (Premier 

League), Tai Chung (1st 

Division), previously 

affiliated with Happy 

Valley  

Club-linked director Canny Leung Chi-shan Pegasus  

(Premier League) 

Club-linked director Pui Kwan-kay Citizen, Happy Valley  

(2nd Division) 

Club-linked director Wilson Wong Wai-shun  Yuen Long  

(Premier League) 

Non-club-linked 

director 

Eric Fok Kai-shan Son of Timothy Fok 

(nominated by Citizen, 

seconded by Happy 

Valley) 

Non-club-linked 

director 

Junius Ho Kwan-yiu Legislative Council 

Non-club-linked 

director 

Samuel Hui Kwok-ting  

Non-club-linked 

director 

Sin Yat-kin Former commissioner of 

correctional services 

Non-club-linked 

director 

Stephen Yau How-boa  

 

In the original reform proposal it was suggested that the Chief Executive of the 

Hong Kong Football Association, who oversees the operational tasks and 
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implements the strategies, should have an automatic seat on the board, however, 

this was eventually rejected during the consultation process. Instead, the new board 

appointed three special advisors, who are allowed to attend the regular meetings, 

but remain without voting power.57 As they are voluntary positions, there is no 

formal recruitment process.  

While the board meets approximately six times a year (though extraordinary 

meetings are common as well), it delegates specialised tasks to altogether 16 

committees, including two judicial bodies and 14 standing committees.58  These 

groups are comprised of board and non-board members, with usually one or two 

assignments per person. The exceptions are HKFA chairman Brian Leung, who 

participates in eight committees, as well as Eric Fok and Wilson Wong, who are 

each in six different groups. With the renewed structure, the board has been 

divorced from day-to-day operations, but keeps control through the committees, 

which set the strategies and priorities.   

Beneath the committees is the Secretariat, which is responsible for the 

administrative and operational tasks, with the constitution drawing clear lines of 

authority. The newly created position of the Chief Executive oversees the 

implementation of the strategic plan and supervises the management team, which 

includes the General Secretary, Head Coach & Technical Director, Head of Football 

Development, Referees Manager, Head of Competitions, and Head of Corporate 

                                                 

57 These appointments did not need the approval from the general assembly. One of the special advisors was 

Ken Ng, who seconded the nomination of club-linked director Martin Hong.   
58 Judicial bodies: Disciplinary Committee, Appeal Committee; Standing Committees: Finance and Strategy 

Committee, Organisational Development Committee, Technical and Playing Committee, Audit Committee, 

Referees Committee, Legal Committee, Marketing and Communications Committee, Members Committee, 

National Dispute Resolution Chamber, Electoral Committee, Hong Kong Premier League Meeting, Hong 

Kong Football League Meeting 
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Governance. He can also authorize recruitment and expenditure up to a defined 

level, after that approval from the board is necessary. In an interview for this project 

the Chief Executive of the HKFA explained his role in the new structure: 

“[T]he Chief Executive role is more about vision and 

working with external stakeholders, increasing the 

funding and making sure the organisation is well-

managed and the resources are used in the right direction. 

I think that’s lacking in a lot of football associations, 

where it tends to be dominated by a president who is not 

always working at the FA on a day-to-day basis. They 

might have an overview, but they’ve probably also got 

some interests themselves.”59 

 

In the previous structure, the football association was led by the triumvirate of 

President, Chairman, and General Secretary. The latter has now been subsumed 

under the chief executive, however, the job duties remain the same as before.60 The 

most fundamental change came with opening up the organization to outsiders both 

in General Assembly and Board, which allegedly increased transparency and 

broadened the perspectives for decision-making. The neglect of women’s football 

and lack of infrastructure was seen symptomatic for the old management 

composition, which primarily was driven by the interests of club owners. An 

illustrative organigram can be found below.  

  

 

 

                                                 

59 Own interview with HKFA Chief Executive (2017) 

60 The General Secretary is responsible for the coordination and communication with international and 

regional governing bodies, such as FIFA, AFC, and EAFF. He also coordinates the activities of the general 

assembly and the committees, and oversees the production of the annual report.  
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As previously mentioned, the Hong Kong Football Association is an autonomous 

national sports association and as such it also member of the Sports Federation, 

however, with no reporting duty. Given the lack of a sports department, the primary 

governmental contact for the HKFA is the Home Affairs Bureau, which was the 

instigator for Project Phoenix and accommodates the related task forces and 

advisory bodies. For operational matters such as facility bookings, the FA deals 

directly with the Leisure and Cultural Services Department, which also provides an 

annual subsidy the association for competition and training expenses, as well as 

General Assembly
voting members (registered league clubs) and non-voting members ("interest in football)

nominate and elected board members; approve new members and changes of constitution

Board

11 members (president, chairman, 4 club-linked directors, 5 non-club-linked directors)
main decision making body; appoint committees, special advisors, Chief Executive; delegate operational tasks

2 Judicial Bodies

Disciplinary Committee, Appeal Committee

14 Standing Committees

Finance and Strategy Committee, Organisational Development Committee, Technical and Playing Committee, Audit 
Committee, Referees Committee, Legal Committee, Marketing and Communications Committee, Members 

Committee, National Dispute Resolution Chamber, Electoral Committee, Hong Kong Premier League Meeting, Hong 
Kong Football League Meeting

HKFA Secretariat
Chief Executive Officer

responsbile for day-to-day operations with clearly defined range for authorization
oversees six departments: Referees Manager, Head Coach & Technical Director, Head of Football Development,

General Secretary, Head of Competitions, Head of Corporate Governance

Table 14 - Organisational Structure of HKFA (own figure) 
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funding to cover part of the administrative costs. The LCSD has similar schemes in 

place with other NSAs in Hong Kong. Aside from the HAB and LCSD the HKFA 

does not communicate directly with any other government departments.61  

With regards to education, the football association is in direct contact with the 

Hong Kong Schools Sports Federation, which is also a member of the SF&OC and 

is the governing body of school sports in primary and secondary education. They 

will coordinate their activities and occasionally organise joint-programs. However, 

there is no communication between bodies such as the HKFA and Hong Kong’s 

Education Bureau.  

The annual reports of the Hong Kong Football Association, which only have 

been continuously published since 2002, can be used as an indicator how self-

representation and transparency have changed over time, with the format changing 

drastically after “Project Phoenix” was initiated. Exact figures or balance records 

were missing, with financial statements being limited to one paragraph suggesting 

that “with prudent financial management, we [were] able to record surplus” (HKFA 

2005, 6), “we were able to maintain a healthy financial situation” (HKFA 2007, 7), 

or that “the Secretariat has controlled and reduced unnecessary expenditures” 

(HKFA 2009, 2) Comprehensive financial summaries are only available from 

2012/13 onwards. As the table below illustrates, over the last four years the income 

has increased significantly, while deficits were generally minimized, eventually 

turning a profit in 2015/16. The sudden budget increase in the 2014/15 season can 

                                                 

61 The only exception would be specific projects that require communication with e.g. the Buildings 

Department etc. to obtain certain permits.  
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be attributed to the centennial celebrations of the HKFA, which included additional 

income via an exhibition game between Hong Kong and Argentina, which were 

used to cover related costs, such as the centennial dinner and other competition 

activities. If these special occasions are factored out, the budget of 2014/15 was 

fairly similar to the previous year.  

Table 15 - Financial Summary of HKFA (2012-2016) 

 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 

Income 48,657,000 68,592,000 101,950,000 

or 70,500,00062  

85,071,000 

Expenditures 55,451,000 68,876,000 102,466,000 

or 

71,500,00063 

81,912,000 

Surplus/Deficit -6,794,000 -284,000 -516,000 3,159,000 

 

Between 2015 and 2016, “Project Phoenix” was followed by a new 5-year-strategy 

plan, called “Aiming High Together”, which significantly increased the overall 

share of subventions from various sources, reaching 71% of the total income 

through subsidies from the government, the Leisure Cultural Services Department, 

the Arts and Sports Development Fund, FIFA, the Asian Football Confederation, 

the East Asian Football Federation (EAFF), as well as the Hong Kong Jockey Club. 

The latter increased its funding by almost 480% from approximately HK$ 4 million 

in 2014/15 to 19.1 million in 2015/16 as part of the so-called "Jockey Club HKFA 

5-Year Football Development Programme". (SCMP 2015c) In addition HKJC 

provided HK$ 113 million for the establishment of a new training centre in Tseung 

Kwan O, which will be under the management of the football association. Aside 

                                                 

62 Total income without activities related to the centennial celebration.   
63 Total expenditures without activities related to the centennial celebration.   
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from subventions, 30% of the current income is generated through ticketing, 

sponsorship, program fees and other miscellaneous sources, such as contributions 

from clubs for broadcasting costs of league games. The profit of HK$ 3.1 million 

in 2015/16 was transferred to the general reserve to secure liquidity for future 

operations. The table below shows a detailed breakdown for the various income 

factors over the last three years.    

Table 16 - Financial income of HKFA (2013-2016) 

 2013/14 

Project Phoenix 

2014/15 

Project Phoenix 

2015/16 

Aiming High 

Together 

Government 

Subvention  

29% 

20,161,000 

19% 

19,340,000 

26% 

21,722,000 

LCSD and ASDF 

Subvention 

20% 

14,063,000 

15% 

15,845,000 

14% 

12,039,000 

FIFA, AFC, and 

EAFF Subvention 

7% 

4,627,000 

8% 

7,753,000 

8% 

7,167,000 

HKJC Subvention 6% 

3,879,000 

4% 

3,992,000 

23%  

19,149,000 

Subtotal 

Subvention 

62% 

42,730,000 

46% 

46,930,000 

(66% excl. 

Centennial) 

71% 

60,077,000 

Ticketing  8% 

5,499,000 

16% 

16,027,000 

3% 

2,793,000 

Sponsorship and 

Advertising 

11% 

7,799,000 

23% 

23,248,000 

11% 

9,148,000 

Program and 

Registration 

9% 

5,925,000 

6% 

6,561,000 

9% 

7,281,000 

Club contribution 

for TV broadcast 

5% 

3,380,000 

2% 

2,280,000 

3% 

2,856,000 

Others 5% 

3,259,000 

7% 

6,904,000 

3% 

2,916,000 

Total 100% 

68,592,000 

100% 

101,950,000 

(70,500,000 excl. 

Centennial) 

100% 

85,071,000 

 

At the same time, expenses usually increased concurrently, as programs and 
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activities were expanded. The distribution of resources also suggests that the long-

term strategy is committed to improve performances of the national team and 

implement comprehensive development programs. If the expenses for the 

Centennial activities are factored out, the proportion of staff costs have steadily 

decreased, while other allocations remained fairly the same. A detailed breakdown 

of expenditures can be found below.  

Table 17 - Financial expenditures of HKFA (2012-2016) 

 2013/14 

Project Phoenix 

2014/15 

Project Phoenix 

2015/16 

Aiming High 

Together 

Hong Kong 

National 

Team  

10% 

7,391,000 

9% 

9,088,000 

(13 % excl. Centennial) 

15% 

12,735,000 

Competition 

Activities 

13% 

8,846,000 

38% 

39,116,000 

13% 

10,934,000 

Football 

Development 

Activities 

19% 

13,032,000 

15% 

15,176,000 

(22% excl. Centennial) 

20% 

16,022,000 

Staff  39% 

26,733,000 

26% 

26,529,000 

(37% excl. Centennial) 

35% 

28,386,000 

Broadcasting 5% 

3,380,000 

2% 

2,580,000 

(4% excl. Centennial) 

4% 

3,116,000 

Other Costs 14% 

9,494,000 

10% 

9,977,000 

(14% excl. Centennial) 

13% 

10,719,000 

Total 100% 

68,876,000 

100% 

102,466,000 (71,500,000  

excl. Centennial) 

100% 

81,912,000 

 

The recent changes in the funding portfolio of the HKFA also suggest an increasing 

dependency on both public and non-governmental resources, while the self-

generated income has remained roughly the same or even decreased, as it was the 

case with revenue from ticket sales. Football as a cultural product has therefore not 
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necessarily improved or become more economically viable, however, there has 

been a recognition of expedient value despite its exclusion from the city’s elite sport 

institutions and discourses. The initiatives of “Project Phoenix” and “Aiming High 

Together” have nevertheless attributed a public responsibility for football, which 

arguably heavily relied on the patronage of local businessmen, pro-establishment 

politicians, and club owners. The core objective of “Project Phoenix” was to 

implement a fundamental change in the organisational structure of the football 

association, arguably admitting that the sport’s decline was rooted in how its 

management was intertwined with the maintenance of personal interest. However, 

while the structure was successfully changed, the previous leadership, in particular 

President and Chairman, remained the same and oversaw the process.  

Conclusion 

Drawing upon the approach of cultural policy studies, the aim of this chapter 

was to offer a meticulous account of how specific actors and institutions have 

shaped and taken control of the cultural field of sport in Hong Kong. The integration 

of sports facilities into urban planning was initiated with Abercrombie’s planning 

report in 1948 and since then the colony saw a steady increase of sporting 

infrastructure. However, the approach towards the management and organisation of 

sporting facilities has been tightly controlled by the government, which has led to 

a significant shortage of sports grounds over the years, for which professional and 

amateur clubs compete under the same terms. At the same time, public spaces – in 

particular parks – have become less accommodating for leisure activities, with ball 

games being usually strictly confined to purpose-related facilities. Arguably, this 
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constructed incompatibility of sport and public space has also influenced the 

understanding of sporting culture in the city by turning it into a “natural” doxic 

attitude. Meanwhile, the institutionalization of sport was further accelerated by the 

acceptance of colonies in the International Olympic Committee, with Hong Kong 

being among the first new members to apply, which facilitated both standardization 

and governance of sports in the colony. In these early years, most of the leading 

figures were of European descent and usually simultaneously involved in several 

organisations, while assuring good relationships with government officials and 

decision makers. Chinese figures such as Kwok Chan or Mok Hing also made sure 

that interests of the Hong Kong Football Association would be represented in other 

organisations to coordinate early efforts in controlling sports development. 

Eventually, it was the HKFA that made the first push towards professionalization in 

local sports, for which it even risked a fallout with the SF&OC by actively 

challenging the “unquestioned truth” of amateurism. The increasing influence of 

“taipan” and businessmen as both club patrons and organisation members – roles 

that were usually conflated – led to a greater significance of economic capital in 

leadership roles with the HKFA becoming the first major sports organisation to be 

fully controlled by local Chinese. Following political infights, businessman Henry 

Fok became president of the HKFA in 1970, starting a family dynasty which has 

lasted until this very day. The decline of local football, and the momentum of the 

2009 East Asian Games eventually led to a reformation process that aimed to 

challenge existing structures and organisational practices, but while the so-called 

“Project Phoenix” led to significant improvements in governance, it was not able to 

challenge the underlying hierarchies. Nevertheless, by reconfiguring a new product 
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– the first fully professional football league – and by securing more resources from 

the government, the HKFA has also created new desires among other agents in the 

field, which are usually excluded from policy discourses: the local football fans.  
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3 - FANS, CONSUMERS, TROLLS: RECLAIMING 

FOOTBALL CULTURE IN ON- AND OFFLINE 

SPACES 

“To spew insults straight from the heart, and with 

such perseverance, is indeed a great talent, one 

reserved for a privileged few. It requires not only a 

high degree of crassness and a healthy lung, but also 

a large vocabulary and, not least of all, great wit.” 

                                   Walter Benjamin, 1929/3064  

On February 26th, 2017, 1,536 people showed up at Yuen Long Stadium to attend 

what has been dubbed the “Battle of the Buses” between Yuen Long FC and 

Southern District. At that time both clubs were sponsored by two major bus 

companies – Kowloon Motor Bus and Kwoon Chung respectively – suggesting that 

the sense of competition was extended to the local business sphere. For the Southern 

fans, this game also meant a sophisticated away day experience, which is rarely 

seen in local football. Without major interruptions, the 40-kilometres-journey from 

Aberdeen to Yuen Long would take at least one hour, which is among the longest 

distances in the league. In response, the club organised complementary 

transportation for their fans to make the entire trip more worthwhile. Once the 

supporters arrived at the stadium, they headed to the designated fan zones to set up 

their flags, banners and drums. It was an important game that day, as neither team 

could afford to lose if they wanted to play a role in the remainder of the 

championship. Five minutes before kick-off, the players were summoned outside 

                                                 

64 (Benjamin 2014, 12) 
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the dressing room, and – accompanied by the official league anthem – they marched 

onto the field. About twenty Southern fans, who occupied the front rows held up 

their red scarves while chanting “We the South!”. Known as “Southern Ultras”, the 

group was founded in 2013 and decided to maintain a status of an unofficial fan 

club that cooperates with the team, but is not required to follow orders from above. 

 

Figure 3 - The Southern Ultras welcome the players before kick-off 

Southern are just one of three district teams in the Hong Kong Premier League. 

They are obliged to play all their home games in their local stadium and are 

therefore tied to a communal identity. Hence, in contrast to geographically detached 

teams such as Kitchee, Eastern, Pegasus, Rangers, or South China, they are 

predominantly supported by local residents.65  

Meanwhile, the game itself turned emotional on and off the pitch, with several 

players being cautioned by the referee. In the 72nd minute tensions reached new 

heights when one Yuen Long player was sent off for a revenge foul after kicking 

                                                 

65 This social bond is also facilitated by HKFA’s youth development system, which is offered through Hong 

Kong’s eighteen district teams and enables access to training facilities across the city. 
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his opponent from behind. The agitated atmosphere also spread to the stands, with 

two Yuen Long fans repeatedly shouting, “Fuck the South!”, but in the end both 

teams had to settle with a goalless draw.66 While most spectators headed towards 

the exits, the “Southern Ultras” first tidied up the seats and packed up their 

equipment. They were in a hurry, because outside the stadium a bus from the Kwoon 

Chung company was already waiting to take them all the way back to Aberdeen.  

    

Studying local football fan culture was certainly the most challenging and time-

consuming aspect of my dissertation, not just for methodological reasons, but more 

so for conceptual ones. The previous two chapters laid out the cultural history and 

the institutionalization of football and it might therefore not appear as the next 

logical step to delve into fandom. However, I soon recognized that if this story 

would ignore this additional discourse, it would not only be incomplete, but also 

render a crucial part of the cultural field invisible. This became even more 

prevailing after the unpredictable event of the World Cup qualifier game between 

Hong Kong and China in 2015, which tended to reduce local football to its 

politicization while not taking the actual cultural formation at face value. At the 

same time, this sudden shift of attention once again exposed the parallels between 

                                                 

66
 Returning to Walter Benjamin’s admiration for heart-felt profanity, football grounds in Hong Kong – 

and elsewhere – offer probably one of the most comprehensive insights into local swearwords, though one term 

in particular has become the epitome of spewing insult or dissatisfaction: “Diu” (屌), the Cantonese word for 

“fuck”. Special insofar, as its long-drawn-out enunciation seemingly offers the most appropriate sound, 

spreading in unison around the stadium, to comment on all the slips, mishaps and unpleasantries that can happen 

during the game. Even if the overall attendance at football games remains comparably low, this does not mean 

that the audience will watch in silence. The intimate atmosphere often even aggravates the tension. In Mong 

Kok Stadium, where fans are just a few meters away from the sideline, even personal insults uttered by one 

individual can be clearly heard on the pitch, which sometimes leads to an actual response from the player.  
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sports and arts in the context of Hong Kong’s cultural desert discourse, in which 

the centre diminishes the periphery, and the nostalgic ridicules the contemporary. 

Admittedly, it seemed tempting to shift the focus towards the national team, but this 

would have also undermined my quest of investigating the dialectics of seriousness 

and triviality in local football culture, for which an analysis should and cannot be 

reduced to just one specific event. This does not mean that this research ignores the 

national question, but that it tries to offer a more nuanced conceptualization by 

telling the stories in stereo – as two juxtaposed chapters – rather than converging 

them within just one mono-track that makes it impossible to identify the placement 

and directions of the various voices.  

This is not to say that football culture is or ought to be apolitical. In fact, the 

mobilization of football for political purposes is in itself an expression of its 

function as a cultural resource. Political activism is not excluded from my 

description of local fandom, however, instead of taking this instance of resistance 

as a starting point of my discussion, I want to reverse the directional logic of the 

narrative and by doing so emphasize the multiple facets of sporting culture. This 

research does not suggest a binary definition of culture and politics or argue that the 

politicization of sport is not a significant form of the culturalization of sport in 

general. Nonetheless, the growing indifference of cultural studies towards sports 

offered the inspiration to reframe such research in this field.   

This chapter will start with a continuation of the disciplinary discussion of the 

introductory chapter by laying out the conceptual disjuncture of fan studies in sports 

and popular culture. By critically investigating common fan categorizations that 

have been put forward in the context of football’s hyper-commodification, the 
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research questions the suitability of Eurocentric models on residual or emerging 

sporting cultures in non-European contexts. Instead, it tries to argue for a 

theorization from below which prioritizes contextualization over comparative value.   

The objectives of this chapter are twofold: First, it aims to offer a both 

qualitative and quantitative overview of Hong Kong’s football fan culture between 

2014 and 2017. Second, it uses a thick description of a new supporters’ group, called 

Chi Sin Lo, and its subcultural practices to unearth the various dimensions of 

football fandom by acknowledging the negotiation of different cultural and socio-

political identities that go beyond the binary of triviality/seriousness. The evidence 

presented in this chapter is predominantly drawn from roughly two years of 

ethnographic fieldwork with local fan groups as well as participant observations 

and complementary interviews. This part will therefore also include a self-critical 

reflection on my various roles in the field, and how they might have affected my 

own position as well as the collected data.  

Fan Studies: Sport or Culture? 

 For several decades, various disciplines have engaged with the study of what 

are called followers, supporters or fanatics of certain cultural products or 

practices.67  While it is commonly understood that sport is part of culture—and 

even more so in the inclusive sense of a whole way of life—there remains a 

surprising absence of sport within cultural research (Hughson, Inglis, and Free 

                                                 

67 The term “fan”, as a short form for “fanatic”, has been problematized within fan studies due to its negative 

connotation, but attempts to substitute it with neutral synonyms such as spectator or follower have been 

relatively unsuccessful as they usually fail to accommodate discussions on authenticity (Crawford 2004, 40). 
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2005), despite Raymond Williams (1961, 337) famously attesting it a need as “real 

as the need for art” and therefore suggesting that the acceptance of sports within the 

notion of culture does still need elaboration. This early separation into two 

trajectories has also informed separate conceptualizations of fandom with very 

limited appeal for disciplinary cross-fertilization of ideas. Schimmel et al. (2007) 

argue that the understanding of fans in sport studies and cultural studies is subjected 

to both a theoretical and practical disjuncture, which is rarely acknowledged. 

Interestingly, within sports studies itself, fan research is seen as a marginalized field 

limited to the emotional and behavioural aspects of spectatorship, and rarely 

associated with ideological and intellectual dimensions (Schimmel, Harrington, and 

Bielby 2007, 586–87). The common subject has been the deviant and violent fan, 

who made “hooliganism” a dominant topic within sport sociology, first in the UK 

and then in continental Europe. Meanwhile cultural and media studies are often 

seen as the forerunner of pop culture related fan research that builds more on the 

understanding of an “active audience” (Hall, 1980) and later its everyday life 

consuming practices in a globalized context.68  

The conceptual disjuncture is most apparent when looking at the dominant 

models used to categorize fans of either sport or pop culture. Based on a 

psychological approach, the Sport Spectator Identification Scale by Wann et al. 

(2001) remains mainly confined to the field of sport studies, where it aims to define 

fan types according to various binaries: fan/spectator, direct/indirect, and 

                                                 

68 It is quite striking that the only reference to sport in Simon During’s (1999) Cultural Studies Reader 

remains Pierre Bourdieu’s essay from 1978 on “How to Become a Sports Fan.”   
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highly/lowly identified. Similar categorizations have also been put forward by 

Redhead (1993), who distinguishes the participatory from the passive fan, as well 

as Richard Giulianotti (2002). The latter proposes a taxonomy of four distinctive 

groups drawn from his extensive research on football, in which he defines 

ideological and behavioural differences between spectators, followers, fans, and 

flaneurs. Giulianotti’s model adds a cultural dimension to sports fandom and 

accommodates differences in modern consumer practices, making it arguably one 

of the most dominant fan conceptualizations within sport studies in the last decade. 

He defines the four “ideal” categories along the degree of someone’s individual 

investment in a sports club – divided into “traditional” and “consumer” along a 

horizontal axis – and to what extent the loyalty to the club affects the identity 

formation of the individual. (Giulianotti 2002, 31) The latter is distinguished as 

either “hot” or “cool” in terms of intensity, a paradigm that Giulianotti has drawn 

from Turner (1989), Baudrillard (1990), and McLuhan (1994). (Crawford 2004, 30–

32) While still acknowledging the parallel existence of all these fan groups (albeit 

in different sizes), Giulianotti (2015) concludes that the hyper-commodification of 

football favours the development of a consumer-oriented and less detached flaneur 

with a cosmopolitan identity. However, this model is mainly based on regions with 

a highly commercialized and mediatized football industry such as Western and 

Central Europe, and its applicability for less developed sporting places such as 

Hong Kong should be carefully and critically examined.   

 While media studies have moved on to the digitalization of fan communities, 

fan research in sports – and particularly football – have arguably remained under-

theorized. This is especially the case for research on Asia, where the understanding 
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of supporter groups is usually subjected to direct comparisons with their Western 

counterparts. Doidge and Lieser (2013), for instance, analysed how Italian ultra 

cultures have been adopted by Japanese football fans and argue that some of the 

political discourses were not appropriated due to self-evident factors such as 

language barriers. In contrast, Fuller (2017) tried to ground his account of 

Indonesian football in the everyday life experience and politics in cities such as 

Yogyakarta, and how fans negotiate between ethics amidst widespread corruption 

and the interest of their clubs. While his research comes close to a cultural studies 

approach of sport, it remains representative for many articles on football by failing 

to go beyond the descriptive account and to attempt a theorization of the phenomena 

at hand.  

 In cultural studies the approach to fandom has undergone several ideological 

shifts, which can be separated into “three generations of fan scholarship” (Gray, 

Sandvoss, and Harrington 2007). The first era has emerged around the works of 

Henry Jenkins (1992) and John Fiske (1992), and tried to unearth the subversive 

character of fandom as subcultural phenomenon. Drawing upon Michel de 

Certeau’s (1984) study on everyday life, fan practices are understood as tactical 

manoeuvres within repressive power relations. However, this approach also earned 

criticism for the celebratory Othering of fans, failing to overcome their binary 

opposition to mainstream culture. Nevertheless, over the last decades, the rise of 

communication technologies and cultural industries has also elevated the cultural 

perception of being a fan, abandoning its countervailing force attributed by this 

early scholarship. Hence, the second wave of fan studies engaged with the urge to 

understand more about the related choices and practices. Pierre Bourdieu’s concept 
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of habitus provided a sociological perspective to understand how social and cultural 

hierarchies in these fan (sub)cultures were reproduced, and how the behavioural 

patterns and consumption choices were linked to forms of economic, social, and 

cultural capital. In contrast to the previous approach, fandom was now regarded as 

stabilizing rather than subversive, unmasking “the false notion of popular culture 

as a realm of emancipation” (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington 2007: 6). However, 

while such analyses usually captured the social dynamics, they were less suitable 

to investigate the motive and pleasure of the individual. Following these two 

generations of fan studies, scholars started acknowledging that 

“[T]hese approaches based on a model of fans as 

tightly organized participants in fan- and subcultures 

did not match the self-description and experience of 

many audience members who describe themselves as 

fans.” (Gray, Sandvoss, and Harrington 2007, 7). 

 

Instead fan culture has arguably become an integral and fluent part embedded in 

everyday life activities. Therefore, the third wave of fan studies in popular culture 

has shifted to more fundamental questions by exploring the relationship of being a 

fan with modernity at large.   

As mentioned above, fan studies in sports and culture have followed different 

trajectories and hence also developed their own theoretical canons. However, this 

disjuncture does not mean that these fields engaged with different problematics, as 

their context of inquiry was often similar, if not even identical. The significance of 

Norbert Elias within the field of sport sociology might be such a case in point. While 

his oeuvre has remained rather marginal within the broader discipline, his leading 

position in sports-related research is mainly a result of his book The Civilizing 

Process, in which he draws upon sport as an example to construct a historical 
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argument for the development of civilizations. (Elias 1939) Elias’ theoretical 

approach has become known as “figurational sociology”, which allegedly places 

“far greater stress…on what human beings are and how they came to be as they are 

than has conventionally been the case with sociology” (Dunning and Hughes 2012, 

50). By understanding figuration as “a structure of mutually oriented and dependent 

people” (Elias 1978, cited in Murphy, Sheard, and Waddington 2000, 92), Elias 

intended to overcome the binary of individual and society, as they do not exist as 

independent entities. Similarly, no one can ever hold absolute power or be 

completely deprived of it. In the sociology of sport, this concept has been especially 

influential in investigating violent fan behaviour (e.g. football hooliganism), but 

also in the professionalization of sport, the globalizing processes as well as the 

historical sportization. As previously mentioned in the introduction chapter, Rowe 

(1998) criticized figurationalists for their grand narrative argument, echoing the 

earlier critique of Layder (1986, 367) that Elias’ and Dunning’s “sophisticism” 

came at the expense of explanatory value.   

While this chapter does not aim to reconcile the different trajectories, it aims 

to avoid the uncritical adoption of an existing fan theory model, and instead tries to 

ground and contextualize local fan culture by avoiding given taxonomies. Engaging 

with the dilemma of fan studies to define who is a fan and who is a so called “non-

fan” (Gray 2003), a categorization solely based on consumption patterns would 

have excluded some of the less conspicuous football followers who negotiate with 

different labels and identities, which I encountered during my ethnographic 

fieldwork. However, before presenting the findings, it will be necessary to 

acknowledge the controversial aspects of doing ethnography.    
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Doing Ethnography  

While originally not intended to be part of my cultural history and policy study 

on local football, it was the extensive time at the football grounds that not only 

offered me a deeper understanding of what it means to live and participate in a 

sporting culture, but also provided the epiphany that this story was still incomplete 

without the dimension of fans and supporters. In the context of less developed 

footballscapes, the term “consumer” appeared inappropriate at first, and from the 

perspective of European fan studies, places like Hong Kong could be easily framed 

as the utopic counter-narratives to the so-called “modern football” discourse in the 

West. However, by committing to radical contextualization and the concept of a 

“sport without guarantees”, this PhD set out to avoid such a pre-destined path. 

Admittedly, the ethnographic fieldwork started somehow by accident, as I had 

originally no intention to join any of the local fan groups. Instead, I wanted to gather 

empirical data about condition of facilities, quality of play, marketization of the 

leagues, and the general interest that could help me to draw an accurate picture of 

the institutional dimension. Retrospectively, I believe that this contingent trajectory 

was beneficial, as I never had to make an attempt on “going native”. Having lived 

in Beijing for more than three years, and in Hong Kong for almost five, I am 

relatively confident in claiming that I have gained a certain knowledge and 

understanding of these places, which I have been calling my home, but I am also 

self-conscious about my role as a foreigner in appearance, language, and habitus. 

My proficiency in Putonghua is only of limited use in a Cantonese speaking 

environment, and in certain contexts it was even detrimental to fostering 
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relationships. Hence, the concern was less of balancing immersion and distance, 

and becoming what Geertz (1988, 145) would call an ethnographic ventriloquist, 

but on how I would rather utilize and embrace my role as an informed outsider. 

Interestingly, there even has been some recognition of such approach in recent 

European football ethnography, which allows the researcher a distance that has 

often been sacrificed when fans effectively ended up studying themselves. (Pearson 

2016, xvi–xvii)  

From the very beginning, my presence at the football field was split into 

different personalities: First, there was the researcher, who tried to gather as much 

information as possible that could help him to answer his questions. Second, there 

was the spectator that simply enjoyed watching the game and releasing his emotions 

as a pleasant side-effect of work. And third, there was the journalist, who wrote up 

his experience to share it with a wider audience, particularly non-Chinese speakers 

who – like himself – had hardly any sources to actively follow local football. 

However, what I have not anticipated is how the latter would increasingly shape my 

public persona, which also affected my other two identities. I started with my blog 

www.offside.hk basically at the same time when I commenced my PhD studies at 

Hong Kong Baptist University. Initially, I intended to keep it as simple as possible 

and use it solely as a platform to archive any piece of information I could find about 

the day-to-day happenings. However, the scarcity of such sources soon encouraged 

me to produce my own records and to make them available on my blog. Soon after, 

I encountered people with similar ambitions who were willing to make their own 

contributions, such as match reports, photographs, interviews, or background 

stories. While my previous chapter could still draw on the rich coverage of local 
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football by newspapers such as the South China Morning Post, they have already 

become oblivious to local football, and offside.hk slowly filled up this niche. 

Eventually, even the Hong Kong Football Association took notice and granted me 

a media accreditation for all major competitions. From now on, I was a privileged 

visitor, which seemed counter-intuitive to my own research agenda. Hence, 

whenever I was inside the stadium, I opted to disregard this identity, mainly by 

taking off my pass and staying away from the designated media area. Nevertheless, 

I also utilized this journalistic recognition in expanding my access to contacts who 

would have been arguably out of reach for the research postgraduate student.       

 As such, my role as a “weekend journalist” regularly conflated with the “full 

time academic”, though I tried to make sure that others were aware of my dual 

agenda, which I regularly clarified. Whenever I organised interviews, I clearly 

declared for what purpose the data would be used. Occasionally I used parts of hour-

long conversations to write up a short, news-worthy article, while keeping the 

transcripts for an in-depth analysis as part of my research. In these cases, I briefed 

the informants before and after, and obtained their approval for processing and 

publishing their insights. Admittedly, for some interviewees, the prospect of 

additional media coverage – aside from contributing to this dissertation – was seen 

as a significant incentive to participate. Nonetheless, for such cases we still clarified 

what parts would be personally attributed in an article, and what parts could be used 

anonymously in this research. At the same time, the language barrier has to some 

extent limited with whom I would be able to communicate, though I tried to mitigate 

this limitation by occasionally asking for translation support, especially when 

people did not feel comfortable using English.  
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 Obviously, my appearance has also been a major factor in how I conducted 

myself during my fieldwork. Given that football in Hong Kong is a highly mono-

ethnic affair, the presence of non-Chinese spectators usually draws attention. While 

it might have helped to earn acceptance and recognition from other fans, it also 

attracted local media. Over the last three years, I have been approached by several 

newspapers and magazines, which on the one hand provided me with more 

credentials to pursue my research, but also required me to take on public positions 

towards a variety of controversial topics. While I understand that this might have 

affected my public persona, it also provided an opportunity to share part of my 

academic standpoints on football culture with a wider audience and to engage in 

occasional punditry, especially in the wake of the Hong Kong-China game.    

 Eventually, I also had to carefully consider my role when I was actively 

participating in a fan group. When I was invited to join Chi Sin Lo in 2015, I was 

the only non-Chinese member and as such did not want to claim any role within the 

group which could have affected or altered their own decisions along the way. But 

while I strictly stayed out of discussions and arguments, I tried to maintain a 

dialogue with individual members to understand more about the internal debates 

and organisational processes. As every football fan researcher probably knows, 

there also comes the time when certain practices would cause an ethical dilemma. 

While I chose not to participate in any activities that I would not personally approve 

of, my subject position as a non-local academic and journalist made a public 

condemnation not less problematic.  

 All these factors should be duly considered when evaluating the data, but I hope 

that this self-reflective and confessional approach towards ethnography can help to 
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anticipate some of the critique, which can be rightfully raised to address the 

limitations of any non-local PhD researcher who tries to analyse a local 

phenomenon. Before this chapter attempts to deliver an authentic, and microscopic 

account of local fan culture, I would like to set the stage with the necessary 

quantitative background that can effectively illustrate the actual dimensions.    

Football: Still the “People’s Game” of Hong Kong? 

Football, commonly referred to as the “people’s game”, remains by far the most 

popular spectator sport in Hong Kong. As briefly mentioned at the beginning of this 

dissertation, a government survey in 2011 identified more than 2 million people 

who are interested in watching sport events, of which 52% were primarily interested 

in football. Until now, football also remains the only other sport besides horseracing 

which Hong Kong citizens can legally bet on, but only after the Jockey Club 

obtained approval in 2003.69 Throughout the 1960s and 1970s the local football 

league enjoyed high attendance figures, which reached their peak in 1972/73 when 

almost 1,2 million people visited the stadium throughout the entire season. Venues 

such as the Government Stadium in So Kon Po (now Hong Kong Stadium) or the 

nearby South China Stadium (now defunct), which could accommodate up to 

28,000 and 12,000 people respectively, regularly hoisted the red flag, Hong Kong’s 

unique sign for a sell-out. This was especially the case for encounters between well-

                                                 

69 The continuous popularity of football can also be derived from the decision of the Hong Kong Jockey Club 

to legalize football betting in 2003 by adding it to the portfolio of horseracing and Mark Six. In 2015/16 the 

total revenue generated through the “people’s game” rose by almost 11% to HK$ 86.8 billion, while racing 

nearly stagnated at roughly HK$ 107 billion. However, until now HKJC does not allow betting on Hong 

Kong or Chinese leagues. At the same time, the club maintains a betting monopoly, which prohibits any Hong 

Kong resident to place bets on overseas platforms.  
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known rivals such as Caroline Hill and South China or Happy Valley and Eastern. 

When spectator numbers suddenly started dropping, clubs in Hong Kong tried to 

raise their profile by signing well-known players from Europe, especially England, 

Scotland, and the Netherlands, leading to internal conflicts within the Hong Kong 

Football Association. After a while, some members concluded that the influx of 

non-Chinese players had a negative impact on the quality of domestic players, who 

were eventually offered less playing time and could therefore not develop their 

skills. Over a period of three years, the FA ordered the clubs to reduce the number 

of foreigners, culminating in a complete ban instituted in 1986. In the wake of this 

controversial decision, Seiko SA, one of the most prominent and successful football 

clubs in Hong Kong with many followers, announced its dissolution. More than 25 

years later, some people still wear Seiko SA uniforms when attending football 

games and the club shirts are occasionally sold during special jubilee games. Some 

of the elderly fans I have talked to during my research described the withdrawal of 

Seiko as a rather traumatic event, which discouraged them from taking domestic 

football seriously and investing into loyalties which might one day just vanish. 

Following a disastrous visitor turn-out, the HKFA soon rectified their mistake, but 

by then the damage had already been done. Attendance recovered somewhat during 

the 1990s, but with the arrival of the Asian financial crisis in 1997, the dot-com 

bubble in 2000, and SARS in 2003, Hong Kong’s football industry entered the so-

called “ice-age”, attracting only 30,000 people over the course of an entire season. 

From 2009 onwards, attendance has remained roughly the same, hovering below 

and above 100,000 visitors per year. The table below illustrates the entire 

development between 1968 and 2016.  
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Table 18 - Total Attendance of Hong Kong's top league (1968-2016) – own table 

 

I started my empirical research in 2014/15, which also coincided with a 

significant restructuring process: the introduction of the city’s first fully 

professional football division, named Hong Kong Premier League, which replaced 

the semi-professional First Division. The idea of the HKFA was to imitate the 

concept of other professional leagues that could eventually be managed and 

financed as separate legal entities.70 

In its inaugural season, the average attendance among all professional clubs in 

Hong Kong was 1,048 per game, which was an increase of 13% when compared to 

the previous year. The game with the highest number of spectators was between 

Kitchee and South China, totalling 3,523 people at Mong Kok Stadium. (HKFA 

2015a, 5) Local clubs are usually not bound to a certain home ground, but instead 

can choose their preferred stadium according to their league ranking in the previous 

season. Therefore, many teams have been moving around due to fluctuating 

                                                 

70 Given the limited growth of the Hong Kong Premier League, this plan has been suspended for now.  
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standards in their performances. The best clubs will usually choose Mong Kok 

Stadium, followed by Hong Kong Stadium, and the sports grounds in Tseung Kwan 

O and Sham Shui Po, while district teams are always based in their own 

neighbourhoods. Some stadiums have also become unpopular among fans, mainly 

due to noise restrictions, and are therefore rarely selected for football games, such 

as Siu Sai Wan Sports Ground, Hong Kong’s second largest stadium with 12,000 

seats, as well as Tsing Yi Sports Ground, where nearby residents have complaint 

about drumming as an undesired noise pollution. Although for most of the teams 

the venue is not constitutive of the identity, the location is a crucial factor for 

attendance. As the table below displays, Eastern doubled the spectator numbers in 

one year, which coincided with their move from Tseung Kwan O to centrally located 

Mong Kok Stadium. Reversely, Pegasus, which originally started as a club in Tin 

Shui Wai in 2008, experienced a significant drop when changing their location from 

Mong Kok to Causeway Bay.    

Table 19 - Average attendance in Hong Kong Premier League (2014-2017) 

Team71 2014/15 2015/16 2016/17 
Change 

in % 

Kitchee  1,497   1,594   1,850  +24% 

Eastern  960   1,908   1,923  +100% 

South China  1,398   1,138   1,363  -3% 

Yuen Long  1,190   1,076   1,395  +17% 

Pegasus  1,617   981   724  -55% 

Dreams Metro Gallery -  837  - n/a 

                                                 

71 Eastern moved from Tseung Kwan O Sports Ground to Mong Kok Stadium in 2015-16, while South China 

changed from Hong Kong Stadium to Tseung Kwan 0. In the same year, Pegasus moved from Mong Kok to 

Hong Kong Stadium. Rangers played the first two seasons in Kowloon Bay Park, before choosing Tsing Yi 

Sports Ground in 2016/17. In contrast, Kitchee have always remained at Mong Kok Stadium due to good 

results in previous years. Similarly, all district teams remained in their own stadiums: Tai Po (Tai Po Sports 

Ground), Southern (Aberdeen Sports Ground), Yuen Long (Yuen Long Stadium), and Wong Tai Sin (Hammer 

Hill Road Sports Ground).  
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Tai Po  829  -  764  -8% 

YFCMD  760  - - n/a 

Wong Tai Sin  694   666  - -4% 

Southern District -  491   532  +8% 

Rangers  485   477   519  +7% 

Biu Chun Glory Sky - -  460  n/a 

Hong Kong Football Club - -  387  n/a 

R&F - -  207  n/a 

TOTAL 1,048  1,019  920  -12% 

 

At this point it is probably helpful to put such figures into context. The average 

attendance of top tier football leagues in most other Asian regions is indeed 

significantly higher, ranging from 6,000-7,000 in Malaysia, Vietnam, Thailand, and 

South Korea, and 18,000-27,000 in China, India, and Japan. Aside from Taiwan and 

Macau, which currently do not run fully professional football leagues, only 

Singapore has a similarly low average attendance, currently estimated at 1,300 per 

game. 72  This puts Hong Kong at the very bottom of all professional football 

leagues in the region.  

Table 20 - Attendance of selected AFC leagues (2016) – own table 

Country Competition Average  Highest  

China Chinese Super League 24,159 53,080 

India Indian Super League 21,003 54,013 

Japan J1-League 17,968 56,841 

Australia A-League 12,294 61,880 

Korea K-League Classic 7,873 47,889 

Indonesia Soccer Championship A 7,777 50,117 

Malaysia Liga Super 6,758 26,800 

Vietnam V1 League 6,307 19,000 

Thailand Thai Premier League 5,428 32,600 

                                                 

72 However, it should be pointed out that the average attendance figure of Singapore might be a bit distorted. 

Currently, the S.League includes two non-Singaporean clubs: Albirex Nigata from Japan and DPMM FC from 

Brunei. Especially the team from Brunei regularly attracts larger crowds, which boost the general average of 

the S. League.  
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Singapore S. League 1,300 3,551 

Hong Kong HK Premier League 920 6,413 

 

Arguably, these figures also illustrate to a certain extent the current market value of 

the Hong Kong Premier League, which deems its coverage unprofitable, especially 

for live broadcasts, forcing both HKFA and clubs to pay for the production costs 

themselves. In its first season, some Premier League games were shown by free-to-

air station ATV, which later went bankrupt. Since then, the Chinese-language 

newspaper Oriental Daily has taken over the production, broadcasting selected 

games via its YouTube and Facebook channels, which attract 2,000 to 3,000 viewers 

on average.  

One of the key objectives in the development plan of the HKFA was the steady 

increase of attendance figures. In response, the association commissioned the 

University of Hong Kong to gather demographic data of the spectators for the first 

time in 2014/15, surveying altogether 1,055 people across 42 Premier League 

games.73 (HKFA 2015b) The findings show that the vast majority of visitors are 

                                                 

73 Although the report has not been officially published yet, the HKFA agreed to make it available for this 

research, hence, I will briefly share the data. 

87

13 Male

Female

Table 21 - Gender distribution among football fans in Hong Kong (own chart) 
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male (87%), with only every 10th guest being female. In contrast, the age groups 

indicate a relatively equal distribution of people below 40 and above 40, while the 

two biggest groups are young adults below 30 (29%) and elderly above 60 (23%).  

 Table 22 - Age distribution among football fans in Hong Kong (own chart) 

 

According to the survey, more than 88% of stadium spectators have completed 

either secondary (42%) or tertiary education (46%). The diversity in socio-

economic background is also illustrated by their occupational level: 41% hold either 

white collar (29%) or manager (12%) positions, while 24% consider themselves to 

be blue collar workers. 35% declared that they currently had no occupation, which 

could be explained by the relatively significant proportion of seniors and students. 

Table 23 - Occupation of football fans in Hong Kong (own chart) 

  

The collected data also offers insight into the economic strata, with the majority 

29
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(40%) earning between HK$ 10,000 and HK$ 25,000, while another 12% earn up 

to HK$ 40,000 and 8% above that. In contrast, 21% declared that they had no 

income and 20% made less than HK$ 10,000. This again needs to be seen in the 

context of many elderly and students who represent a considerable number of 

spectators.  

 

Table 24 - Monthly income of football fans in Hong Kong 

 

This conclusion is also backed up by the different ticket categories that are sold at 

games in the Hong Kong Premier League. While 49% purchased adult tickets, 

usually ranging between HK$ 60 and 80, 21% of seniors and 8% of students paid 

concessionary prices of HK$ 20 to 40. A relatively big proportion, 18%, received 

free tickets, which would include accredited staff and media, but also VIP guests, 

sponsors, as well as relatives and friends of players and coaches. Just 3% would 

obtain entrance through the fan club, e.g. by making use of discounted prices or  

season tickets.   
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21 $1-9,999
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Table 25 - Purchased ticket categories at football games in Hong Kong 

   

In addition to their personal data, the spectators were also asked about their main 

reasons of watching local football, with the most common answers being:  

• Supporting their favourite team (42%) 

• Seeing the team play live (29%) 

• Supporting local football and (24%) 

• Experiencing the atmosphere (19%) 

This suggests that club loyalty, identification, and stadium experience seem to be 

the main factors to attract the current audience. Roughly one third (35%) watched 

the games on their own, while 42% were accompanied by one or more friends and 

19% attended with family members. The report also suggested a relationship 

between the frequency of visits and the socio-economic background of spectators, 

arguing that those with lower education level, no employment, and a monthly 

personal income of less than HK$ 10,000 were more likely to watch more than 30 

games in one season, especially if their preferred stadium was in the Wong Tai Sin 

area, which accommodates a large number of public housing estates. Altogether, 

32% attended up to 10 games, 26% up to 20, and 18% up to 30, leaving roughly a 

49

21
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Students

Fan Clubs

Free Tickets

Others
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quarter of spectators who watched more than 30 games over the course of one 

season.  

 When asked what would encourage them to watch more games, the respondents 

suggested an improvement of the overall football standard (42%), better atmosphere 

(26%) as well as cheaper tickets (17%) and upgraded facilities (15%). This partly 

correlates with the most common factors of discouragement, such as poor quality 

(26%) and prices (17%), while the timing of weekend afternoons (38%) and the 

distance to various stadiums (33%) seem to play the biggest role in deciding about 

attendance. 

The original report collected even more data, such as the overall satisfaction 

with the quality of facilities, and media behaviour, which would exceed the scope 

of this discussion and only offer limited relevancy to this analysis. Serving as a 

linkage between the previous cultural history and policy study, and the following 

ethnographic fieldwork on local fan culture, the quantitative evidence provided a 

relatively accurate account of the overall dimension of local football fandom, while 

also formulating various questions that it would be unable to answer, underlining 

the need for multi-method approaches in understanding cultural phenomena. In the 

following section, I aim to provide a detailed description, based on participant 

observation, ethnographic fieldwork, and complementary interviews. I will first set 

out to offer a categorization of local football fans by juxtaposing their habitual and 

experiential specificities that have framed them as a distinct – and often spatially 

defined – group. After that I will describe and contextualize the emergence of a 

particular fan community, known as Chi Sin Lo (“crazy guys”), who transformed 
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their subcultural online practices into offline activities by negotiating between their 

roles as consumers, fans, and trolls. In effect, they have utilized football as a 

resource to claim their own position within the cultural field, while defying the 

suitability of Eurocentric fan theories.  

The Multiplicities of “being a fan” in Hong Kong 

As previously argued, this research tends to avoid adopting existing Euro-

centric models to categorize and explain local fan culture. While references to 

loyalty and consumption might be useful in certain contexts, they would not provide 

a relevant framework in a cultural analysis like this that aims to ground the 

arguments in the local conjuncture. In the following part, I first want to introduce 

three different groups that have become significant actors in the cultural field of 

local football. Arguably, I do not aim to offer an exhaustive framework of fandom 

and spectatorship that would be able to label every single visitor, and it would be 

more than questionable to claim a complete understanding of all available motives. 

Nonetheless, over the course of three years I observed the perseverance and multi-

layered investment of at least three different groups, which I would like to label as 

uncles, bona fide fans, and bystander.  

The uncles (Cantonese: 阿伯 ) are probably one of the largest and most 

conspicuous groups at local football games. As is already suggested by the gendered 

term, they are pre-dominantly male and often come to the stadium by themselves, 

while female companions are a rare exception. The term, which is imposed on them 

by the younger generation, also implies an advanced age. Most make use of the 

concessionary tickets for elderly, which implies that they are holders of senior 
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citizen identity cards and therefore at least 65 years of age. Recognized as such by 

the HKFA they pay between HK$ 20 and HK$ 40 for each game, which equals a 

discount of 60% to 70% on the regular ticket price. Most of the so-called uncles 

have been following football for several decades, among which they would see the 

early 1960s, 1970s, and early 1980s as the golden era. Many of them have also 

personally experienced Hong Kong’s historic victory against China in 1985, but it 

is the weekly excitement of the local league which they most fondly remember and 

which they use as a benchmark to evaluate the current product. Some of them were 

also active players themselves, both amateur and professional. But as some pointed 

out, their weekly visits are more based on habit and real interest: 

  “After Seiko quit the league, I didn’t care much 

anymore about other teams. But I still come to the 

stadium every week to have a look.” (Interviewee F, 

2016) 

 

 By others the uncles are often perceived as quirky and ludicrous. They are 

among the first people to enter the stadium, where they occupy the most popular 

seats close to the middle line, and they are the first to leave to avoid the larger 

crowds at the exit. Most bring their own water bottles and snacks, and some pick 

up brochures and newspapers to use them as cover for the plastic chairs and benches 

in the stadium. While waiting for kick-off, some study the predictions of upcoming 

horse races, which are scheduled to happen on the same weekend. During the game, 

they are known for commenting full-throated on the performance of individual 

players or the referee, using the entire bandwidth of Cantonese swearwords. 

However, they usually do not engage in cheering or singing and sometimes they 

berate the younger fans around them. There have been instances in the past when 
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some uncles complaint about people blocking their view. In response, the HKFA 

opened designated cheering areas – which are usually marked with an A4 paper sign 

– where “inconvenience” could be caused to others. However, given the current 

free-seating arrangement in all local stadiums and sports grounds, the uncles 

frequently mingle with others as everyone is competing for the best seats. 

Traditionally, the most populated areas in Hong Kong also attract the biggest 

number of uncles, in particular Sham Shui Po and Wong Tai Sin (Hammer Hill Road 

Sports Ground), where many public housing estates are within walking distance. 

Instead of following a particular club, the overall convenience of reaching the 

location is one of the most significant factors for their attendance. 

Although the uncles arguably remain to be the dominant spectator group, the 

bona fide fans (愛好者/粉絲) can be seen as the most loyal supporters, who identify 

themselves with only one local club. They actively contribute to the overall 

atmosphere, by cheering and singing, and are usually members of supporter groups. 

However, it is important to distinguish between official and unofficial fan clubs. 

The first are defined by their benefits, discounts, and gifts and therefore often attract 

visitors without any club affiliation as well. In some cases, these memberships are 

the equivalent to season tickets or are pre-requisites to buy them. In contrast, the 

unofficial fan clubs are self-organized groups that want to fully express their loyalty 

and passion for the club during games. The bona fide fans are usually given a 

designated cheering area, in which they are allowed to make noise, wave flags and 

stand up. With this kind of arrangement, the HKFA seeks to mitigate tensions, 

especially with uncles who might complain about blocked views. In general, bona 

fide fans will try to gather in and around the cheering area, as the atmosphere is a 
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crucial part of their experience. Most purchase and wear official team merchandise, 

often with the names of their favourite players on the back. Original team kits, 

which are trademarked by Nike, Adidas, Kelme, Lotto, Ucan, Xtep or Macron, 

usually cost between HK$ 400 and 600, with clubs changing their designs almost 

every year, encouraging fans to update their memorabilia on a regular basis. Dreams 

Sports Club has currently the most elaborate fan club membership scheme, which 

awards “fan points” for every attended game that can eventually be traded in for 

branded items. Currently, most of the Hong Kong Premier League clubs have such 

bona fide support, in particular Kitchee, Eastern, South China, Pegasus, and 

Southern. The other two district teams, Yuen Long and Tai Po, organize stadium 

activities through official fan clubs, which are usually more inclusive and involve 

more children.  

Team Unofficial fan club 

Kitchee Ultras Bluewave 

Eastern The 12th of Eastern 

South China  SCAA Noise Guards 130 (SNG130) 

Southern Southern Ultras 

Pegasus We love Pegasus 

Figure 4 - Unofficial fan clubs in Hong Kong's Premier League 

During my fieldwork, I have observed and interviewed several groups, but 

refrained from joining one of them as an active member, as I wanted to get a 

complete picture of the fan spectrum and to avoid that a particular affiliation would 

limit my access to other groups. The majority of bona fide fans belong to the post 

1990s generation and are often still high school or university students, therefore 

they are often eligible for concessionary tickets and discounted memberships. 

Usually every fan has her or his own story on how they developed their affective 

relationship with a particular local team. During my fieldwork, I encountered many 
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who were first taken to a local game by their father, or as part of a school activity. 

Others followed their friends or started watching league football after joining a 

youth team in their neighbourhood. The reasons of support range from family 

tradition, over style of play and overall attractiveness of a club, to self-identification 

with a particular place – the latter traditionally being the case for district teams. In 

recent years, it was especially Kitchee who attracted a bigger fan base, primarily 

among younger people. This was facilitated by a combination of factors, such as 

the club’s growing success, wide-spread marketing efforts, and a long-term 

commitment to adopt a Spanish playing philosophy that focused on controlling the 

game through possession. Since 2010, Kitchee have won five championships, 

which also allowed them to stabilize their home ground at Mong Kok Stadium.74 

Meanwhile, the unofficial fan club, Ultras Bluewaves, are one of the most active 

groups, consisting of both local and non-Chinese residents. Most of them will try 

to attend every game in the season, both in the domestic league and the regional 

competitions, such as AFC Cup or Asian Champions League, which has exposed 

them to other East Asian and South East Asian fan cultures, in particular from 

Malaysia, Indonesia, Japan, China, and South Korea.75 The majority of chants used 

in local leagues are generic and adapted for the different clubs, with most of them 

being sung in English. However, some fan clubs also created their unique songs, 

while South China and Southern District have their own Cantonese anthems. 

Meanwhile, the core of the bona fide fans also builds the foundation of The Power 

                                                 

74 Except for district clubs, the remaining teams in the Hong Kong Premier League can select their home 

grounds according to their league positions of the previous year.  
75 In one instance, they later adopted a chant from Malaysian club Johor Darul Takzim: “Come on Kitchee, 

oh we love you / Come on Kitchee, the boys in blue” 
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of Hong Kong (TPOHK) – which is the main supporters’ group of the national team 

and will be introduced later in this chapter. In contrast to TPOHK, which 

promulgates a positive supporting culture that only focuses on cheering for the own 

team, fan clubs in the league have been trying to foster a fiercer rivalry among each 

other, in particular between Kitchee, South China, and Eastern, which has led to 

more emotional scenes on the stands and collective efforts to insult the opponents. 

Interestingly, the flourishing fan culture in Guangzhou – a two hours train ride from 

Hong Kong – has also had an impact on Hong Kong’s fanscape, especially with 

regards to Cantonese chants. Examples of that are “One cunt for another” (傻閪換傻

閪)76, which is used during player substitutions, “Referee, are you alright? Give 

him a card!” (球證你無嘢啊 啤牌啦) for unpunished fouls, or the Beyond song “A 

Brighter future” (海闊天空) after a defeat.  

In contrast to bona fide fans, bystanders (旁觀者) have a less pronounced club 

affection, but nonetheless come to the game for various reasons, most often for an 

idealistic commitment to support local football despite its flaws. However, their 

interest derives rather from their sophisticated football enthusiasm than their local 

experience. Similar to most sports fans in Hong Kong, they grew up watching 

broadcasts of European football, particularly the English Premier League, and have 

become heavily invested in supporting specific clubs such as Liverpool, Manchester 

United, or Chelsea. However, instead of only consuming the sport, many also 

studied the wider discourses in European fan culture that have looked critically at 

                                                 

76 Allegedly, local fans previously used the softer version of 傻 yi 換傻閪 
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the global commodification of place-based club brands. Hence, while not absolutely 

invested in a local fan club, they often feel obliged to give their general support to 

local football. Among my informants were also several female football fans who 

would see themselves as bystanders, and most were careful to distinguish 

themselves from friends who show no interest in the local league:  

“I think if I really appreciate a team like Liverpool, 

then I must know what football culture is about. 

Watching on TV is not the same, so all I can do is 

going at least to watch Hong Kong leagues and the 

national team, although the quality is not very good.” 

(Interviewee L, 2016) 

 

The discrepancy between these idealist bystanders and other football enthusiasts is 

most clearly demonstrated when clubs of the English Premier league visit Hong 

Kong for exhibition games. In July 2017, Liverpool, Crystal Palace, West 

Bromwich Albion, and Leicester City took part in an exhibition tournament in Hong 

Kong, with almost 80,000 tickets being sold out within a few hours. These 

occasional showcases also frustrate bona fide fans and bystanders alike. When one 

of my informants saw the official attendance figures, he sent me the following 

message: 

“Everyone is just complaining that Hong Kong 

football is so shit. And so they don’t go to the game. 

I have no idea why they don’t get it.” (Interviewee B, 

2017) 

 

Snubbing local football for European leagues is not a problem specific to Hong 

Kong, although there is curiously no local term yet to describe this phenomenon, 

such as “Eurosnob” which is widely used in the US American soccer context to 

criticize ignorance of their own national product. In response, many bona fide fans 

and bystanders share the same concern: While the current quality does not attract a 
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broader audience, the local game can hardly improve without greater fan support.  

 While the uncles, bona fide fans, and bystanders have arguably shaped the 

perception of local football over the last years, and as such defined the broader 

cultural field I was involved in, they also left room for the emergence of new 

subcultural formations that used the momentum of 2015 to challenge the prevalence 

of the existing fanscape by reclaiming football as a culture through trolling, 

activism, and consumption.  

Chi Sin Lo: Introducing ‘craziness’ to local football 

 As I started out with participant observation as part of my contextual analysis, 

I actually never targeted any specific local fan group for an ethnographic study, so 

my first encounter with Chi Sin Lo was in fact a coincidence. In 2015 I travelled to 

Guangzhou for an away game of Beijing Guoan. Given the relatively fierce rivalry 

in the Chinese Super League, these trips can sometimes be a tense experience, as 

they usually come with a high degree of verbal abuse. After the game had finished, 

the Beijing fans had to stay behind in the stadium to wait for the home crowd to 

disperse, and once they left we were advised to take off our shirts and scarves that 

would expose our club loyalty on the street. Once this was done, we were free to 

leave, with some of us heading straight to the next subway station. When I walked 

along the platform, I suddenly heard someone shouting at me from the back. First I 

thought that an opposition fan might have recognized me and tried to ignore him, 

but then the person walked up to me and introduced himself. It turned out that he 

was from Hong Kong and had seen me at many league games there. We chatted a 

bit while waiting for the train, exchanged contacts, and promised to stay in touch. 
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Eventually, at one of the next football matches in Hong Kong, he introduced me to 

the fan group that he helped founding, called Chi Sin Lo (黐线佬 ), which is 

Cantonese for “crazy guys”. The first members of this fan group were active users 

of HK Golden, arguably the biggest online forum in Hong Kong, where they 

regularly discussed local football in a sub-channel with the name Chi Sin Lo. 

Allegedly, the name was picked because young people were often considered “crazy” 

if they followed the domestic league.  

 

Figure 5 - Design of the Chi Sin Lo flag 

 On a club level, the Chi Sin Lo members have different preferences, although 

a majority of them supports Kitchee due to its younger and more appealing image. 

Some of them started gathering at league games, choosing seats that were close to 

the semi-official fan clubs that provided the best atmosphere, but still keeping their 

distance. In Mong Kok Stadium they started occupying the last rows of stand 28, 

while Kitchee’s fan club stayed a the very front – with plenty of “uncles” in between. 

Sometimes, the Chi Sin Lo tried to initiate their own chants from the back, which 

not always earned approval from the people around them. But at that point it was 

still a rather loose community and did not have any great ambition to influence local 

fan culture.  
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 Nevertheless, the movement became more nuanced with the start of the 2015 

World Cup qualifiers. These games offered a good occasion to bring all the different 

members of Chi Sin Lo together, and they eventually decided to join The Power of 

Hong Kong (TPOHK), the unofficial fan club which always organizes a cheering 

area for the national team. As such, TPOHK coordinates the main fan materials like 

flags and drums, and also prepares the chants and rhythms to be performed during 

the game. While the group has certain core members, there is no membership 

required to participate and people are usually free to sit with the group. Nevertheless, 

it is expected that everyone in this area joins in with the cheering and support, and 

passive behavior or constant sitting would be frowned upon. TPOHK always 

announce their plans beforehand via social media, with details about the exact 

seating arrangements and the advice to wear red colors, so to form a unified bloc. 

Founded in 2004, The Power of Hong Kong have been the only consistent 

supporters’ group and although they are not controlled by the HKFA, they maintain 

a pragmatic working relationship with the governing body. During games, they are 

committed to a “positive support”, meaning that they only want to focus on 

supporting the Hong Kong national team. Swearing against the own team or the 

opponent is deemed inappropriate.  

 When Chi Sin Lo members joined the group for the first two qualifying games 

against Bhutan and Maldives, they continued with their practice from before by 

seeking places at the back and wanting to make their own contributions. In a first 

step, they prepared self-made flags and printed their own t-shirts, while some of the 

members were also keen to voice political messages and swearwords during the 

game, for instance with provocative signs or modified chants. Soon, someone 
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started to adopt the “Hong Kong all the way” melody and replaced the text with 

“Fuck you, referee!”, which was also picked up by the audience outside of the 

designated cheering area. And when HKFA chairman Brian Leung visited The 

Power of Hong Kong during half time, some Chi Sin Lo members in the back did 

not hold back with complaints. While not visible to outsiders, this different 

conception of fan culture generated tensions between the two groups. As one Chi 

Sin Lo member described:  

“In [The Power of Hong Kong] everything is positive. 

You need to give the positive energy, encourage the 

player, and have no criticism towards the players. I think 

we just decided to make a new fan club. We don’t hate 

them, we just have different attitudes towards the fan 

culture.” (Chi Sin Lo, Interviewee A, January 2017) 

 

 

Consequently, Chi Sin Lo decided to follow their own agenda and for the match 

between Hong Kong and China on November 17th, 2015, they moved to another 

stand, partly chosen because it was closest to the away fans. The specificities of this 

game will be discussed in greater detail in the following Chapter. In this part, the 

discussion focuses on the formation of Chi Sin Lo as its own fan movement.  

From the beginning, the background of the members has been relatively diverse, 

with everyone having his or her own trajectory in local football. Some have 

followed their parents to the football pitch, others had their first match experience 

as part of a school excursion, and some only started paying attention during 2015. 

However, what most have in common is a general interest in overseas football, 

primarily English Premier League, Spanish La Liga, and German Bundesliga, but 

occasionally even the Japanese J-League or the Chinese Super League. The second 

unifying aspect is their identification as post 1990 generation and hence their 
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proficiency in Hong Kong’s peculiar online subculture. Admittedly, the longer my 

ethnographic fieldwork went on, the more I recognized the defining influence and 

importance of the latter.  

 As previously mentioned, the name Chi Sin Lo originated in a sub-channel 

of HK Golden, with many of the core members still calling each other with the 

username in real-life conversations. Founded in the early years of 2000, the forum 

became a breeding ground for a localized trolling culture, drawing references and 

jokes from Hong Kong popular culture and Cantonese language. Similar to internet 

slang in Mainland China, the neologisms and memes have often been shaped by 

circumventing (and eventually challenging) regulations and community etiquettes.  

However, in order to be part of this online sphere, someone does not have to become 

an active user:  

“Most young people watch the Golden Forum but we 

call them CD Rom – read only. Maybe I found that most 

of our fans are Golden Forum users, and some are CD 

Rom – but they all know what we’re talking about and 

what we’re doing.” 

 

Admittedly, it was a difficult task for an outsider like me, with limited 

Cantonese language skills, to accurately understand this spectrum, so I tried to find 

most answers through personal conversations and interviews. One of the 

fundamental characteristics of HK Golden culture is its usage of codes, which were 

originally invented to circumvent censorship and meanwhile even have entered 

popular culture discourses. Terms such as on9 (“stupid”), jm9 (“What are you 

talking about?”), ching (“brother”) or hi auntie (“diu lei lou mou”) have therefore 

become standard vocabulary in any kind of informal communication.  

These online practices have turned into a complex subcultural formation, 
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which is usually referred to as so-called “hard plastic culture” (硬膠文化), often 

abbreviated as HP, with the Cantonese word for hard plastic serving as a 

homophone for stupid ( 戇鳩 ).
77

  Probably one of the most accurate English 

equivalents for hard plastic culture would be the term trolling. In addition, clown 

emojis have been used as a symbolic reference that are now immediately associated 

with this subculture. (see below)  

 

Figure 6 - The symbol of "hard plastic culture" 

The “hard plastic” pun appeared for the first time in Stephen Chow’s 1991 movie 

Tricky Brains and has been used in HK Golden and other forum communities from 

2002 onwards.  

Trolling has become an integral part of social media practices and it is 

therefore not surprising that the term also started encompassing a wide range of 

definitions, both in public and academic discourses, with various degrees of 

severity and extremism. Aside from serious online harassment movements – often 

through multiple anonymous identities, trolling can also manifest itself as 

systematically disruptive behavior in online fora, or even just simply refer to the 

ongoing mocking between internet users in the context of specialized communities. 

                                                 

77 Also expressed as on9.  
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(de Seta, forthcoming) Nevertheless, in popular discourses (that have emerged as 

interplay between media and academia), both the “troll” as subject and “trolling” 

as practice carry a heavily negative connotation. As de Seta summarized, the 

characteristics of trolling are usually described as “deceiving, confrontational, 

offensive, negative, disruptive, abusive, unethical, non-normative, deviant or 

antisocial” (de Seta, forthcoming: n/a). Interestingly, such description is not far 

away from how football fans are often perceived. (Rowe, 2011: 74) 

Obviously, in this research I follow a very narrow understanding of trolling in 

the context of a specific online subculture. While abuse and foul language is an 

inherent part of hard plastic, it is the nonsensical that has become the characteristic 

trait and as such it requires the necessary knowledge of both users and readers to 

navigate through the coded symbols, vocabularies and memes, that have become a 

tool to trivialize the seriousness of any popular topic in this particular conjuncture. 

Eventually, it is the nonsensical humour that provides a collective identity. As one 

informant explained:    

 “I think it’s funny … a lot of jokes and local culture 

are inside these “hard plastic” slangs, and generated the 

strong connections between the people in our generation. 

[…] By using this culture, we are able to treat something 

in an easy attitude, don’t take everything seriously, when 

compared to the other Cantonese speakers in China and 

the older generation in Hong Kong.”  

 

For outsiders or newcomers this communication can be very demanding, as it 

involves an evaluation of the correlation between what is said and what is meant. 

This was also one of my greatest personal challenges to accurately decode group 

conversations that initially felt extremely offensive. One of the Chi Sin Lo members, 
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who previously was not involved in HK Golden communities, admitted that it took 

him time to adjust: 

“When we talk we need to think a lot. To distinguish 

when are they serious and when are they trolling. 

Sometimes we say the opposite from what we have in 

our mind on purpose, like 共产党万岁 [Long live the 

Communist Part] or 我爱中国 [I love China]. But people 

[inside this culture] will know you don’t really mean it.” 

 

In the context of hard plastic, exaggerated support therefore often represents 

disapproval, which makes it difficult for the concerned entities to appropriately 

respond. As such, members of HK Golden – and effectively Chi Sin Lo – have also 

become commentators by pointing out the insufficiencies of local football. In one 

instance, several Facebook fan pages appeared for a club, which has earned a 

reputation for questionable management practices, particularly taking aim at CEO 

Philip Lee, who has been a patron of Hong Kong football for several decades. 

Pretending to be an ultra-fan group that would even “bleed” for their team, they 

regularly post memes or slogans voicing exaggerated support. At one occasion, they 

also organised a stadium visit, during which they pretended to cheer for the team 

while holding up signs that praised the CEO as the father of Hong Kong youth 

development.  
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Figure 7 – Trolling banner during Hong Kong Premier League game 

While many members of Chi Sin Lo are active on HK Golden, the main 

communication within the group is done via messaging apps. The current 

WhatsApp group has more than 160 followers and is used to share and discuss any 

kind of football related news (local or global), plans about future group activities, 

organisation of participants (often in the form of sign-up sheets for different games), 

as well as for circulating memes and sharing news. Generally, the group is very 

active, with several hundred posts every day, but strictly following the practices of 

hard plastic culture. Within this setting, there are also recurring themes – or running 

jokes – with the aim to deceive people, especially new members. Ahead of 

important games, members deliberately spread wrong information about ticket sales, 

venue, or kick-off time by posting old pictures. Some of them would show a long 

queue before Mong Kok Stadium, which were captured for the sold-out game 

between Hong Kong and China in November 2015, while others would pretend that 

the match was about to start one day earlier than actually scheduled.  
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Figure 8 - Old picture that is regularly circulated to mislead others 

Given its ambiguity, hard plastic culture has also become a significant sphere for 

political discourses and when the Hong Kong national team became a seemingly 

legitimate platform for autonomy and self-identification in the wake of the 

Umbrella Movement, Chi Sin Lo articulated the politicized context with football 

fan culture. Although the members usually share the same political standpoints, 

they are acknowledging it as a common ground, but are careful to use it as a defining 

value:  

“It’s just a pure football group representing the 

culture of Golden Forum. We just want to express the 

universal values of our generation. That’s what we want 

to promote. … I think we have similar political stance 

but it’s not the main focus. But if pro-establishment 

candidates wanted to join us, we would not stop them. 

We won’t have political censorship.” 

 

Eventually, it was not just the opportunity for political activism, but also the 

enthusiastic atmosphere during the games that motivated the group to continue with 

their activities. Although only two years have passed since the Hong Kong-China 

game, it is fondly remembered by people who attended in person and often referred 
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to as something they “would still tell their grandchildren” one day. Nevertheless, 

the group had to decide how they could position themselves in the absence of the 

previous China discourse. This started a process that also transformed the 

organisation of Chi Sin Lo.   

Negotiating roles: Fan, activist, consumer? 

When they first started, the group was more or less initiated by two people, 

who came up with the design and persuaded others to join. However, with growing 

membership more people soon got involved and the most active ones started 

building a group of core members that would make decisions collectively.78 For 

instance, if I would ask members for interviews, they would first consult among 

themselves before confirming or denying my request. Generally, any kind of 

important decision would first be thoroughly discussed:  

“We have core members who make all the decisions 

with discussion within the group. We will discuss and 

think about it, for example, on how to make the banners 

good, or something. And we have a lot of different 

opinions and we argue very often. But in the end, the 

outcome is good. This is a democratic process.” 

 

One of the first challenges for Chi Sin Lo was to determine how formal their 

organisation should operate. On the one hand, they wanted to differentiate 

                                                 

78
 Overall, the group is almost exclusively male, though the only active female is also a core member. Given 

the limitations of this project, I was not able to properly address the gender dimension of local football fandom, 

though from my observations both sports-focused HK Golden communities and stadium spectators are 

predominantly male. The ratio of 9:1, based on the data collected by the HKFA, should be an accurate estimate 

of the gender distribution at local football games. To the female fans I talked to at football games, they would 

usually refrain from using foul langue.  
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themselves from the purely positive regime of The Power Of Hong Kong, but at the 

same time they did not want to alienate themselves from the broader fan discourse. 

Hence, they faced the task to bridge between their trolling tactics and public 

recognition that would allow them to communicate effectively. The first obstacle 

was the name itself, as Chi Sin Lo has usually a negative undertone:  

“The official name in Chinese is Chi Sin Lo, but the 

official name in English is Hong Kong Moment. We set 

these different names with purpose. It means ‘Crazy 

guys’ in Chinese. It’s acceptable but some older 

generations might think it’s radical and negative. So we 

pick up a new English name. To contact the FA, we use 

the English name. One is for official use, and one is our 

own use.” 

 

Despite their often critical stand towards the HKFA, the group deemed it as 

important to keep a proper relationship. At the beginning, the association checked 

their flags and banners frequently before entering the stadium, but after a while they 

built up enough trust to allow them in nonetheless. Soon Chi Sin Lo also created 

their own online presence with logo, Facebook page, Instagram account, and 

YouTube channel. There was suddenly a greater ambition behind the project, as the 

core members felt that they could make a contribution to local football and even 

had a certain kind of duty to carry on with their work:  

“Our responsibility is to attract more fans and make 

Hong Kong football more interesting.”    

 

While there were diverse opinions about what exactly should be done, most agreed 

about what they felt was insufficient. Some of the points that were mentioned 

frequently were the lack of promotion by the HKFA, unfavourable media coverage 

that often discredits the integrity of local football, as well as the absence of real star 
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players that could attract a younger and more diverse audience. In response, Chi Sin 

Lo formulated a three-step plan:  

“Make the game attractive, in order to have more 

Audience is stage 1. Stage 2 is to create more 

interactions like chants, jokes, motions to let the 

audience feel the fans have a role in the match, they can 

participate, not only sit and watch. Stage 3 is to create 

our own fan culture, Cantonese, local Hong Kong style.” 

 

During games of the Hong Kong national team, Chi Sin Lo would act as a proper 

fan group, acting separately from The Power of Hong Kong, by contributing their 

own style and own songs. Although they emphasize their differences in approach 

and value, they do not perceive it as a competition, but an alternative offer. The 

ultimate goal – to support the team – is eventually the same, so they still try to 

coordinate their plans between each other. At the same time, Chi Sin Lo did not 

want to act isolated from the weekly matches at the Hong Kong Premier League, as 

they understood football development of local and international stage as reciprocal.  

Reflecting on their own experience at games in Hong Kong, many felt the most 

mesmerizing moments were rather about the atmosphere inside the stadium than 

the quality on the pitch. Some of the members have also travelled overseas and 

attended league games in Japan, China, or Korea, but instead of just imitating their 

songs and rituals – what was already a common practice by other fan clubs in Hong 

Kong – they instead tried to think of ways to record and explain their own 

experiences through videos, which they posted on Facebook and YouTube. In 

addition, they produced content that dissected local football culture by highlighting 

the character of individual players. For one of their most widely shared clip, they 

imitated the stereotypical behaviour of various stars in the Hong Kong Premier 
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League.  

At the same time, they continued materialising memes of the online hard 

plastic culture and eventually turned one of theme into an unofficial mascot. The so 

called Lo Mor (腦魔), an unidentifiable green species, has been a popular emoticon 

among Golden Forum users. Its can be traced back to a mysterious user with the 

same name, who allegedly developed this emoticon. Since then it has appeared as 

a meta-troll in all kind of varieties, especially mocking and adapting the regular 

Golden Forum emoticons and its associated codes. Some people also attributed a 

foot fetish to the Lo Mor, which might be one of the reasons why it was eventually 

associated with football.  

 

Figure 9 - Lo Mor dressed in uniform of the Hong Kong national team (Photo: 

Chi Sin Lo) 

The idea was born when one member took a Lo Mor doll to the stadium. The people 

around him started taking pictures with it and after the game they asked some 

players of the Hong Kong national team to sign it. Coincidentally, Lo Mor became 

the first popularly known HK Golden reference and therefore was widely 

recognized as a tribute:  
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“The HK Golden users found it very funny, because 

it represented their culture and perhaps Hong Kong, at 

least in our generation. So we came up with this idea to 

make Lo Mor a signature of Hong Kong fans.” 

 

 

 

For one of the following games, the group planned to have a real-life Lo Mor 

costume at the game, but the security eventually interfered. Chi Sin Lo tried to seek 

approval afterwards, but the HKFA rejected it as a potentially commercial activity. 

As of now, the copyright status of Lo Mor is not entirely clear, and so it soon was 

utilized for another objective. The group designed a new Lo Mor mascot, wearing 

a shirt that resembled the uniform of the Hong Kong national team, while the actual 

logo of the HKFA was replaced by a rendition of the Lo Mor face. The original text 

of “The Hong Kong Football Association” was substituted with “HKG Lo Mor 

Football Fans Association”.  

  

Figure 10 - "Lo Mor" logo compared to the original HKFA logo 

By selling almost 100 dolls, it also helped Chi Sin Lo to raise funds for their other 

expenses, such as banners and flags. Meanwhile, the group has also designed their 

own fan scarves with the slogan “We are Hong Kong” and sold them online and 

during match games. However, they soon received complaints about being engaged 
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in “commercial activities” and had to register a company to avoid a fine.   

This example helps to illsturate that hard plastic culture has remained Chi Sin 

Lo’s unifying identity and while recognizing that other spectators or fan groups 

might feel occasionally bothered, they understand it as a dual problem: both a lack 

of understanding for their subcultural trolling practices and a dismissal of a 

celebratory use of Cantonese profanity as a form of cultural identity. During the 

World Cup qualifying games against China symbolic and verbal trolling became 

heavily politicized, though the crucial observation is that they were not seen 

redundant once the direct rivalry was absent. While I will discuss the context of the 

match between Hong Kong and China in greater detail during the next chapter, it is 

here where I would like to propose the conceptual triad of 

“activists/trolls/consumers” that has utilized football for the reciprocal articulation 

of multiple fan identities.   

 

Figure 11 - Conceptual triad of fan identity based on ethnographic fieldwork with 

Chi Sin Lo (own figure) 

   The proportional weight of each dimension not only depends on the spatio-

temporal context, but also from which perspective this cultural formation is 
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conceived – either from outside or from within. While this specific triad is not aimed 

on conceptualizing Hong Kong fandom in its totality, or even fan groups in other 

contexts, the model nonetheless aims to break away from binary fan categorizations 

that allow little room for the liminal that often disappear somewhere between the 

“blurred lines”.   

Conclusion 

After establishing the structure and interaction of football as a cultural sub-

field in the previous chapter, the research turned to the ideological and behavioural 

aspects of contemporary local fan culture, which has been widely ignored in public 

discourses of local sports. The theorization of football fan culture has been for many 

years a recurring theme in the sociology of sport, exploring the phenomenon along 

various strands, such as violence, consumerism, media behaviour, empowerment, 

resistance, and socio-economic divides. Arguably, the context of such observations 

and analyses usually presupposes a multi-layered football landscape that is 

spearheaded by a highly commercialized and mediatized product in the form of a 

professional league.   

Hence, Eurocentric fan models tend to differentiate consumer-driven fan 

behaviour and loyalty-oriented identities, suggesting that the commercialization of 

sport has given rise to flaneurs or even post-fans and non-fans, terms that all convey 

a certain sense of negativity. One might suggest that fandom in Hong Kong might 

be comparable with lower division football in Europe, which started attracting 

greater interest by offering a counter-discourse to “modern football”. However, 

such reclamation of an authentic fan experience is part of a binary that in this form 
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does not exist in Hong Kong. European fan models therefore fall short to explain 

contexts of less developed, and often even economically unviable products, and 

where the nature of consumption takes on different meanings.  

The aim of this chapter was therefore to offer first a descriptive account of Hong 

Kong’s fan culture by drawing on a quantitative overview as well as the 

observations during an extensive ethnographic fieldwork. Acknowledging the 

ambiguous definition of “fan”, I put forward three categories – uncles, bona fide 

fans, and bystanders – that have emerged as the most distinct fan communities that 

identify themselves through different approaches towards loyalty, behaviour, and 

history, but nevertheless play an important role for the dynamics and discourses of 

the cultural field which would be rendered invisible in a consumer/loyalty 

taxonomy. While critically reflecting on my own role in the field, the chapter 

eventually described the emergence of a new fan community, Chi Sin Lo, in the 

wake of a highly politicized context during the 2015 World Cup qualifying games, 

but instead of reducing their actions to subversive activism, this ethnographic 

account tried to tell a nuanced story by not only recognizing the subcultural 

practices of hard plastic culture as one of the group’s defining traits, but how the 

objectives and tactics have transformed the community into an advocate for local 

football development. By negotiating between their roles of trolls, activists, and 

consumers, they challenge existing modes of fan support, while reclaiming not just 

football, but also their own right to consume. Instead of a binary-model, I argued 

for a conceptual triad of these different fan identities to highlight their flexibility 

and contingency. Meanwhile, football has become a resource to articulate local 

fandom with a sense of cultural citizenship and to establish a relationship between 
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consumption and the role of citizens. (Zuser 2015) The thrive to improve local 

football from the perspective of a fan, can therefore be described as a civic duty, 

which is also a shared understanding among the previously mentioned uncles, 

bystanders and bona fide fans. Moving away from a repressed understanding of 

subcultures, Stevenson (N. Stevenson 2003, 135) suggests cultural citizenship can 

provide marginalized consumer cultures a new form of identification, while 

offering a liberation from political reduction:  

  “Many marginalized groups have searched for an 

identity through a commercial culture, not only because 

other more ‘political’ avenues have been blocked, but 

because it has come to signify, increasingly within our 

culture, a domain of pleasurability and identification.”  

       (Stevenson N., 2003: 135) 

    

It is from this idea of cultural citizenship that I would eventually like to move 

on to the final chapter of this dissertation, which will rewind the current narrative 

to 2015, when the games between Hong Kong and China injected a temporary 

discourse of national identity and turned local football into a contested arena of 

politics.   
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4 – ONE COUNTRY, TWO TEAMS: POLITICS, 

IDENTITIES, AND RIVALRIES  

The immigration officer examined my passport a bit longer than usual. I had 

experienced diligent personnel before, so I was not too concerned, but when he 

suddenly picked up the phone and called for his supervisor, my calmness quickly 

faded.  

It was September 3rd, 2015, and I was standing at the Shenzhen Bay border 

crossing, ready to enter China with my multiple tourist visa. At night, Hong Kong 

would face the Chinese national football team at Shenzhen’s Bao’an Stadium in the 

qualifying round of the 2018 FIFA World Cup. Only holders of Hong Kong identity 

cards were allowed to purchase so-called away tickets in advance, but once the 

actual sales began, foreign (or literally “outlandish”79) payment methods were not 

permitted. Instead, one’s success very much depended on the ability to activate 

relationships with relatives or acquaintances in China. Luckily, a friend agreed to 

lend me her Alipay account and I managed to purchase two tickets. Just on time, 

because a few hours later the game was sold out. 

Meanwhile at the Shenzhen border, the supervisor arrived at the immigration 

booth, picked up my passport and asked me to follow him. By then, my friend had 

already passed through the gate and was waiting for me on the other side without 

knowing about my whereabouts. I was led to a small room with benches and a table, 

                                                 

79 The online website referred to the allowed payment methods as 内地 (neidi), meaning “inland”.  
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and the officer asked if I could speak Chinese. After considering for a moment what 

I should reply, I denied and was told to sit down and wait. Around 30 minutes passed 

and more travellers – some of them in football attires – underwent the same 

procedure. For every new arrival, the guard reminded us that we were not allowed 

to use our mobile phones. Finally, a female police officer approached me, 

introduced herself and explained that according to Chinese law they had the right 

to further examine my belongings. Together with a colleague, she sifted my small 

bag and skimmed the saved pictures on my camera. But there were no further 

questions and after another five minutes I received my passport and was allowed to 

continue my journey to Shenzhen.  

Once outside the immigration building, we took an Uber, but despite the delay 

at the border we still arrived at the venue too early. The organisers required away 

fans to gather around two hours before kick-off, which is also a standard routine for 

Chinese Super League games whenever two rival clubs are about to square off. 

Although the match was scheduled on a Thursday, the circumstances suggested a 

high turn-out, because the date of September 3rd was officially converted into a one-

off public holiday to commemorate the 70th anniversary of China’s victory over 

Japan in 1945.  

As mentioned earlier, it was a relatively difficult undertaking to obtain tickets 

for that game, so when the 2,560 seats, that were allegedly allocated to away fans, 

were sold out within a few hours, some wondered about the probability, as it seemed 

that the majority of the most loyal Hong Kong fans had missed out.80 While we 

                                                 

80 According to FIFA, the host nation needs to offer at least 8% of the approved capacity to the away team.  
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were waiting for the stadium gates to open, two elderly men told us that they were 

from a village in the Western New Territories and that they had received the tickets 

as a gift. Asked about who they would hope to win tonight, one replied with a smile: 

“It doesn’t matter.”  

The queue started to move and we slowly approached the security staff who 

were in charge of executing rigorous ID checks and bag screenings, assisted by X-

ray machines and metal detectors. Any goods that were deemed dangerous, like 

water bottles or lighters, had to be disposed. Nevertheless, my friend B. still tried 

to carry in two flags, by shoving them deep into his bag, but one officer found them 

nonetheless. He started negotiating and was finally allowed to take in the “Football 

Channel” flag, but he had to surrender the other one, as the guard insisted that the 

words “Chi Sin Lo” were offensive. When we proceeded to the designated stand, 

personnel inside the stadium made sure that all visitors were sitting on their 

assigned seats, leaving the visible Hong Kong fans, who wore red shirts and other 

official merchandise, widely dispersed. Quietly, we started swapping tickets with 

visitors around us, who did not seem to bother about where they would sit. 

Gradually, we moved closer together and eventually formed an almost unified fan 

bloc. When the anthem started, everyone in that area was standing quietly for the 

duration of the song to the disappointment of the present journalists. A few minutes 

later the game finally started.  

If asked before the game about the expected outcome, very few would have 

dared to predict anything else than a defeat for Hong Kong, but when the team 

managed to keep a nil-nil for more than 60 minutes – with Fortuna clearly on their 

side – the miracle seemed suddenly in reach. The ecstatic moments after the final 
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whistle, which marked a goalless draw between Hong Kong and China, can hardly 

be described on paper. We celebrated the result as if we would have just won the 

decisive cup final, jumping, screaming, laughing, and crying – all at the same time. 

My friend quickly took the “Football Channel” flag out of his bag, but a few seconds 

later a plainclothes police officer pulled it out of his hands. After we had left the 

stadium, we boarded a bus, which was organised by the fan club. Inside the vehicle 

the chanting and clapping continued and some of us waved to pedestrians or pressed 

their Hong Kong scarves against the window. This time there was no further delay 

at the border and for the rest of the commute we kept talking about the unreal 

experience, while sending pictures to various WhatsApp groups, slowly realizing 

that we have witnessed a historic moment.  

 

The fourth and final chapter aims to finally address the omnipresent national 

question that has been hovering over this research from the very beginning. As such 

it is arguably not detached from the previous discussions on history, institution, and 

fandom, which provided the necessary context to properly understand the 

appropriation and use of football in a politicized arena. However, by eventually 

zooming into the complexities of the Hong Kong-China games in 2015, I try to 

avoid a one-dimensional account, which would understand sport purely as a vehicle 

for political sentiments. Instead, I aim to explain how various agents in this cultural 

field have been involved in the process of politicization and depoliticization that 

culminated in a highly agitated, but also highly controlled encounter.  

First, the chapter will discuss the intersections of sports, politics, and 

nationalism, while acknowledging various case studies on football rivalries in so-
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called stateless or internal nations. The intention of this approach is to relativize the 

particularity of Hong Kong’s struggle over national identity within the international 

regime of sports governance. The chapter will then move on to provide an overview 

of the actors, events and discourses that have shaped the conduct, representation, 

and perception of the games, which I attended as a member of Chi Sin Lo. The auto-

ethnographic preamble laid out my trip to Shenzhen and served as a documentation 

of what turned out to be highly exclusive experience for away fans. Within the 

chapter itself, I will focus on the Hong Kong-China game on November 17th, as 

well as the lead-in and aftermath, which were accompanied by several controversies, 

including the so-called poster incident, a feud between players, interference in 

venue selection, and the denial of public support. This will be followed by a detailed 

description of behaviour, practices, and regulation inside the stadium, before the 

focus will shift to the wider implications of this game, in particular by discussing 

two domains: First, I will discuss how the phenomenon of naturalized players has 

destabilized notions of Chineseness and Hong Kongness, particularly through their 

temporary mobility across two sporting regimes, and second, I will look at the 

recent encounter between Eastern Sports Club and Guangzhou Evergrande in the 

Asian Champions League to provide further insight into the on-going politicization 

of regional rivalries.  

Intra-National Rivalries 

Sport has been heavily utilized in identity politics, and as such it played a 

crucial role in society when it comes to the construction of class, masculinity, and 

nationality. (Bairner 2001) Probably the most commonly used concept in framing 
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national identity in sports and football is Benedict Anderson’s (1991) Imagined 

Communities. (Giulianotti 1999) However, as Ghassan Hage (2016) argued during 

a recent keynote speech in front of postgraduate students, it has also become a 

convenient excuse for not doing fieldwork in the actual communities and relying 

on assumptions instead of actual evidence.  

The emergence and rise of modern nation states is usually closely tied to the 

careful construction of an official narrative that connects an ethnic, racial, political, 

and territorial legitimacy to values of achievement, success, founding myths and 

heroism. But as Bairner (2001, 5) pointed out:  

“When we are confronted by myths of national 

sporting traditions, it is important that we recognize 

that the myths are not bad simply by virtue of their 

being myths. … [W]e would also do well to examine 

the precise ways in which these myths are used and 

with what ramifications.” 

 

Cultural policy has played a crucial part in the manifestation and dissemination of 

these official histories, and sports events have provided a continuous platform to 

invest in, perform, and summon a collective identity through competition with other 

nations. (Allison 2002)  

In the study of sport, nationalism has been especially investigated in two main 

areas: first, how sport has been used as tool for international relations, and second 

how the globalization of sport has affected national identity discourses throughout 

history. Some scholars suggested that the proliferation of an increasingly 

homogenous global sporting culture would mitigate nationalist tendencies in sport, 

however, since then, both sociology and cultural studies were united in their agenda 

to challenge uni-directional theories of cultural imperialism, Americanization, and 
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McDonaldization. Instead, they pointed to the specificity of relationships between 

national identity and sport, which remains to be “contested terrain”. (Bairner 2001, 

18–20) 

What makes the case of Hong Kong so peculiar and paradox is that sport has 

created a space that de facto recognizes Hong Kong as a nation-like entity, which 

is responsible for its own sporting achievements. As such it reinforces the imagery 

of an autonomous region that can face China still at eye-level, which arguably leads 

to controversial optics in the current conjuncture. In the field of political sciences, 

Hong Kong would occasionally be conceptualized as “stateless nation”, “internal 

nation” or “nation without state” that has reached the point of “successful 

accommodation” by giving up on complete self-determination for a certain degree 

of constitutional autonomy. (Chouinard 2016, 63–64) With the Basic Law, China 

has provided Hong Kong with a meticulously defined set of rules under the “one 

country, two systems” framework, that was also meant to become a model for a 

potential future reunion with Taiwan. While foreign affairs and national defense 

remain in the hands of the central government in Beijing, cultural autonomy is 

fostered through an “institutional completeness” by letting local authorities be “in 

charge of social and cultural institutions […] which reveals the group’s capacity to 

manage its ‘boundaries of identity’” (Landry, Forgues, and Traisnel 2010, 99; cited 

in Chouinard 2016, 63) Nevertheless, in the context of stateless nations sport is not 

just a tool for disseminating and reinforcing top-down nationalism, but often still 

has the capacity to provide “a vehicle for the expression of alternative visions of 

the nation” (Bairner 2001, 18) that might counteract the official narratives.   

In the global spectrum of football, there are arguably several cases that are 
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similar to Hong Kong. Scotland, Wales, England, and Northern Ireland are each 

autonomous FIFA members, although they compete under the British flag at the 

Olympic Games. Other examples are Faroe Islands (Denmark), Gibraltar (England), 

and of course Macau (China), all of which have their own national teams without 

being an independent country. Arguably, their situation is different from Kosovo, 

Chinese Taipei, and Palestine whose status of an independent nation state is not 

universally recognized, but who were still accepted into FIFA nonetheless.81  In 

addition, there are also national minorities who are limited to articulate their identity 

politics through regional clubs, such as Basques, Catalans, and Andalusians in 

Western Europe, Kurds in Turkey, Syria, and Iraq, or Quebecois in Canada. 

(Minahan 2016) Research in this area has been mainly focused on intra-national 

rivalries (Armstrong and Giulianotti 2001), and although case studies describe 

fascinating accounts of identity politics in the Spanish Basque country (Walton 

2001), Mexico (Magazine 2001), Yemen (T. B. Stevenson and Alaug 2001), and 

Australia (Hay 2001), most of them fail to go beyond a descriptive account and to 

                                                 

81 The are other cases, especially with regards to US American, British, French, and Dutch overseas territories. 

Guam, American Samoa, US Virgin Islands, and Puerto Rico, although politically affiliated with the US, have 

their own national sports associations. In addition, the US territory of Northern Marina Islands takes part in 

AFC competitions, but not on international level. Anguilla, British Virgin Islands, Bermuda, Cayman Islands, 

Montserrat and the Turks and Caicos Islands, while considered British territory, are autonomous members of 

CONCACAF. Gibraltar in Europe, which is part of the United Kingdom, has joined UEFA with its own national 

football team in 2013 and FIFA in 2016. The Dutch island nations of Aruba and Curacao also compete within 

CONCACAF, while French Tahiti and New Caledonia are part of the Oceanian Football Confederation. French 

territories in the Caribbean such as Martinique, French Guiana, Saint Martin, and Guadeloupe have national 

teams inside CONCACAF, but not FIFA. The same applies to Dutch Sint Marteen and Bonaire. In Africa, 

Zanzibar is member of the CFA, but has no representation on FIFA level, while Reunion is only an associate 

member of the continental confederation. In addition, independent states such as Micronesia, Monaco, Vatican 

City, Palau, and Nauru have their own national football teams, but are not associated with FIFA or other regional 

football federations. However, they might appear in other tournaments, including the Olympic Games. In the 

region of Oceania, Niue, Kiribati and Tuvalu are associate members of the OFC, but have never participated in 

official tournaments and are also not part of FIFA. The Cook Islands, although in a so-called “free association” 

with the state of New Zealand, field their own national team in both OFC and FIFA.   
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contextualize these football experiences within the specific conjuncture. 82 

Arguably, the case of the Hong Kong and China falls somewhere between these two 

domains of international and intra-national rivalries. While their confrontations 

usually involve the processes of othering, localism, and authenticity (which are also 

typical for intra-national club derbies elsewhere), the rare encounters have hindered 

the development of ritualized antagonism. Or in other words: They play so 

infrequently against each other that the spectators have had no chance to cultivate 

a sophisticated sporting opponency. The first time the national teams of China and 

Hong Kong officially played against each other was in 1975 at the Government 

Stadium in So Kon Po (now Hong Kong Stadium), after the HKFA had successfully 

lobbied the AFC for allowing China’s participation in the Asian Cup qualifiers. 

Altogether, over the last 43 years both sides only met eleven times in competitive 

tournaments (recognized by either FIFA or AFC), of which seven took place in 

Hong Kong, and four in China. Only five of these fixtures happened within the last 

21 years (1995-2017).83 Therefore, the games in 2015 were for many the first time 

to actively witness this constellation, with no previous experiences on how to 

approach such historical rivalry as a spectator.   

However, at the same time, the framework of an international rivalry is also not 

entirely coherent. While football might occasionally evoke what Billig (1995) 

called “banal nationalism”, suggesting sports is merely a vehicle for expressing 

national identities which are constantly reproduced in society. In other words, it is 

                                                 

82 This might explain to some extent the frustration in the relationship between cultural studies and sports. 
83 You can find a full list of all games between Hong Kong and China in the Annex of this dissertation, which 

includes friendly games and semi-official tournaments. The list also excludes competitions in which countries 

do not field the senior team, such as the Asian Games or East Asian Games.  
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not football itself that invokes nationalism, but it can be used as a resource to 

reinforce the common values of a community (imagined or not). Hence, for teams 

of contested countries, such as Kosovo, Palestine, or Chinese Taipei, international 

sports competitions have become an important instrument for a not universally 

recognized national identity. In contrast, the national difference of Hong Kong and 

Macau, which are merely special administrative regions, has to be constantly 

downplayed during direct encounters with the “real” nation. The most symbolic act 

of this depoliticization process is the shared use of the Chinese national anthem, 

suggesting that all involved opponents represent the same country and either 

outcome would be a beneficial result. However, the harmonization of these intra-

national rivalries has not been able to erase notions of difference that are an 

inevitable by-product of competition.84  

It is here where I would like to underpin the concept of rivalry with the notion 

of opponency. To understand football as a culture means that one also recognizes 

need for opposition. In fact, modern sport is not about succeeding, but about 

winning, which means that during the competition the opponents engage in a 

relation of reciprocity, in which one’s success is the other one’s defeat. In the case 

of rivalry, this antagonism becomes less abstract, and “may account for the intensity 

and longevity … in which self and other get tangled together inextricably”.  

(Connor 2011, 186–94) Following Freud’s idea of the narcissism of minor 

                                                 

84 Arguably, there are at least two more instances in the world that share a similar setting of shared national 

anthems: Whenever Northern Ireland plays against England, both national teams use “God Save The Queen”, 

which is then only played one time before the match. Scotland and Wales, however, chose different hymns. In 

another instance, Greece and Cyprus will play their common “Hymn to Liberty” before football games, which 

happened for the last time as recently as 2016.   
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differences”, the biggest rivals are usually the ones most similar to each other, 

which is also suggested by the word rival itself, which refers to someone living 

opposite of the river. (Connor 2011, 194) The rivalry of Hong Kong and China is 

therefore not just a matter of political contingency, but has been the product of the 

historical and cultural development of two similar, side-by-side football cultures.  

Controversial posters and unsung anthems  

The games between Hong Kong and China not only happened during the 

political aftermath of the Umbrella Movement, but also a short time after the 

Legislative Council failed to pass the reform proposal for the electoral framework 

of universal suffrage, which was widely interpreted as defeat for the pro-

establishment camp. But the politicization of the rivalry even started before this 

latest development, when a poster campaign of the Chinese Football Association 

(CFA) sparked a public debate over an allegedly racist rendering of the Hong Kong 

national team. To promote their upcoming games, the CFA commissioned three 

designs that would introduce the qualities of their contestants, Hong Kong, 

Maldives, and Bhutan. Each poster started with the headline “Don’t underestimate 

the opponent”, followed by short description on the specific strength of each team. 

Bhutan, for instance, was introduced as featuring a pilot in their squad, Qatar were 

described as accommodating many naturalized players, and Maldives were said to 

believe that they could defeat China. In the case of Hong Kong, the poster read: 

“The players of this football team have black, yellow, and white skin. Such a diverse 
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team, better be prepared!”85  

 

   

Figure 12 - CFA Poster Campaign in 2015 (Hong Kong, Bhutan, Qatar, Maldives) 

Once published, the posters immediately caused a significant backlash, with some 

commentators and fans accusing the CFA to spread racist values. Several players of 

the Hong Kong national team also commented on the choice of words, but were 

mainly bemused rather than agitated. (SCMP 2015a) Later, the CFA tried to clarify 

its intention and argued that the poster just acknowledged the diversity and 

cosmopolitanism of Hong Kong, but eventually it decided to recall the campaign. 

Soon after, the HKFA responded with its own poster that imitated the style and 

wording of the original, but changed the sentence to:  

“It is not good to be looked down on. Our team has 

black skin, yellow skin, white skin, and the goal is to 

fight back for Hong Kong. You are Hong Konger, you 

need to support us!”  

                                                 

85 While Hong Kong was described as “diverse”, the CFA used the adjective “wealthy” for Qatar and “proud, 

yet frail” for Maldives.  
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Figure 13 - HKFA responds to CFA poster campaign 

The entire incident only happened a few days before Hong Kong had their first 

home game in the World Cup qualifying round against Bhutan on June 11th, which 

also became the first time that spectators in Mong Kok Stadium booed the Chinese 

national anthem. Several newspaper articles have claimed that this was a direct 

response to the CFA posters, but for some of the fans it was more than this: 

“The result would have been the same. But the poster 

was the last straw. [On that day] we formed a 

Hongkongese belonging. So we think the Chinese 

national anthem is not representing us, and also our 

national team.” (Interview C, 2017) 

 

Ahead of the following game against Maldives on June 16th, the HKFA urged 

spectators to refrain from booing as it could lead to repercussions from FIFA, but 

also because it would be disrespectful towards the players of the own national team. 

Nevertheless, a significant part of the attendees booed the “March of the Volunteers” 

again. Meanwhile, these incidents were also discussed on Chinese social media, 

where many Weibo users condemned the behaviour.  

At the beginning of July, the football association received a letter from FIFA 
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that stated that the fan conduct had violated FIFA’s Disciplinary Code, and if similar 

events would not be avoided in the future, the HKFA could be sanctioned. (FIFA 

2015) Despite debates among fan groups to refrain from this practice, as it could 

have negative consequences for the team, spectators again booed the national 

anthem on September 8th, when Hong Kong hosted Qatar. Originally, the HKFA 

issued a statement in which it praised the fans on that day and that it would be 

disappointing if FIFA would impose a fine due to a “small minority of fans”, but 

just a few days later the HKFA was handed down a fine of HK$ 40,100 (the 

equivalent of 5,000 Swiss Francs), accompanied with a warning that severe 

punishment would follow if similar incidents would continue to occur.  

History, loyalties, and player feuds  

The actual draw for the 2018 World Cup qualifying round took place on April 

14th, 2015, at the AFC headquarters in Kuala Lumpur. This happened just four 

months after the end of the Umbrella Movement and the prospects of Hong Kong 

facing China in a competitive FIFA-sanctioned tournament triggered different 

responses. Coincidentally, the draw also marked another historical reference, as it 

was the 30th anniversary of the May 19th incident when Hong Kong beat China 

unexpectedly 2-1 at Beijing’s Workers Stadium, leading to riots in the nearby 

embassy area and the deployment of the People’s Liberation Army to restore order.  

The games in 2015 also marked the first time in eleven years that the two senior 

national teams would have faced each other again in a competitive environment. 

The last time this happened was in 2004 for the 2006 World Cup qualifiers. Back 

then Hong Kong lost to China 0-1 in their first game, and were eventually defeated 
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0-7 away at Guangzhou’s Tianhe Stadium. Hopes were high for the Chinese 

national team to qualify again for the World Cup after their 2002 appearance in 

Japan and South Korea, so the games received a considerable amount of media 

attention. The home game was hosted at Siu Sai Wan Sports Ground on March 31st, 

2004, with tickets priced at HK$ 180 for adults and HK$ 40 for students and seniors. 

Eventually, around 9,200 people attended and witnessed a reportedly “fantastic 

atmosphere” of an audience that supported both sides. (SCMP 2004b; SCMP 2004c) 

Just a few days before the game it was announced that the Standing Committee of 

the National People’s Congress would interpret provisions of the Basic Law 

regarding the process of democratic reforms for the election of the Chief Executive. 

Interestingly, this specific political context was not attached to the game and 

dissenting voices were not expressed inside the stadium. Still, “patriotism” became 

a key question in the grand narrative of this rare confrontation, although it was 

articulated differently across the generations. Kwok Ka-ming, who was one of the 

Hong Kong players in the 1985 victory over China, saw it as an opportunity “to 

show real love for the motherland”, as this would be the best way to expose the 

weaknesses of Chinese football and hence to contribute to its improvement. (SCMP 

2004a) For some of the younger team members, however, it was the pride of 

representing Hong Kong what counted most, so it would not matter who the 

opponents were. (SCMP 2004b)  

 Eleven years later, it was not just the rivalry that resonated with the local 

audience, but also the overall performance of the Hong Kong national team.  

Despite the recurring booing incidents, Hong Kong’s match against Qatar in 

September was widely perceived as a positive exhibit of local values. The team 
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eventually lost 2-3, but with two goals in the last ten minutes it instigated a sense 

of pride, which also inspired government officials to comment on the performance. 

Leung Chun-ying, then Chief Executive of Hong Kong, praised the team for their 

“Lion Rock Spirit”, a term that had recently been reappropriated during the 

Umbrella Movement. Similarly, Finance Secretary John Tsang, who followed the 

game from inside the stadium, described it as a defining moment for his belief in 

Hong Kong, even several months after:   

"We lost the game, but the never-say-die spirit that 

they exhibited won the hearts of our city. To Hong 

Kong, this very match has taken on a significance 

beyond victory and defeat. It has led me to believe 

that, with our love for Hong Kong, we are able to 

overcome any challenge ahead of us, no matter how 

difficult it is".86 

 

However, Hong Kong’s defeat to Qatar happened merely five days after the historic 

goalless draw with China at Shenzhen’s Bao’an Stadium, which did not receive 

similar responses. The reluctance to show strong affiliations became even more 

apparent during the lead-up for the Hong Kong-China game. On the day of the 

match, Chief Executive Leung Chun-ying was asked by journalists at the APEC 

forum in Manila which team he would support, but he reportedly evaded the 

questions, and referred to the game as “nothing special” while pointing out his split 

loyalty:  

"As a Hongkonger and as a Chinese, I support our fellow 

Hong Kong teammates as well as the sport development 

of our country." (SCMP 2015e)  

 

                                                 

86 John Tsang included this statement in his budget address in the Legislative Council in February 2016. 

http://news.rthk.hk/rthk/en/component/k2/1244160-20160224.htm 
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Chinese-language newspaper Apple Daily sent out requests to various government 

officials to ask about their affiliation, but only civil service secretary Clement 

Cheung Wan-ching replied, who declared that he would “support both teams”. 

(HKFP 2015) The reluctance among politicians to publicly support the Hong Kong 

national team ahead of the crucial qualifying game was also criticized by the HKFA, 

whose chairman Brian Leung complaint that government officials should support 

the local team outside of any political considerations, as it would have a negative 

effect on the game: 

“A football match is no more than a football match, 

there is no need to think too much about it.” (HKEJ 2015) 

 

 

Arguably, the attempt to depoliticize the game by suggesting dual loyalties or 

overall indifference, confirmed that the football match was widely suspected to 

become a political arena, requiring careful considerations about personal 

allegiances.  

Meanwhile, as concerns over the game were rising, the first imageries appeared 

on potential scenarios, even suggesting the threat of hooliganism, which has never 

occurred at international games in Hong Kong before. One political commentator, 

Joseph Lian Yi-zheng, warned that the football match could provoke clashes 

between Mainland fans and Hong Kong localists, believing that the exaggerated 

tones on both sides could easily translate into violence. Comparing the current 

situation with the May 19 incident in 1985, Lian (2015) argued:   

“Hong Kong-China relations were very good at that 

time, and the clashes were caused by mainland football 

fans’ dissatisfaction with the Chinese national football 

team. But today’s relations between Hong Kong and 

mainland Chinese civil society and politics have 
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deteriorated to the extreme. If mainland football 

fans moved southward in large number to fill the football 

pitch, their Great Chinese mentality would be meeting 

the heightened ‘anti-locust’ sentiment among Hong 

Kong football fans. With the Global Times and other 

leftist newspapers taking the opportunity to 

provoke both sides, any verbal disputes could lead to 

large-scale, bloody conflicts. […] The inevitable 

consequence of such conflicts is that the ’90-minute pro-

localism camp’ inside the pitch would become 

permanently pro-localism. Outside, local consciousness 

and the sentiment of separating from the north would be 

a hundred times stronger.” 

 

Despite the politicization of the public discourse, the players of the Hong Kong 

national team have mainly refrained from sharing their personal views on the game. 

However, this changed when goalkeeper Yapp Hung Fai made an accusation against 

Chinese captain Zheng Zhi. Posting on his Instagram account within hours after the 

0-0 draw in Shenzhen, Yapp said that Zheng had called him a “dog” during the game 

and also spat at him while he was lying on the ground. While Zheng was denying 

the accusations, the incident caused significant public outrage among fans in Hong 

Kong who singled out the Chinese captain with abusive memes and chants. Inspired 

by hard plastic culture, anonymous users produced a Cantonese slang card, that 

imitated the previously popular card box series “Picture cards of trendy expressions 

in Hong Kong Cantonese”.87  

                                                 

87 Although Zheng Zhi was born in Liaoning, he has captained Guangzhou Evergrande since 2010 and 

therefore also speaks Cantonese fluently. Abuse directed at him was therefore also predominantly in 

Cantonese.  
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Figure 14 - Slang card calling Chinese captain Zheng Zhi on9 (stupid) 

While these incidents have further aggravated the politicization of the upcoming 

game, it was the site of the match itself that caused the biggest controversy. While 

some works in recent years offered macro-perspectives on Hong Kong’s identity 

politics in international sports competitions (Bridges 2013; Bridges 2016; G. Ho 

and Bairner 2012), the analyses usually did not go beyond the popular reception of 

large scale events. Therefore, I would like to draw from my auto-ethnographic 

fieldwork as well as participant observation during this time, to give a full account 

on how the political context impacted the event so-to-say “on the ground”. 

Stadium: The (De-)Politicization of Space  

 Shortly after the final schedule for the fixture had been confirmed, the main 

concern regarded the possible venue. From the beginning, the HKFA anticipated to 

hold the game at Hong Kong Stadium, which could accommodate up to 40,000 

visitors, however, it still had to wait for confirmation from the Leisure and Cultural 

Services Department. When ticket arrangements were announced on May 21st, the 

venue for the game against China was still listed as “to be confirmed”, while the 

other matches were scheduled at Mong Kok Stadium. Tickets were priced at 
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HK$ 150 for adults and HK$50 for seniors and students. In contrast, Additionally, 

the FA offered up to 1,000 packages for HK$ 440 that included all four home games, 

signalling that they still counted on a significantly bigger crowd for the match 

against China. However, the decision was once again delayed, as the turf renovation 

at Hong Kong Stadium was still on-going. Later it was revealed that the Hong Kong 

Rugby Union had also applied for stadium usage to host the Asian Olympic Games 

qualifiers at the same venue on November 7th and 8th. Subsequently, the LCSD 

expressed concern that the newly laid turf would not be able to recover on time for 

the football game. Meanwhile, the CEO of the football association expressed his 

disappointment and confirmed that the internal consultations of the government 

also involved the police to assess security risks. Allegedly there have been concerns 

that the location of the stadium, which only has one main entrance, could become 

problematic for separating hostile fan groups.     

Despite several requests by the HKFA, the LCSD postponed the decision until 

October 8th, roughly 40 days before the match, confirming that only the rugby event 

could be held at Hong Kong Stadium due to the current pitch conditions. At the end 

of September, when a decision appeared to be imminent, the football association 

published a statement in which it detailed the unanswered booking inquiries, 

starting from January 2015, questioning that the decision was not based on the usual 

“first come, first served” principle. The considerably smaller venue would also 

cause an approximate loss of HK$ 4 million of missed revenue, with up to 33,000 

people being deprived of the opportunity to watch the game live inside the stadium. 

(Cheng 2015) FIFA guidelines demand that away teams should receive at least 8% 

of the saleable tickets to sell to their own fans, which translated to approximately 
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500 seats at Mong Kok Stadium.88  A small section of around 200 seats would 

remain empty to create a buffer zone between the supporter groups. Given the 

existing fan packages that were valid for all games, the HKFA could eventually only 

sell another 4,000 tickets from November 4th onwards. Around 150 people camped 

outside the venue to be the first in line to buy, while others tried their luck via an 

online platform, which collapsed under the high demand within ten minutes. By 

noon of November 4th all tickets were sold. To obtain them, successful buyers had 

to pick them up in person at the stadium and present a valid Hong Kong identity 

card to prevent supporters from mainland China to sit in the home sector.89  

On the match day itself, fans queued up as early as 17:30, two and a half hours 

before the scheduled kick-off. The line started at the stadium entrance in Flower 

Market Road, then turned back into Flower Market Path, and from there stretched 

all the way to Boundary Street. The organisers recommended fans to arrive early, 

as the football association implemented rigorous ID checks and bag screenings. 

(SCMP 2015d) The seating arrangement inside the stadium was free, so the most 

loyal supporters tried to arrive early to get the preferred seats. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, the game became the first occasion for Chi Sin Lo to separate 

spatially from The Power of Hong Kong. The latter had a designated “cheering 

                                                 

88 The eventual number is not based on the maximum capacity of the venue, but the seats that are eventually 

opened by the football association. For the game in Shenzhen, which took place in Bao’an Stadium, only 80% 

of the 40,000 seats were made available for sales, which lowered the actual capacity to 32,000. Therefore, the 

Hong Kong Football Association allegedly received 2,560 tickets. However, the HKFA was not entrusted to 

sell the tickets directly, instead they were sold via a China-based ticket agency. (SCMP 2015b)   
89

 Arguably, the intention to use the smaller stadium in Hong Kong to minimise the risk for conflicts and 

political activism was not a successful strategy. With most of the ticket sales being processed online, the 

proportion of young people among roughly 6,000 spectators was relatively high. At the same time, although 

small in size, the noise-level at a sold out stadium can still have a higher impact than a half-full high capacity 

venue.   
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area”, approved by the Hong Kong Football Association at stands 31 and 32. 

However, Chi Sin Lo opted to move instead to stand 28, which was closest to the 

away fans, which gathered at stands 22 to 26. The buffer zone in between, stand 27, 

was covered with red sheets and was guarded by private security personnel on each 

side.  

Fan Conduct: 90 minutes of abuse  

Roughly 20 meters separated the home and away fans on that day. The Chinese 

Football Association handed the allocated tickets to the official fan club, named 

“Chinese Football Fans Association of Team Dragon”, which supports the national 

team at every occasion.90 To avoid unnecessary confrontations, local police had 

made arrangements for a separate entrance that day and ordered them to arrive early, 

so they were already inside the stadium when the gates opened to the general public. 

The group mainly consisted of middle-aged men who were wearing the same red t-

shirts, with the name of the Chinese fan club printed in white letters on the chest.91 

They were also equipped with Chinese flags in different sizes as well as bandanas 

and scarves that read “China, add oil!”.92 Once the Hong Kong fans arrived, some 

started shouting abuse in Cantonese, sometimes using the same rhythm of the 

common “We are Hong Kong!” chant, but replacing the words with “Diu lei lou 

                                                 

90 Some social media messages alleged that the tickets of other Chinese support groups, e.g. from 

Guangzhou, were eventually cancelled by the Chinese Football Association.  
91 Chinese name:龙之队 
92 The scarves read 中国加油 (white on red), while the bandanas were printed with 中国队加油 (yellow 

on red).  
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mou!” 93  The response from the away fans was rather restrained, with few 

individuals shouting back, laughing, or waving. Prior to the game, a local 

newspaper distributed paper masks outside the stadium, showing the faces of 

different Hong Kong players such as Jaimes McKee, Alex Akande, as well as head 

coach Kim Pan-gon. Given the context, some fans later utilized these masks to keep 

their anonymity while engaging in possibly controversial practices.  

In the days before the game, different plans circulated in online communities 

and social media, which suggested certain behaviour and preparations to visitors. 

Following the previous fines and warnings from FIFA regarding the booing during 

the national anthem, some groups suggested to hold up signs instead with “BOO” 

written on them.94 The Power of Hong Kong encouraged their fans to focus on 

“positive support” and to chant “We are Hong Kong” during the anthem instead of 

booing it. Other fan communities intended to use this occasion for political 

statements and prepared different props, including banners and papers with slogans 

such as “Hong Kong is not China”. As it would have required approval from the 

HKFA beforehand, the objects had to be smuggled in, hidden in bags and shirts. 

The fans also called for collective abuse against the Chinese team captain, Zheng 

Zhi, who allegedly called the Hong Kong goalkeeper Yapp Hung-fai a dog during 

the previous game in Shenzhen. Therefore, whenever Zheng would take control of 

the ball, the audience was encouraged to jeer and shout repeatedly “gau”, the 

Cantonese term for dog. The fans seated in and around stand 28 were instrumental 

                                                 

93 This is by far the most common swearword in Hong Kong, on and off football grounds. It literally 

translates as “Fuck your mother!” (屌你老媽). 
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in intonating and starting such chants, with spectators across the stadium partly 

joining in. Members of the Power of Hong Kong usually restrained to focus on 

singing their own tunes to support the team, which have been briefly discussed in 

the previous chapter.  

 With the kick-off scheduled for 8 pm approaching, local and international 

media prepared to capture the fan conduct during the Chinese national anthem, the 

“March of the Volunteers”, which would only be played one time as it represented 

both of the opposing teams. It was also not known how the anthem would be 

broadcast on live TV, as the game was shown both in Hong Kong and China, 

including the state-owned sports channel CCTV5. However, the schedule was 

suddenly changed. A few days prior to the game, a serious terror incident took place 

in France. With dozens of international football matches being scheduled for the 

same week, most of the national associations decided to pay tribute to the victims 

before kick-off. Such a commemoration was also planned in Hong Kong. Ten 

minutes before kick-off the referee guided both the onto the pitch, with the flags of 

the two teams being put in place on each side. With the beginning of the national 

anthem, a major part of the spectators started booing the anthem, while other fan 

groups resorted to chant “We are Hong Kong”. In the central area of the stand, 

supporters started to unfold two “Hong Kong is not China” banner, as well as A4 

papers, resulting in the same slogan when put together. Meanwhile, the Chinese 

fans across the buffer zone sang the lyrics of the “March of the Volunteers”.95 The 

                                                 

95 It should be pointed out that the players of the Hong Kong national team usually refrain from singing the 

anthem.  
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anthem was then followed by a minute of silence for the terror victims in Paris, but 

once finished there were still several minutes left until the scheduled kick-off, so 

the referee ordered the teams to continue with warm-up practice on the field. Given 

the changed schedule, the live feed in both Hong Kong and Mainland did not cover 

the national anthem, which is usually a crucial part of any football coverage. 

Therefore, there was no official recording of the incident. The videos, which were 

later shared online, were taken either by spectators or other news organizations that 

were present at the game.96  

The reason for giving such detailed accounts of declarations of support, venue 

management, policing, and fan conduct, is to question the dominant discourse that 

football has been merely appropriated for political purposes. Instead, resorting to a 

“politics of detail”, the occasion of Hong Kong and China facing each other in the 

World Cup qualifiers can also be used to expose, visualize, and understand the 

current conjuncture of this particular place. Eventually, it also brings together the 

three previous themes of historical narratives, sports policy, and fan discourses, 

which altogether construct the cultural product of a football game. Hence, I argue 

that if conclusions solely focus on the macro-political perspectives and do not 

attempt to conceptualize local football as culture, they are prone to false 

equivalences that draw either on (Western) imageries of hooliganism and the 

subversive tendency of football fandom.  

In August 2017, the government announced that a new national law that 

                                                 

96 Two months later, in January 2016, FIFA announced that the Hong Kong Football Association would be 

fined 10,000 Swiss Francs (roughly HK$ 81,000) for “improper conduct among the supporters” and warned 

that harsher penalties would follow if the booing continues. Although jeering still occurs during the national 

anthem since then, no further fines have been given as of now. (SCMP 2016) 
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prevents the “rampant abuse” of the Chinese anthem will be expanded to Hong 

Kong, raising speculations that booing or jeering during the “March of the 

Volunteers” would be an illegal act in the future.  

 As previously mentioned, this dissertation wants to avoid an isolated analysis 

of the China-Hong Kong game. Therefore, the following part will focus on two 

discourses that have since then opened up debates concerning the naturalization of 

players and the ongoing politicization of regional rivalries.   

Say yes to Chineseness?  

When Hong Kong played against China on November 17th, 2015, seven of the 

eleven players were not born in the city. Only Yapp Hung Fai, Lee Chi Ho, Leung 

Chun Pong, and Cheung Kin Fung were considered locals, whereas the majority 

attained their passports through a so-called naturalization process: Festus Baise 

(Nigeria), Jean-Jacques Kilama (Cameroon), Paulinho (Brazil), Sandro (Brazil), 

Jack Sealy (England), Bai He (China) and Jaimes McKee (England) all decided to 

revoke their own nationality and instead become Chinese nationals through their 

permanent Hong Kong residency. Altogether, there are currently 17 naturalized 

players who regularly play for the national team, and the number is expected to 

increase further over the next few months.97 While the composition of the national 

team has become a controversial topic for HKFA’s sustainable football 

                                                 

97 This includes Godfred Karikari (Ghana), Helio (Brazil), Roberto Affonso Jr. (Brazil), Chris Annan 

(Ghana), Andy Russell (England), Paul Olivier Ngue (Cameroon), Ju Yingzhi (China), Xu Deshuai (China), 

Huang Yang (China), and Wang Zhenpeng (China). Three more players – Dani Cancela (Spain), Fernando 

Recio (Spain), and Michel Clayton (Brazil) – are expected to receive their passports within the next year, 

which would bring the total number to 20.  
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development strategies, it also has been widely accepted as the only feasible 

solution to overcome the structural weaknesses of previous youth work, which 

would take at least one decade to be fully remedied. Although the rise of non-local 

players to represent Hong Kong has been seen critical, it was in particular the poster 

incident that became a catalyst for defending the current status based on the city’s 

cosmopolitan values. Lawrence Ho and Andy Chiu (2017) conducted an extensive 

investigation on how online forum users discussed the issue of naturalization, 

suggesting the collision of several competing discourses over the criteria that would 

constitute Hong Kongness. As foreigners can only apply for citizenship after having 

continuously lived in the city for at least seven years, some suggested that they 

would have had “adapted Hong Kong’s culture and way of living” by then, while 

others resorted to an ethno-symbolist approach in which the acquisition of a Hong 

Kong identity would require profound proficiency in language and culture. (L. K.-

K. Ho and Chiu 2017, 1234) By contrasting their findings with the own experience 

of naturalized players, Ho and Chiu emphasized that the support of a multi-ethnic 

team does not necessarily mean an embracement or even approval of 

cosmopolitanism and there is no indication that the significant contribution of 

naturalized players to the recent success of the Hong Kong team has mitigated 

discrimination of ethnic minorities. Nevertheless, for many of the players the 

naturalization also turned into a significant resource, as they raised their value in 

the domestic league, where they could be fielded as local players, while it also 

improved their career prospects abroad, particularly in the Mainland.   

Since July 1st, 1997, the Nationality Law of the People’s Republic of China has 

also been extended to Hong Kong, granting ordinary Hong Kong residents who are 
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either of Chinese descent or who have been naturalized, the Chinese nationality. In 

order to protect the development of local talent, most football associations in the 

world have established quotas for non-local players.98 In the case of the Chinese 

football league system, this did not apply to residents of Hong Kong, China, and 

Taiwan, who are legally considered Chinese nationals. Consequently, they had been 

excluded from the quota regulation and were free to transfer to Chinese clubs 

without restrictions. While Hong Kong has for long not been regarded as a threat to 

China’s sports development (so far Hong Kong has only won a single Olympic gold 

medal), the continuous under-performance of the Chinese football team has led to 

a reconsideration of nationality criteria in the sporting field.   

The framework was first challenged in 2013, when Yapp Hung Fai, the 

prominent goalkeeper from Hong Kong, was acquired by Chinese club Guizhou 

Renhe. After the contract had been signed, the CFA objected the transfer by 

declaring the position of the goalkeeper as exempted from the Chinese national rule. 

The reasoning for this decision was based on the limited opportunities for 

goalkeepers to gain experience and it would therefore be in conflict with national 

interest if the position was occupied by a non-local player. In an immediate response, 

the HKFA perceived the denial of the transfer as “strange ruling” (SCMP 2013a), 

while Yapp Hung Fai expressed his resentment by holding a sign that read “I am 

Chinese”. 

                                                 

98 In China the number of foreigners is currently limited to five (4 non-Asian and 1 Asian; although only 

three are allowed to play during one league game) and in Hong Kong to six (5 non-Asians and 1 Asian). 

However, under both football associations it is only allowed to field four non-local players at the same time (3 

non-Asian and 1 Asian), following the guideline of competitions organized by the AFC. 
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Figure 15 - Yapp Hung Fai declares that he is Chinese (Source: Apple Daily) 

This controversy was also preceded by a similar case in which an African-born 

Hong Kong player, who went through the lengthy process of becoming a naturalized 

Chinese citizen, could only join a Chinese club after several rounds of negotiations. 

(WEF 2013) So far, the rule benefitted both players from Hong Kong, who had a 

greater chance to secure lucrative contracts in the Mainland, as well as Chinese 

clubs, who could sign players from Hong Kong without sacrificing one of their 

limited spaces for foreigners. However, just a few days after the goalless draw 

between Hong Kong and China, the rule suddenly changed. By January 1st, 2016, 

only players who were eligible to represent the People’s Republic of China at 

international sporting competitions would fall under the category of “Chinese 

player”, effectively barring Hong Kong, Macau, or Taiwan passport holders from 

enjoying the same privileges as Chinese nationals. Instead, they would be treated 

the same as any other foreign player. Nonetheless, Chinese clubs were quick to 

exploit the rule for one last time by signing lenghty contracts with five naturalized 

players: Jean-Jacques Kilama (Tianjian Quanjian), Festus Baise (Guizhou 

Zhicheng), Jack Sealy (Changchun Yatai), Itaparica (Xinjang Tianshan), and 

Paulinho (Shenzhen FC) who were all part of the national team that caused the upset 
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against China.99 By the end of 2017, most of their contracts will expire, and it is 

expected that the majority would return to Hong Kong to continue their career. 

Among local football fans, such movements are considered to be rational choices, 

and even if local players transferred to China, it was generally perceived as an 

upwards step in their career, provided that they would not start publicly patronizing 

Hong Kong football.100   

Foshan Uncles and the pride of Canton   

 With the conclusion of the 2015 World Cup qualifiers, the national rivalry has 

been absent from local football, but this changed unexpectedly in 2017, when Hong 

Kong league champions Eastern Sports Club were selected to face Guangzhou 

Evergrande in the group stages of the Asian Champions League. It was the first time 

in history that a team from Hong Kong qualified for this tournament, which is 

considered to be the most prestigious inter-club competition in Asia, and therefore 

it also attracted significant interest from both public and media. Some fans also saw 

the potential in reviving the Hong Kong-China rivalry in what would be essentially 

the first Cantonese derby across two different football associations. The first game 

was scheduled for April 25th at Guangzhou’s Tianhe Stadium and Eastern organized 

travel packages for their own fans to attend the game. According to the statute of 

the Asian Football Confederation (AFC), every club is required to accommodate a 

                                                 

99 In addition, Au Yeung Yiu-chung and Lee Chi-ho also received contracts from Guizhou Zhicheng and 

Meizhou Hakka respectively, which both competed back then in China’s second tier, China League One. 

Godfred Karikari also secured another contract in China due to the rule change.  
100 This was for instance the case with Ng Wai-chiu, who belittled the quality of Hong Kong football and was 

therefore widely criticized by local fans, especially after his return to the domestic league.  
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certain percentage of away fans. However, one day before the match, the 

management of Eastern summoned all ticket holders for a meeting at a hotel, 

informing them that their trip had to be cancelled due to internal mistakes and that 

they would be reimbursed with HK$ 3,000, which was roughly 18 times the original 

ticket price of HK$ 170. Meanwhile, media in mainland China reported that the 

Guangzhou Security Bureau had limited the arrangement for away fans, but Eastern 

insisted that the exclusion of away fans was their own responsibility and that neither 

authorities or Guangzhou Evergrande were to blame. However, despite the 

cancellation the fan sector was not empty on the following day, as Eastern’s sponsor 

Nenking, which is based in Foshan near Guangzhou, organised several busses for 

their employees to attend the game and support the Hong Kong club. The 

arrangement was later ridiculed by Chi Sin Lo members, who dubbed the passive 

fans as “Foshan uncles” and planned to troll this behavior at the home game several 

weeks later. When the game started, they held up signs that welcomed the uncles in 

Hong Kong and put on rain ponchos to imitate the appearance of the employees, 

who had to attend the game in heavy rain.    

 

Figure 16 - Chi Sin Lo imitate "Foshan Uncles" 

However, the main critique was directed at Eastern chairman Peter Leung, who fans 
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made responsible for the barring of away fans. 

 The setting was once again politicized for the home game at Mong Kok 

Stadium, when the Eastern management realized that a significant number of the 

6,000 available tickets had been purchased by fans of Guangzhou Evergrande via 

online channels, as there were no restrictions in place. With both HKFA and local 

police raising security concerns, the club eventually arranged a larger sector to 

accommodate away fans. However, in contrast to the Hong Kong-China game the 

dynamics between the opposing fan groups were significantly different. While the 

official Eastern fan club did not engage in any abusive exchanges, other fan groups, 

such as Chi Sin Lo, tried to sit closer to the away fans to respond forcefully. In 

contrast to the Chinese national team, the supporter groups of Guangzhou 

Evergrande included several ultra organisations that support their club in the 

Chinese Super League every week and regularly engage in politics of regional 

rivalries. At home games in Guangzhou, they will unfurl banners that read “We are 

Canton”, while sometimes implying the desire for an autonomous Cantonia. Their 

most controversial opponents in the Chinese league are usually teams from the 

North, such as Beijing Guoan, and fan behaviour in such games are often dominated 

by language politics, using predominantly Cantonese for chants and songs. 

However, when these Evergrande fans travelled to Hong Kong, they exclusively 

expressed their national identity. As these competitions do not involve the playing 

of national anthems, Guangzhou supporters decided to sing the “March of the 

Volunteers” themselves for several times, which agitated some local spectators. 

Eventually, during the last minutes of the game, Evergrande fans unveiled a banner 

that said: “Annihilate British dogs, extinguish Hong Kong independence poison”. 
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Meanwhile, a local spectator waved a British colonial flag.  

 

Figure 17 - Guangzhou fans unfold the banner in Mong Kok Stadium 

A few weeks later, the AFC fined both Guangzhou Evergrande and Eastern for  

“depicting a discriminatory message relating to national origin and political 

opinion”. (AFC 2017) 

 Approximately one and a half year after the Hong Kong-China game, the 

setting of the Asian Champions League revived the rivalry in a very condensed 

format, in which both fan groups engaged in the politicization process. However, 

while the previous encounter was aligned between binary identities, the dimension 

of Cantoneseness added a cultural dimension to the rivalry, for which local fans 

seemed unprepared for:   

“I always think about people from Canton are our 

brothers, we all speak Cantonese, and we have the 

similar culture. I won't have this feeling If the fans from 

other teams did that. But that's Canton. Oh my god, I am 

angry but I am very sad at the same time.” (Interviewee 

G, 2007) 

 

While Hong Kong used to have local derbies in the past, the decline of the domestic 

football league rendered rivalries less attractive and meaningful. As such, they have 

been nearly absent from local fan culture, which has turned the concept of 

opponency into an abstract idea, rather than a physical experience.  
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Conclusion 

Building on the previous chapters of history, policy, and fandom, the last part 

of this dissertation contextualized the construct and conduct of what can be 

described as the paradigm of “one country, two teams”. Given the political context 

of the World Cup qualifying games in 2015, Hong Kong and China were set to 

compete in a highly politicized context, which not only articulated with anti-China 

sentiments, but also new fan behaviours and identity politics. Although such intra-

national rivalries are not unique to Hong Kong and occur in various forms within 

the international sporting community, the setting has undergone several attempts of 

depoliticization through public discourses, on site regulation, and representation in 

both Hong Kong and Shenzhen. Meanwhile, the current political conjuncture, might 

have also invoked a new sense of “uncivilized sporting nationalism”, which was 

previously less articulated or even despised. Several years ago, Lee (2009) analysed 

the fan behaviour of Hong Kong online users, who watched the 2004 Asian Cup 

final between China and Japan, during which Chinese football fans jeered the 

Japanese national anthem and performed other deviant acts during the game. Based 

on his findings, he concluded that there is a vision for a “civilized sporting 

nationalism” that resonates with the values of Hong Kong people, but ten years later 

football fans in Hong Kong were obviously susceptible to “uncivilised” practices. 

First, this might suggest that online discourses are not necessarily representative for 

the communities that actually define, shape, and challenge fan culture inside the 

stadium, and second, it could imply a change in values that have started to question 

the superiority of the “civilised”.   
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TOWARDS A CULTURAL POLICY OF SPORT: 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, & PERSPECTIVES 

This research aimed to investigate how sport – and in particular football – is a 

culture in Hong Kong, and how a cultural understanding of sport could contribute 

to the challenges of sports policies. The hypothetical answer was that public and 

policy discourses have failed to recognize football beyond its functional or 

historical dimension, which has not only led to the dismissal of its cultural value, 

but also an oversimplified portrayal of its resurgence during the current political 

conjuncture. Instead, this dissertation proposed to understand football through 

concepts of cultural resource and cultural field, by investigating the phenomenon 

across four different themes: history, policy, fandom, and identity. The final 

intervention of this project is to call for a culturalization of sport in cultural studies 

and policy-oriented discourses, and hence a conceptual move towards a cultural 

policy of sports. Although this dissertation tried to emphasize the capability of 

sports to formulate social and every day life meanings that go beyond the visibility 

of political activism, this is not to suggest that the politicization of sports is not 

another form of its culturalization. Instead, by drawing on the notion of cultural 

resource, there needs to be greater recognition of its diversity that encompass the 

trivial as much as the serious.  

As mentioned during the prologue of this dissertation, the experience of 

presenting a sports-related topic at cultural studies conferences across Asia offered 

enough inspiration to question the current state of disciplinary marginalization. 

Even more so, as the case of Hong Kong highlighted the common struggles of sports 
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and arts when it comes to policy regimes of development, funding, and 

instrumentalization – or effectively the lack thereof. Doing a cultural analysis on 

football therefore did not appear much different than on underground music, which 

I investigated prior to this, with the exception that an engagement of local academia 

in this field was quasi non-existent. (Zuser 2015) Fortunately, this has changed 

slightly over the last two years and the popularization of certain narratives, such as 

the achievements of the national team or the success of female coach Chan Yuen-

ting could encourage more nuanced inquiries, hopefully even within the humanities. 

Before sharing the concluding remarks of this dissertation, I will quickly 

summarize its five different parts.   

In the introductory chapter, I aimed to reconstruct the conceptual and 

institutional disjuncture between cultural studies and the sociology of sport, which 

eventually culminated in a paradigm war between Gramsci’s hegemony and Elias’ 

figuration. Nevertheless, the resulting gap also provided a room for maneuver, 

which allowed me to draw upon the productive tension between cultural studies and 

cultural policy studies to offer an alternative conceptual framework for a cultural 

research on sports. What I proposed was a holistic approach towards football that 

combined the themes of cultural history, policy, fandom, and identity to capture the 

various meanings of football in different temporal settings, starting from early 

colonial times and arriving at the most recent politics of the World Cup qualifying 

games in 2015.   

The first chapter tracked the historical trajectory of sports in Hong Kong by 

using the Indianness of cricket as an Asian inter-reference. This methodology, as 

proposed by Chen Kuan Hisng (2010), should offer a juxtaposition that does not 
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seek to compare, but instead establishes a shared experience between different 

places in colonial Asia. The rich intellectual discourse on cricket also provided 

alternative models of understanding between the resonance of sport in mythic 

structures of Hinduism (Nandy 2001) or cricket’s quality as a hard cultural form 

whose indigenization was closely linked to the emergence of an Indian nation state. 

At the same time, football, which was highly popular in Bengal, failed to articulate 

itself with the epicentre of independence in the country’s West. With the rise of 

subaltern studies, the discourse of cricket also offered a narrative for an alternative 

modernity, which was most sharply expressed in Nandy’s notion of a “cultural 

accident”, describing cricket as an English sport that was meant to be Indian. While 

this research avoided to simply adopt the same arguments for the rise of football in 

colonial Hong Kong, it used this profound intellectual discussion as a starting point 

to understand the conditions of possibility in another locale. Based on archival 

research and rare sources, the chapter reconstructed the early establishment of 

sporting culture in Hong Kong and how its infrastructure was developed amidst 

social and racial segregation in the form of private membership clubs. While 

educational and Christian institutes played significant roles in the wider 

dissemination of sport, Ip Kwai Chung’s history of local football offers a bottom-

up narrative that explains how young Chinese students appropriated the sport 

themselves – first in secrecy, and later as part of inter-school competitions, which 

eventually led to the establishment of the world’s first all-Chinese football club, 

South China. Within a decade the team dominated the domestic league and 

transformed football into the first sport in which local spectators could actively 

participate, drawing at times 5,000 to 6,000 people to the stadium. At the same time, 
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South China became a key instrument in representing the newly founded Republic 

of China at international competitions and to construct a new imagery of modernity. 

The success in football provided one of the most effective platforms to convey the 

message of a modern Chinese man that excelled in sportsmanship, physical exercise, 

and education. Arguably, football was closely tied to the processes of the emerging 

Chinese nation and occupied a prestigious role on the same level with traditional 

art forms, which was most clearly expressed by the equation of football icon Lee 

Wai Tong and Beijing opera star Mei Lanfang. The cultural history presented in this 

part revealed the conditions of possibility for the rise of a partly indigenized 

sporting culture, which Appadurai would have understood as a “hard cultural form”. 

As such football did not necessarily change – despite the emergence of a Chinese 

style of play as some sources suggested – but it offered new resources for 

indigenous causes within and beyond the colonial boundaries.  

The second chapter is above all an institutional analysis, but also a continuation 

of the cultural history. However, instead of unearthing the conditions of possibility, 

it shifted the focus towards the development of sports discourses since World War 

II, which also marked Hong Kong’s inclusion in international sports governing 

bodies such as FIFA, AFC, or IOC. While policy research in this field is often 

subjected to the “storylines” of the Great Sports Myth and how governments 

instrumentalize sporting culture for different purposes, the research adopted a 

radically contextualized approach by adopting Bourdieu’s concept of a cultural 

field. At the same time, the analysis stayed committed to the Foucauldian cultural 

policy stream by pursuing a “politics of detail”. By understanding football as a 

sporting field, the chapter looked at the history, structure, and interaction within 
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(and between other fields), so to expose the doxa that have shaped institutions, 

policies, and practices, while reproducing or challenging existing hierarchies. First, 

the chapter gave a detailed account of Hong Kong’s sporting hardware as the only 

domain of sports development in which the government is directly involved in. 

However, consistently high usage rates as well as top-down management have led 

to a significant shortage in supply, paired with pervasive rules that prohibited ball 

games in most public spaces such as parks. Meanwhile, the acceptance of colonies 

as autonomous members in the Olympic community had significant impact on the 

standardization and governance of sports, which facilitated a merit-based structure 

of elite institutions and funding schemes. At the same time, the social and political 

background of many leading figures in these organisations assured close 

relationships with decision makers. It is within this context, that the inter-dependent 

sub-field of football has to be situated. The Hong Kong Football Association 

remained to be one of the most prolific governing bodies, and with the changing 

political context the influence of Chinese “taipan” over various institutions steadily 

increased. After feuds and infights, especially in the wake of the 1967 riots, tycoon 

Henry Fok eventually took control and started a still on-going family dynasty that 

has overseen Hong Kong’s football development ever since. The decline of local 

football, and the momentum of the 2009 East Asian Games eventually led to a 

reformation process that aimed to challenge existing structures and organisational 

practices, but while the so-called “Project Phoenix” led to significant improvements 

in governance, it was not able to challenge the underlying hierarchies. Nevertheless, 

by reconfiguring a new product – the first fully professional football league – and 

by securing more resources from the government, the HKFA has also created new 
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desires among other agents in the field, which are usually excluded from policy 

discourses: the local football fans.  

The third chapter, therefore, investigated the rarely discussed field of Hong 

Kong’s contemporary football fandom. Similar to the disjuncture of cultural studies 

and sociology, fan studies in sports and popular culture have taken different 

conceptual paths. In the field of sociology, the study of deviant fans and 

commodified experiences has produced various categorizations that were 

frequently destabilized by the ambiguous definition of fandom and its confusion 

over authenticity. At the same time, these Eurocentric models seemed unfit to offer 

a better understanding of local fan communities that followed an economically 

unviable league with limited commodification. Hence, taxonomies such as 

Giulianotti’s consumption/loyalty matrix could be stubbornly applied, but would 

have arguably only limited relevance in any non-European context. Instead, this 

chapter followed a bottom-up approach to ground the research in the local fan 

experience. First, it offered a quantitative overview of Hong Kong’s football 

fanscape, which established the specificities in age, gender, income, education, and 

motivation. Over the last 50 years, the attendance figures have gradually declined 

and are currently averaging at roughly 1,000 visitors per game, which puts Hong 

Kong at the bottom of all professional football leagues in Asia. The qualitative part 

of the analysis was based on ethnographic fieldwork, which required me to critically 

reflect on how my positions and various roles in the field have affected the process 

and data. Instead of claiming an exhaustive categorization of fans, I identified three 

different communities – uncles, bona fide fans, and bystanders – that engaged as 

significant actors in the sporting field of football. Eventually, the research 
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introduced the case of Chi Sin Lo and the group’s emergence during the World Cup 

qualifying games. Challenging the doxa and hierarchies in the field, the fan 

community transformed their subcultural practices of hard plastic culture – a form 

of trolling closely associated with the online forum HK Golden – into offline 

practices, culminating in the materialization of the popular emoji Lo Mor. While 

their behaviour was highly politicized in the wake of the Hong Kong-China game, 

the absence of the national discourse led to a flexible negotiation of their various 

identities. The chapter therefore proposed the conceptual triad of 

troll/activist/consumer to offer a theorization of their identifying practices, which 

has allowed Chi Sin Lo to claim their right to consume and to utilize football as a 

resource for nurturing a sense of cultural citizenship.  

The fourth and final chapter eventually discussed and contextualized the 

national discourse that was materialised in the encounters between the Hong Kong 

and Chinese national team in 2015. Despite the specific political context, it is 

important to acknowledge that intra-national rivalries are not unique to Hong Kong 

and exist in various forms throughout the FIFA community. In the field of political 

sciences, Hong Kong might be sometimes described as a stateless nation, in which 

the community has achieved a certain degree of autonomy. However, with both 

sports and arts lacking a coherent role as part of a national representation – which 

is arguably the case in Hong Kong – occurrences such as football games could 

hardly be explained by banal nationalism or mass mobilization. Instead, the 

complexity arises when processes of harmonization are challenged by concepts of 

difference, which are intrinsic to sporting competitions, where one’s win is the other 

one’s loss. First, the chapter provided a detailed description of the depoliticization 
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processes, which ended up aggravating the political context in the lead-up to the 

games. This included the advertising campaign of the Chinese Football Association, 

which pursued the “Othering” of the Hong Kong national team, the reluctant 

behaviour of government officials to declare their allegiance, the legal 

consequences for booing the national anthem, the lack of transparency in choosing 

the stadium, and the personal feud between two players. This contextualization was 

followed by an ethnographic account of the fan conduct during the game in Hong 

Kong, which also described the emergence of Chi Sin Lo as a lone-standing fan 

group that challenged the existing discourse of “positive support”. While offering a 

platform for identification, the cultural politics of the “one country, two teams” 

principle are not just limited to the occasional confrontation on an international 

stage. Instead, they are frequently at play in debates over naturalization and the 

contingency of Chineseness. Football, in this sense, has become a resource to make 

sense of the messiness of values and identities by offering a platform to trivialize 

its seriousness and vice versa.  

 The main argument of this dissertation went through two stages: First, it had to 

establish an understanding of football as a culture, and second, it had to link this 

reclaimed culture with – what are widely considered – cultural policy discourses. 

There have been attempts before to reconcile these two domains, for instance by 

Hughson (2004), who argued for the increasing importance of sport in European 

cultural policy strategies by using their representative value as part of city branding. 

While such an approach would hardly be feasible in the Asian footballscape at the 

moment, it nevertheless points to the implicit link that has facilitated this 

articulation: the idea of culture as a resource. Previously Yúdice (2003) had used 
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this notion to argue for a conceptual shift towards utility and expediency. Arts 

organisations increasingly face stronger competition over subsidies and funding, so 

the public legitimacy of their activities has also influenced their own positioning. 

Subsequently, they are encouraged within their field to participate in the 

promulgation of solution-oriented deliverables.  

 However, in this dissertation I propose to expand the understanding of cultural 

resource which is not confined to utility and expediency. Deriving from the Latin 

word resurgere, its literal meaning is “to rise again”, which symbolizes an infinite 

quality. As such the word was used to describe the seemingly endless supply of 

water, air, and other natural reserves, but it also carries the connotation of being 

universal and accessible. Therefore, this thesis also laid out the variety of 

compositions and contexts in which football has been utilized as a resource. From 

the role in the emergence of the Chinese nation state (Chapter 1), the reproduction 

of organisational hierarchies (Chapter 2), the expediency of trolling culture 

(Chapter 3), and the recurring presence in cultural politics (Chapter 4), football has 

remained a spatio-temporal constant in Hong Kong since the late 19th century, and 

as such has been surprisingly under-represented in academic discourses. Instead it 

is often framed as a superstructure that only reflects the social, economic, and 

political processes, without taking an active role in shaping them.    

 Of course, this dissertation is not meant to be a research for policy. But it also 

is only one of policy insofar, that it proposes the sportization of cultural policy (or 

culturalisation of sports policy) in both theory and practice. Within academia, it 

remains to be an important task to challenge the on-going separation of sports and 

culture; not in a sense that certain topics need to converge, but to acknowledge the 
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parallels and similarities in their structures, hierarchies, organisation, practices, 

values, and believes. The concept of resource might therefore be a useful tool in 

itself to facilitate such topical inter-references, while transcending the disciplinary 

disjuncture that made them drift apart. But how could sports policy be culturalized?  

   

 In the prologue of this dissertation I defined my two main objectives: to re-

appropriate football as a significant platform for socio-cultural inquiry in the Asian 

context, as well as to carve out a space for sports in the Inter-Asian Cultural Studies 

discourses. I hope that this research provided a first glimpse into the multiple 

dimensions of sporting culture and that it will offer inspiration for related research 

projects. When I started this journey, I was not prepared that it would take me back 

to the very first day of my admission interview at my university in Austria, when 

one of the professors posed the question to me: “Is sport a culture? And if yes, why 

do we call our major Sports, Culture, and Event Management?”. While the answer 

seemed simple at that time, my working experience as arts administrator, as well as 

my training in cultural studies and cultural policy studies, have allowed me to re-

examine this question with practical knowledge and theoretical tools. There is still 

a long way to go before research on sports and culture – and eventually a cultural 

policy of sports – would receive an equal amount of attention in the humanities and 

social sciences, especially in the context of Asia, but the same as we can draw 

inspiration from India to understand Hong Kong, we should recognize the inter-

referential value of sports and arts. 
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Epilogue   

 There is one area in particular that this research did not properly address: the 

dimension of gender. Football in Hong Kong is arguably a predominantly masculine 

and hetero-normative domain that has led to the marginalization of women’s 

football as well as gender-sensitive fan cultures. My conversations with female 

players and coaches revealed structural inequalities and a serious imbalance in 

resources, organisation, and public support for women. At the same time, I have 

encountered several female fans that are presented in every fan community, 

including Chi Sin Lo. However, given the scope of this dissertation, I was also 

concerned that the conceptual approach would not provide an adequate framework 

to analyse this topic. Nonetheless, I hope that my research offers a foundation for 

gender-related inquiries in the future that would enrich the understanding of local 

football and challenge the male-dominated narratives and practices.101  

  

                                                 

101 The unexpected success of Chan Yuen Ting, who became the first female coach in the world to win a 

national men’s title, gave an important impetus to gender inequality in sport, which I tried to address in a 

separate article that has been re-published by the World Economic Forum. 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2017/08/what-this-female-coachs-success-tells-us-about-soccers-gender-

divide 
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APPENDIX 

Ad Chapter 2 

Table 26 - List of National Sports Associations under SF&OC 

Sports Association Year Sport Association Year 

Victoria Recreation Club 1849 Hong Kong Sports 

Association for Persons with 

Intellectual Disability 

(formerly known as Hong 

Kong Sports Association for 

the Mentally Handicapped, 

1978-1996) 

1978 

Chinese Young Men's Christian 

Association of Hong Kong 

1901 Windsurfing Association of 

Hong Kong 

1979 

Hong Kong Tennis Association 

Limited (formerly known as 

Hong Kong Lawn Tennis 

Association, 1909-1984) 

1909 Hong Kong Ice Hockey 

Association Limited 

1980 

South China Athletic Association 1910 Hong Kong Skating Union 

Limited 

1980 

Hong Kong Basketball 

Association (formerly known as 

Hong Kong Amateur Basketball 

Association) 

1912 Hong Kong Federation of 

Roller Sports Limited 

1980 

The Hong Kong Football 

Association Limited 

(incorporated in 1954) 

1914 Orienteering Association of 

Hong Kong 

1981 

The Hong Kong Hockey 

Association 

1933 Hong Kong Triathlon 

Association 

1984 

Hong Kong Badminton 

Association Limited 

1934 Hong Kong Wushu Union 

Limited 

1987 

Hong Kong Table Tennis 

Association 

1936 Hong Kong Paragliding 

Association 

1990 

Hong Kong Softball Association 1937 Hong Kong China Dragon 

Boat Association 

1991 

Hong Kong Fencing Association 

(formerly known as Hong Kong 

Amateur Fencing Association) 

1949 The Hong Kong Baseball 

Association Limited 

1992 

Hong Kong Amateur Swimming 

Association 

1950 Hong Kong, China Gateball 

Association Company 

Limited 

1992 
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Hong Kong Amateur Athletic 

Association Limited (formerly 

known as Hong Kong Amateur 

Track and Field Association 

(HKATFA), 1951-1953) 

1951 Hong Kong Billiard Sports 

Control Council Co. Limited 

1993 

Hong Kong Volleyball 

Association (formerly known as 

Hong Kong Kowloon Volleyball 

Association) 

1951 Hong Kong Shooting 

Association 

1994 

Hong Kong Rugby Union 1952 Hong Kong Ultimate Players 

Association 

1995 

The Hong Kong Weightlifting 

and Powerlifting Association 

Limited (Powerlifting was added 

in 1989) 

1954 Hong Kong Schools Sports 

Federation 

1997 

Hong Kong Boxing Association 1955 Hong Kong Woodball 

Association Limited 

1999 

The Hong Kong Life Saving 

Society 

1956 Hong Kong Tug of War 

Association Limited 

2000 

The Cycling Association of Hong 

Kong, China Limited 

1960 Ski Association of Hong 

Kong, China Limited 

2003 

Hong Kong Lawn Bowls 

Association 

1961 Health Qigong Association of 

Hong Kong, China Limited 

2007 

Hong Kong Squash (formerly 

known as Hong Kong Squash 

Rackets Association, 1961-1996) 

1961 Hong Kong Chinese Chess 

Association 

  

The University Sports Federation 

of Hong Kong, China 

1961 Hong Kong Netball 

Association 

  

Hong Kong Sailing Federation 1962 Hong Kong Shuttlecock 

Association Limited 

  

The Gymnastics Association of 

Hong Kong, China (formerly 

known as Hong Kong Amateur 

Gymnastic Association, 1965-

2003) 

1965 The Hong Kong Society for 

the Deaf 

  

Hong Kong Taekwondo 

Association 

1967 Hong Kong Go Association 

Limited 

  

Hong Kong Tenpin Bowling 

Congress Limited 

1968 Hong Kong Contract Bridge 

Association Limited 

  

Hong Kong Cricket Association 1968 China Hong Kong 

Mountaineering and Climbing 

Union 

  

Hong Kong Golf Association 

Limited 

1968 Physical Fitness Association 

of Hong Kong, China Limited 

  

Hong Kong Chinese Martial Arts 

Dragon and Lion Dance 

1969 Hong Kong Underwater 

Association Limited 
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Association Limited 

Handball Association of Hong 

Kong, China Limited (formerly 

known as Hong Kong Amateur 

Handball Association, 1970-

2002) 

1970 Hong Kong Kart Club Limited   

The Judo Association of Hong 

Kong, China 

1970 Hong Kong China 

Bodybuilding and Fitness 

Association 

  

Hong Kong Miniature Football 

Association Limited 

1970 Hong Kong Association of 

Sports Medicine and Sports 

Science Limited 

  

Hong Kong Kendo Association 

Limited 

1970 Hong Kong Aviation Club 

Limited 

  

Hong Kong Archery Association 1972 Hong Kong DanceSport 

Association 

  

Hong Kong Little League 

Limited 

1972 Hong Kong Water Ski 

Association Limited 

  

Hong Kong Paralympic 

Committee & Sports Association 

for the Physically Disabled 

(formerly known as Hong Kong 

Sports Association for the 

Physically Disabled, 1972-2005) 

1972 Hong Kong Muay Thai 

Association Limited 

  

Hong Kong Canoe Union 1973 
  

Hong Kong Equestrian 

Federation 

1973 
  

The Karatedo Federation of 

Hong Kong, China Limited 

1974 
  

Hong Kong, China Rowing 

Association 

1978 
  

 

 

Table 27 - Football Stadium 

Name District Turf  Athletic 

Track 

Other 

Facilities 

Capacity Duration 

Hong Kong 

Stadium 

(Government 

Stadium until 

1994) 

Wan Chai, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass  No 11-a-side 

football; 

rugby 

40,000 

(mainly 

covered) 

1955 – now  

Mong Kok 

Stadium 

(Army Sports 

Ground 

before 1961; 

Municipal 

Yau Tsim 

Mong, 

Kowloon 

Grass No 11-a-side 

football 

6,769 

(mainly 

covered) 

1961 – now  
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Stadium until 

1973) 

 

Table 28 - Sports Ground 

Name102 District Turf  Athletic 

Track 

Other 

Facilities 

Capacity Duration 

Kowloon 

Tsai Sports 

Ground 

Kowloon 

City, 

Kowloon 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football 

1,216 

(covered) 

1964 – now 

Perth Street 

Sports 

Ground 

Kowloon 

City, 

Kowloon 

Grass Yes (6-

lane, 

286m) 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events  

600 

(uncovered) 

1967 – now 

Yuen Long 

Stadium 

Yuen 

Long, NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

4,932 

(covered) 

1968 – now  

Aberdeen 

Sports 

Ground 

Southern 

District, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass Yes (6-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

9,000 

(4,000 

covered) 

1971 – now 

Fanling 

Recreation 

Ground 

North 

District, 

NT 

Grass Yes (1-

lane, 

336m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

temporary 1972 – now  

Wo Yi Hop 

Road Sports 

Ground 

Kwai 

Tsing, NT 

Grass Yes (6-

lane, 

300m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

cricket; 

Jumping 

events; golf 

range 

700 

(covered) 

1978 – now  

Kwai 

Chung 

Sports 

Ground 

Kwai 

Tsing, NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

1,500  

(covered) 

1979 – now  

Wan Chai 

Sports 

Ground 

Wan Chai, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,401 

(covered) 

1979 – 

2019 

Tuen Mun 

Tang Shiu 

Kin Sports 

Ground 

Tuen Mun, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,200 

(covered) 

1981 – now  

Cheung 

Chau Sports 

Ground 

Islands Hard Yes (5-

lane, 

250m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

500 

(uncovered) 

1982 – now  

                                                 

102 The districts of Yau Tsim Mong and Central & Western do not have designated sports grounds. 
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events; 

basketball 

Causeway 

Bay Sports 

Ground 

Wan Chai, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass Yes (5-

lane, 

100m; 1-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events;  

6 tennis courts 

- 1983 – now  

Sha Tin 

Sports 

Ground 

Sha Tin, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

5,000 

(covered) 

1984 – now  

Kowloon 

Bay Sports 

Ground 

Kwun 

Tong, 

Kowloon 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

1,450 

(covered) 

1987 – now  

Sham Shui 

Po Sports 

Ground 

Sham Shui 

Po, 

Kowloon 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,194 

(covered) 

1988 – now  

Hammer 

Hill Road 

Sports 

Ground 

Wong Tai 

Sin, 

Kowloon 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,200 

(covered) 

1989 – now  

Siu Sai Wan 

Sports 

Ground 

Eastern 

District, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass  Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

11,981 

(covered) 

1992 - now 

North 

District 

Sports 

Ground 

North 

District, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,500 

(covered) 

1992 – now  

Tai Po 

Sports 

Ground 

Tai Po, NT Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

3,000 

(covered) 

1992 – now  

Tin Shui 

Wai Sports 

Ground 

Yuen 

Long, NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

2,500 

(covered) 

1994 – now  

Tsing Yi 

Sports 

Ground 

Kwai 

Tsing, NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

1,500  

(covered) 

1996 – now  

Siu Lun 

Sports 

Ground 

Tuen Mun, 

NT 

Grass Yes (6-

lane, 

110m; 1-

11-a-side 

football; 

1,000 

(covered) 

1996 – now  
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lane, 

355m) 

Shing Mun 

Valley 

Sports 

Ground 

Tsuen 

Wan, NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

5,000 

(covered) 

1998 – now  

Ma On 

Shan Sports 

Ground 

Sha Tin, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

1,387 

(covered) 

1999 – now  

Sai Kung 

Tang Shiu 

Kin Sports 

Ground 

Sai Kung, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events 

1,500  

(covered) 

2002 – now  

Tseung 

Kwan O 

Sports 

Ground 

Sai Kung, 

NT 

Grass Yes (8-

lane, 

400m) 

11-a-side 

football; 

Jumping and 

throwing 

events; incl. 

secondary 

sports ground 

3,500 

(covered) 

2009 – now  

 

 

Table 29 - Grass and Soccer Pitches (excl. Sports Grounds) 

Name District Turf  Athletic 

Track 

Other 

Facilities 

Capacity Duration 

Wong Chuk 

Hang 

Recreation 

Ground 

Southern 

District, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

temporary  

Happy 

Valley 

Recreation 

Ground 

Wan Chai, 

Hong 

Kong 

Island 

Grass 

(1), 

Artificial 

(4) 

- 11-a-side 

football; one 

artificial 

pitch also 

used for 

rugby 

-  

Ho Man Tin 

East 

Service 

Reservoir 

Playground 

Kowloon 

City, 

Kowloon 

Grass (2) - 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Kowloon 

Tsai Park 

Kowloon 

City, 

Kowloon 

Grass 

(1), 

Artificial 

(2) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

- 1964 – now  

Sai Tso Wan 

Recreation 

Ground 

Kwun 

Tong, 

Kowloon 

Grass (1) - 11-a-side 

football; but 

primarily 

used for 

baseball 

- 2004 – now 
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Kowloon 

Bay Park 

Kwun 

Tong, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

1,200 

(covered) 

2005 - now 

Boundary 

Street 

Recreation 

Ground 

Yau Tsim 

Mong, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football; 

ground also 

used for 

hockey 

-  

Tai Hang 

Tung 

Recreation 

Ground 

Sham Shui 

Po, 

Kowloon 

Grass (2) 

plus 

Grass (1) 

for 

rugby 

only 

- 11-a-side 

football (2), 

rugby (1) 

-  

Shek Kip 

Mei Park 

Sham Shui 

Po, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

1,440 

(covered) 

 

Lok Fu 

Recreation 

Ground 

Wong Tai 

Sin, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football; 

ground also 

used for 

hockey 

-  

Morse Park Wong Tai 

Sin, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(3) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Po Kong 

Village 

Road Park 

Wong Tai 

Sin, 

Kowloon 

Artificial 

(2) 

- 11-a-side 

football; 

ground can 

also be used 

for rugby 

1,000 

(covered) 

 

Kwu Tung 

Grass 

Soccer 

Pitch 

North 

District, 

NT 

Grass (1) - 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Hin Tin 

Playground 

Sha Tin, 

NT 

Grass (1) - 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Tsuen Wan 

Riviera 

Park 

Tsuen 

Wan, NT 

Grass (1) - 11-a-side 

football 

300 

(covered) 

 

Tsing Yi 

Northeast 

Park 

Kwai 

Tsing, NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Po Tsui 

Park 

Sai Kung, 

NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football; 

ground can 

also be used 

for hockey 

-  

Ma On 

Shan 

Recreation 

Ground 

Sha Tin, 

NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Tsang Tai 

Uk 

Recreation 

Ground 

Sha Tin, 

NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

-  

Kwong Fuk Tai Po, NT Artificial - 11-a-side   
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Football 

Ground 

(1) football; 

ground can 

also be used 

for rugby 

Kwong Fuk 

Park 

Football 

Pitch 

Tai Po, NT Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

temporary  

Wu Shan 

Recreation 

Playground 

Tuen Mun, 

NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football 

temporary  

Tin Yip 

Road Park 

Yuen 

Long, NT 

Artificial 

(1) 

- 11-a-side 

football; 

ground can 

also be used 

for rugby 

  

 

 

Table 30 - Indoor Stadium 

Name District  Capacity Duration 
Victoria Park 

Swimming 

Pool 

Wan Chai, 

Hong Kong 

Island 

Swimming and 

diving  

2,500 1957 – now 

Queen 

Elizabeth 

Stadium 

Wan Chai, 

Hong Kong 

Island 

Sports and cultural 

events (tennis, 

boxing, badminton) 

3,500 1980 – now  

Coliseum Yau Tsim 

Mong, 

Kowloon 

Sports and cultural 

events (volleyball, 

badminton, futsal, 

basketball, ice-

skating) 

12,500 1985 – now  

Hong Kong 

Velodrome 

Tseung Kwan 

O Sports 

Ground 

250m long and 7m 

wide wooden track 

(oval) 

3,000 2013 – now  

 

 

Table 31 - Indoor Stadiums (managed by Hong Kong Playground Association) 

Name District  Capacity Duration 
Macpherson 

Stadium 

Yau Tsim 

Mong, 

Kowloon 

Sports and cultural 

events  

1,850 1953 – now 

(redeveloped 

by 2013) 

Southorn 

Stadium 

Wan Chai, 

Hong Kong 

Island 

Sports and cultural 

events (basketball 

league) 

2,500 1950 – now 

(renovated 

by 2013) 

 

Legco, 2010 suggestions 

• Immediately conduct a detailed study to position the development of local 

football, formulate an overall development plan, set long-term and short-

term goals, and implement the relevant initiatives, etc. 
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• Develop football training schemes for local youngsters, encourage 

renowned overseas football clubs to establish football academies in Hong 

Kong, and enhance the training for young football players with potential, so 

as to lay a good foundation for the development of local football 

• Apart from supporting the Football District League and the Young Athlete 

Training Scheme, consider giving more funding support to football teams 

with outstanding performance, and formulate a long-term funding policy; 

and include football as an elite sport to attract more talents 

• Provide support to promote the professionalization of local football, such as 

assisting the football sector in drawing up a clear framework and targets for 

the development of professional football players as well as career paths for 

coaches and managers, etc to be promoted to the management of football 

teams, thereby encouraging more football players to take up the sport as 

their career, and strengthen the training of referees, so as to facilitate the 

enhancement of the overall professional standards of the football sport 

• In order to meet their education needs, recommend young football players 

with outstanding performance in football matches for admission to 

universities and tertiary institutions so as to broaden the prospects of retired 

football players 

• Provide support for football teams to conduct overseas training and 

participate in overseas matches, so as to encourage exchange of experience 

and learning, and become stronger teams 

• Draw reference from successful examples in Europe and America to create 

a favourable environment for establishing local football team brands 

• Build more football pitches across the territory and upgrade the facilities of 

existing football pitches, including converting the existing concrete pitches 

into natural turf, plastic or artificial turf pitches, so as to reduce the chances 

of football players sustaining injuries 

• Encourage local radio and television stations to conduct live broadcast of 

football matches to cultivate the community’s interest in watching local and 

overseas football matches 

• Deploy resources to support the future day-to-day operation of the Football 

Academy to be built in Tseung Kwan O 

 

Table 32 - Facilities of Sports Institute 

Sports Institute facilities (1982) Sports Institute facilities (now) 

11 squash courts 15 squash courts 

9 tennis courts 8 tennis courts (2 covered courts, 4 

hard courts, 2 clay courts) 

25-meter training pool 50 meters international standard pool 

(can be separated into 2x25m training 

pools) 

1 weight and strength training room 1 fitness training centre 

1 athletic track (400 meters), track & 1 athletic track (400 meters), track and 
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field facilities field facilities 

3 grass football pitches, 1 hard-

surfaced football pitch 

1 grass football/rugby pitch 

Accommodation for 80 

athletes/visitors 

Accommodation for up to 148 

athletes/visitors (74 twin rooms) 

Restaurant Restaurants and catering services 

- 13 fencing strips 

- 16 badminton courts 

- 16 competition table tennis tables 

- 1 tenpin bowling centre (12 lanes) 

- 1 wushu hall 

- 1 rowing centre 

- 1 lecture hall 

4 volleyball courts  - 

6 basketball courts - 

5 mini tennis courts - 

1 cycling velodrome  - 

1 hockey pitch - 

1 jogging trail - 

 

Table 33 - Overview of local sports institutions and their objectives 

Institute Objectives 

Sports Federation & Olympic 

Committee of Hong Kong, 

China (formerly known as The 

Amateur Sports Federation & 

Olympic Committee of Hong 

Kong, 1950-1999) 

 

Founded: 1950/51 

1.   To promote public interests in sporting activities in 

Hong Kong, through the organization of various sports 

events and competitions, to achieve a healthier 

lifestyle; 

2.   To encourage and reflect public opinions in asking 

government to provide more proper and better facilities 

for the practice of all sports; 

3.   To reconcile or arbitrate in any differences which 

may arise between national sports associations or 

groups therein; 

4.   To coordinate all local sports organizations in the 

promotion of sports at different levels from leisure to 

elite, to attain the ultimate goal of “Sport for All”; 

5.   To work in conjunction with other global and 

regional organizations dedicated to the promotion of 

international competitions; 

6.   To foster Olympism, which promotes friendship, 

solidarity and fair play through sports; 

7.   To undertake the organization of international 

competitions and to support Hong Kong athletes’ 

participation in them; 

8.   To select and send Hong Kong, China delegations 

to all multi-sports Games, including the Olympic 

Games, Asian Games, and East Asian Youth Games, 

etc.; and  
9.   To do all such other things to attain the above 
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goals.
103

 

 

Hong Kong Sports Institute 

(formerly known as Sports 

Jubilee Centre, 1982-1994); 

incorporated in 2004 as Hong 

Kong Sports Institute Limited 

 

Founded: 1982 

Ordinance enacted: 1977 

1.  To provide an environment in which talented Hong 

Kong sportsmen and sportswomen have the 

opportunity to achieve at the highest level in sport and 

advancement in sports education.  

2.   To be a delivery agent in the provision of high 

performance sport for talented sportsmen and 

sportswomen in Hong Kong, under the policy direction 

of the Secretary for Home Affairs, enabling them to 

achieve international success so as to enhance the 

reputation of Hong Kong and benefit the community of 

Hong Kong.  

3.    To formulate and prepare schemes for and 

establish and take all necessary steps for the promotion, 

maintenance, improvement and advancement of the 

interest of the public in Hong Kong and elsewhere in 

elite sports and various related forms.  

4.     To work closely with the Sports Federation and 

Olympic Committee of Hong Kong, China and national 

sports associations or other organizations of similar 

nature in the education, training and developing of 

Hong Kong talented sportsmen and sportswomen to 

achieve success in major games and international 

sporting events.  

5.    To work closely with the national sports 

associations and other bodies in the identification of 

talents for elite sports training.  

6.    To co-operate with different sectors of the 

community, education and sports training institutions, 

both local and in other places, in the delivery of elite 

sports training programmes.  

7.     To assist athletes under training in the Institute 

in their education and vocational training and their 

longer term personal and career development.  

8.     To provide sports science and sports medicine 

services to elite athletes and coaches, catering for the 

needs of the athletes undergoing their sports training 

programmes.  

9.     To facilitate and sponsor elite sport-related 

research and studies; and to educate, disseminate 

knowledge and advice on these matters to the sports 

community for the enhancement of high performance 

sport.  

10.     To provide sports information service to meet 

the needs of athletes, coaches, national sports 

associations, physical education specialists and sports 

science and sports medicine professionals. 

11.     To provide coach education and development, 

coach accreditation and coach registration.  

12.     To promote the exchange of information, 

                                                 

103 http://www.hkolympic.org/mission.php 
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experience, international understanding and goodwill 

in elite sport education and training.  

 

Leisure & Cultural Services 

Department  

 

Founded: 2000 

Leisure Services 

• We pledge to provide facilities that foster 

public participation in recreational and sports 

activities, and to organise a wide range of 

programmes that enrich the quality of life of 

the community. 

• We pledge to maintain hire charges and 

programme fees at a level affordable to the 

general public. We will continue to offer 

concessionary rates for the elderly, full-time 

students, people under the age of 14, and 

persons with disabilities together with their 

careers. 

• We pledge to provide, manage and maintain 

safe and high-quality recreation and sports 

facilities for the general public. 

Cultural Services 

• We pledge to provide civic centre facilities 

and cultural and entertainment programmes, 

and to promote the development and 

appreciation of the performing and visual arts. 

• We pledge to provide quality services for all 

library users that meet the community's need 

for knowledge, information and research; to 

support life-long learning, continuous 

education and the profitable use of leisure 

time; and to promote reading and local literary 

arts. 

• We pledge to preserve the local cultural 

heritage and to promote its appreciation by 

providing and developing museum and related 

services. We will focus our conservation 

efforts on antiquities and monuments, and 

promote heritage education and appreciation. 

We will also promote the visual arts and Hong 

Kong artists and, through a variety of 

education activities, help foster a sense of 

identity among the people of Hong Kong. 

 

Sports Commission  

 

Founded: 2005 

to advise the Government on:  

• the policies, strategies and implementation 

framework for sports development in Hong 

Kong; and 

• the provision of funding and resources in 

support of sports development in Hong Kong, 

taking into account the input from various 

stakeholders in sport through partnership and 

collaboration. 
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Vision for Sports Development 

• Promoting "Sport for All" – a sustainable and 

community-wide sporting culture whereby 

people of all age groups participate actively in 

sports in quest of sound physical and 

psychological health as well as positive 

community spirit; 

• Fostering High Performance Sports – a cadre 

of high performance athletes who can 

compete in major international and overseas 

sports events competitively, and become role 

models for our youth; and 

• Equipping Hong Kong to Host International 

Sports Events – Hong Kong becomes an 

attractive venue for hosting international 

sports events of different nature and size 

thereby bringing in more tourists and other 

economic benefits. 

 

Table 34 - Affiliations of Football Associations in Asia104 

Football Association Founded Joined FIFA Joined AFC 

 Japan 1921 1921 1954 

 Thailand 1916 1925 1954 

 Philippines 1907 1930 1954 

 China 1924 1931 1974 

 Lebanon 1933 1936 1964 

 Syria 1936 1937 1970 

 Afghanistan 1933 1948 1954 

 Iran 1920 1948 1954 

 India 1937 1948 1954 

 Pakistan 1947 1948 1954 

 South Korea 1928 1948 1954 

 Myanmar 1947 1948 1954 

 Iraq 1948 1950 1970 

 Sri Lanka 1939 1952 1954 

 Indonesia 1930 1952 1954 

 Laos 1951 1952 1968 

 Singapore 1892 1952 1954 

                                                 

104 Former members of the AFC include Israel (1954-1974), New Zealand (1964-1966), and Kazakhstan 

(1992-2002).   
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 Hong Kong 1914 1954 1954 

 Chinese Taipei105 1936 1954 1954 

 Cambodia 1933 1954 1954 

 Malaysia 1933 1954 1954 

 Jordan 1949 1956 1970 

 Saudi Arabia 1956 1956 1972 

 North Korea 1945 1958 1974 

 Australia106 1961 1963 2006 

 Kuwait 1952 1964 1964 

 Vietnam 1960 1964 1978 

 Bahrain 1957 1968 1969 

 Qatar 1960 1972 1974 

 Nepal 1951 1972 1954 

 Brunei 1959 1972 1969 

 United Arab Emirates 1971 1974 1974 

 Bangladesh 1972 1976 1973 

 Macau 1939 1978 1978 

 Oman 1978 1980 1980 

 Yemen 1962 1980 1980 

 Maldives 1982 1986 1984 

 Kyrgyzstan 1992 1994 1993 

 Tajikistan 1936 1994 1993 

 Turkmenistan 1992 1994 1993 

 Uzbekistan 1946 1994 1993 

 Palestine 1928 1995 1995 

 Guam 1975 1996 1991 

 Mongolia 1959 1998 1993 

 Bhutan 1983 2000 1993 

 East Timor 2002 2005 2002 

 Northern Mariana Islands 2005 - 2009 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

105 Taiwan left the AFC in 1974 and joined the Oceania Football Confederation in 1976. The membership 

was suspended in 1979, but Taiwan re-entered OFC in 1982 after changing the official name from Republic 

of China Football Association to Chinese Taipei Football Association. In 1989 Taiwan returned to the AFC.  
106 Australia was a member of the Oceania Football Confederation between 1966 and 2006.  
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Ad Chapter 4 

Table 35 - Official games between Hong Kong and China 

21-Jun-

1975 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

1-0 1975 AFC Asian 

Cup Qualifier 

Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

17-Jul-

1978 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

1-2 International 

Friendship 

Tournament 

Workers' 

Stadium,  

Beijing 

28-Jul-

1978 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

2-1 International 

Friendship 

Tournament 

Workers' 

Stadium,  

Beijing 

30-Jun-

1980 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

7-0 International 

Friendship 

Tournament 

Guangzhou 

21-Dec-

1980 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-1 1982 FIFA 

World Cup 

Qualifier 

Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

31-Dec-

1980 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-0 

(4-5 p.) 

1982 FIFA 

World Cup 

Qualifier 

Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

21-Jul-

1982 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

2-0 Great Wall 

Tournament 

Workers' 

Stadium,  

Beijing 

17-Sep-

1984 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

2-0 1984 AFC Asian 

Cup Qualifier 

Guangzhou 

17-Feb-

1985 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-0 1986 FIFA 

World Cup 

Qualifier 

Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

19-May-

1985 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

1-2 1986 FIFA 

World Cup 

Qualifier 

Workers' 

Stadium,  

Beijing 

12-Feb-

1989 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-0 Carlsberg Cup Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

21-Feb-

1995 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-0 Dynasty Cup Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

26-Feb-

1995 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

1-1  

(3-1 p.) 

Dynasty Cup Government 

Stadium, Hong 

Kong 

4-Feb-

1996 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-2 1996 AFC Asian 

Cup Qualifier 

Mong Kok 

Stadium,  

Hong Kong 
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1-Mar-

1998 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

1-0 Dynasty Cup Yokohama, 

Japan 

25-Apr-

2000 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-1 chinadotcom 

Corporation 

Challenge 

Hong Kong 

Stadium 

(Attendance: 

4,046) 

10-Dec-

2003 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

3-1 2003 East Asian 

Championship 

Kanagawa, 

Japan 

31-Mar-

2004 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-1 FIFA World Cup 

Qualifier 

Siu Sai Wan 

Sports Ground, 

Hong Kong 

(Attendance: 

9,200) 

17-Nov-

2004 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

7-0 FIFA World Cup 

Qualifier 

Tianhe 

Stadium, 

Guangzhou 

14-Feb-

2010 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

2-0 EAFF East 

Asian Cup 

Tokyo, Japan 

3-Sep-

2015 

China vs  

Hong Kong 

0-0 FIFA World Cup 

Qualifier 

Bao'an 

Stadium,  

Shenzhen 

17-Nov-

2015 

Hong Kong vs 

China 

0-0 FIFA World Cup 

Qualifier 

Mong Kok 

Stadium,  

Hong Kong  

(Attendance: 

6,500) 
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